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ABSTRACT 
Correlatior.s between aquif~r resistivity and aquifer 
p2rmeability are examined as an improved method for 
freshwater aquifer exploration. Layered aquifer models 
were developed where permeabilities for each layer were 
obtained from a random distribution between reasonable 
limits. Th~ perm~abilities of the layers were then 
converted to resistivi~y layers by using a previously 
developed semi-~mpirical relationship between permeability 
and resistivity at the small sample level. Hence, the 
hydraulic model with lay~red permeabilities was converted 
to an. electrical model with layered resistivities. 
Resistivities and permeabilities for the entire aquifer 
model were ~hen calculat~d with analytical equations for 
linear flow paral]el and perpendicular to layering. Trends 
were plotted from three hundred models for the four 
possible combinations 
flow paths. Results 
of these properties with respect to 
showed that the best predictor of 
horizontal aquifer perme~bility ia a horizontally layered 
aquifer, is the vertical or transverse aquifer resistivity. 
Horizontal or longitudinal aquifer resistivity can be used 
effectively to predict horizontal aquifer permeability only 
if the ~lectric or hydraulic anisotropy is known. 
To compute aquifer properties for the .spacially mixed 
case, where permeabilities were distributed as mono~odal 
ii 
probability derisity functio~s, a finita difference computer 
program was developed. Trends of aquifer resistivity 
versus aquifer permeability were ~eveloped for the uniform, 
exponential dnd lognormal permeability distributions. 
g~ometry_was approximately linear (quasi-linear). 
Flow 
To rela~e th~ results of lir.ear flow aquifer prop~rty 
trends mord to the field situation, where pump tests 
d~termine aquifer permeabilities based on radial flow, and 
the current from an el~ctric sounding moves from point 
source to point sink, radial and point to point flow 
g~ometri~s w~re used to compute aquifer properties where 
the aquifer was considered to be isolated from surrounding 
strata. Results showed that flow geometry does not make a 
significant differencP. in computing aquifer properties in 
spacially mixP.d isola~ed aquifers, yet may be very 
important for the layer?.d case. 
For non-isolated aquifers, where current is refracted 
by surrounding strata, methods of obtaining linear flow 
aquifer resistivities by interpreting sounding curves for 
various formation resistivity stratifications are 
discussed. Results indica~e th~t good corr~lations between 
aquifer resistivity and aquifer permeability are possible 
when formation stratifications are such that the aquifer 
resistivity and its directional sense can be found through 
sounding curve interpretations. 
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As groundwater is increasingly used as a source of 
w~ter SURply, the need to plan and manage aquifer systems 
becomes mort important to insure that these resources will 
remain pollution free 
estimates of aquifer 
engineers, yeologists 
and hydraulically sound. Accurate 
proµerti~s are essential for 
and hydrologists to predict water 
levels due to pumpage, drought, change in stream stage or 
inf i 1 tr a ti on ( W a 1 ton , 1 9 7 0) • 
Over the past decade, geophysical methods have played 
~ more significant role in aquifer exploration programs 
(Urish, 1978). Surface electrical resistivLty is an 
attractiv~ ~xploration 
relative low cost; (2) 
technique because: (1) of the 
it relates to the large aquifer 
volumes that control well yields rather than to the local 
conditions sampled with test borings; and (3) because of 
the analogous physical relationship between electrical 
conductivity and hydraulic conductivity. An electric 
current flows through saturated intergranular spaces in 
porous media in essentially the same channels as hydraulic 
flow, with boch dep~nding on porosity and tortuosity (Bear, 
1972). Fi~ld investigations, where hydraulic properties 
w~re determin0d by pump tests, and electrical properties 
w~re obtair.ed ~hrough surficial electrical resistivity 
2 
methods, have shown a large spread of values with 
differences not only in the r~gression slope, but in sign 
as well (Ungemach, 1969; Kelly, 1977; Heigold et al., 
1979). 
These differences ne0d to be resolved in order to 
determine the effectiveness of electrical techniques. As an 
initial step toward solving this problem, this study will 
attempt to r~late average "aquifer permeability" to average 
"aquifer resistivity" using idealized mod.els with the 
assumption that thd soil has an exact relatiorrship between 
permeability and resistivity at the small sample scale. The 
term permeability as used in this study includes the 
efficts of th~ grain matrix ana the pore fluid. 
These averalJe "aquifer" quantities are dependent upon 
the transport properties of the ~egion being studied, as 
well as the flow geometry (~a~ren and Price, 1961). 
Primarily tha effects of the integration of transport 
properties will be examined. Flow geometries will be kept 
close to linear (quasi-linear) by driving flow through a· 
confined aquifer section, where constant potentials prevail 
at the vertical boundaries. Cases will be examined where 
the aquifer is composed of definite layers (each layer with 
a different deterministic value of permeability) and where 
permeabilities are spacially mixed, following a given 
probability distribution. To relate results to field 
m9thods, where flow for the hydraulic case is usually 
radial and current in the· electrical case moves from point 
3 
to point, th2 effect of flow g~om~try on aquifer properties 
will be shown. 
MATERIAL RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
An aquifEr's hydraulic properties may be examined at 
various lev~ls, but only two are of interest in this study. 
The first is called the material level, where a small 
sample of soil is tested and its properties are assumed to 
be constant in space and direction. Sample sizes are 
g~nerally small, 
3 J 
from 50 cm for fine sands to 400 cm for 
gravels. The second level refers to the aquifer scale and 
is called macroscopic. This broad scoped macroscopic level 
is made up of many material. level parts. 
The term 11 aquifer permeability" refers to an average 
permeability at the macroscopic level. Computation of this 
term is based on hydraulic potential theory. Likewise, 
"aquifer resistivity" will refer to a macroscopic average 
apparent resistivity based on electrical potential theory. 
Exact equations and methods used to obtain these averages 
under various spacial configurations of transport 
properties will be presented. 
Researchers have shown with empirical and theoretical 
studies, that good relationships may exist at the matecial 
level be~waen hyJraulic and electric transport properties, 
with the best co~relation suitable for determining 
permeability of a fresh water saturated unconsolidated sand 
4 
being a direct relationship between apparent formation 
factor and permeability (k) (see appendix A). The 
g2n9ral empirical relationship may be expressed as 
where A and mare 
positive constants 
( 1 ) 
The effectiv~ness of this relationship may be due to the 
mutual depend2nca both qu~ntiti 0 s have for surface area of 
the soil matrix. 







Since labora~ory data in the literature for F versus k ,L 
material relationships is either for constant porosity 
(Jones and Buford, 1951: Kelly, 1976) or argillaceous 
sandstones (Worthington and Backer, 1972), a theoretical. 
r~lationship was chos-=?n which was close to the "probable 
av<?rage" curve developed by Urish. (1978)'. A literature 
review of the r~ vs. k r~lationship, including the Urish 
model, is provided in app~ndix A. 
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on porosities obtained by wet packing tests for both the 
loosest ( 4' ) and the d~nsE.'st ( 4- ) states. Ind~pendent 
Hft)f.. MIN . . 
variables included the median grain size (D. ) , uniformity 
',O 
coefficient and pore water resistivity 
(shown for one group of points with. u. =.5 and U =30). The 
)0 0 
porosity states ( ~ and 4 ) are actually determined by 
' 4' MA"' Yll>-i 
regression equations where avi?rage gr:ain size (D
50
) .and 
uniformity co~fficient were independent var:iables. 
Inherent in 4:he plot of Fig. 1 is an assumed inver:se tr:end 
betwe:en p:::>rosity and uniformity coefficient. The "pr:obable 
average" curve (Fig. 1) is believ~d to approximate the 
insitu case, wher:8 it is assum~d fine grained material is 
more uniform and tends to pack at higher porosities than 
coarse grained material. This trend implies an in-situ 
inverse relationship between porosity and permeability, 
·which many r?searchers have demonstrated on a sample to 
sample basis (Graton and Fraser, 1935; Kelly, 1980). A 
simplified version of the probable average curve, shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, .... as used in this study. 
This study will further simplify the material P,L vs. k 
relationship by assuming pore wat~r resistivity is constant 
within an aquifer. The material level relationship of Fig. 
2 was converted to a ~a vs- k relationship by using a 
value of 100_J-,_-m. This material level vs. k line is 
shown plotted in Fig. 2a, which represents the equation 
-6 





































































































































































where k = permeability (cm/sec) 
fc.1.. = apparent I."esistivi.ty (.1Lm) 
Equation 3 is the basic mat~rial relationship used in this 
stu1y. It should be noted that this equation is for 
material that is isotropic and of constant permeability and 
resistivity throughout. The basis of this r~lationship is 
not consider0d since the aim of the study is to examine 
macI."oscopic transpoI."t relationships when the material 
relation of ~~ to k is exactly known. In the real situation 
this relation is probably not exactly known; however, it 
was felt the mate~ial level uncertainty should not be 
included in this study. 
Layered Model Development 
Estimates of perme~bilities from pump tests and 
apparent resistivities from surficial electrical 
measurem8nts represent average quantities. Field 
I."elationships between aquifeI." hydraulic and electric 
properties differ not only fI."om laboratory relationships 
but from one another as w~ll. Kelly (1977) found a direct 
relationship between F~ and k, while Heigold and others 
(1979) found an inverse relationship. In France, Ungemach, 
Mostaghimi arid Duprat (1969) showed a direct relationship 
between aquifer transverse resistanc~ and transmissivity. 
Laboratory tests conducted by Kelly (1976) generally 
9 
followed the trend found hy Jones and Buford (1951), which 
showed a much larger positive slope than the Kelly (1977) 
field correlation for F (absissa) vs .. k (ordinate). Both 
a.. 
researchers· used graded samples and reported results for a 
constant porosity. 
One possible reason for th~ differences between 
laboratory ann field relationships of F~ vs. k is the 
effact of layering (Urish, 1978). Aquifer permeability and 
aquifer resistivity can be computed for layered cases where 
flow is either parallel or perpendicular to the layering 
and moves thiough constant cross sectional area (linear 
flow). Ayuif~r permeability and aquifer resistivity can be 
calculated for the desired directions and type of layering 
from thB following equations: 
= k 
\IV 
= (Perloff and Baron, 1976) (4) 
(Zohdy et al., 1974) (5) 
for flow parallel to the beds, and 
(Perloff and Baron, 1976) (6) 
10 
(Zohdy et aL, 1974) {7) 
for flow perper.dicular to the beds. 
where 
Urish 
k = aquifer permeability in the xy 
r




ly=h=hori zon tai layering y=v=vertical 
PAY= aquifer resistivity, where x and y are 
\ th1: same as in k 
h~ = thickness of the i'th lay~r 
n = number of layers 
(1978) used equations 4 and 5 to demonstrate 
ho"' the material Fa. (abscissa) versus k (ocdinate) 
relationship would flatten at the macroscopic level under 
conditions of horizontal flow, horizontal layering, and 
constant pore water resistivity. 
The testing done hy Urish (1978) was extended in this 
study, where both the horizontal and vertical layered cases 
are considered. A computer program was written which would 
perform the following steps; 
1) Pick one value of permeabilitf for each of five 
layers wh~re each layer is isotropic and has 
equal thickness. Permeability values are 
randomly selected between limits of 10 and 600 
11 
f:/d. 
2) Compute the associated resistivity for each 
layer based o~ equation 3. 
3) Compute the aquifer permeability and aquifer 
resistivity based on equations 4 and 5, for the 
case of horizontal flow with horizontal 
layering (k h~ and fhh 
) or vertical flow with 
vertical layering ( k hh and ~N ) . Compute 
aquifer pr ope rtie s with equations 6 and 7, for 
the case of horizontal flow with vertical 
layering (khv and ehv) or vertical flow with 
horizontal· layering (kvh and ~vh). 
Limiting permeability values in the range of 10 to 600 ft/d 
are reasonable for aquife~ material in southern Rhode 
Island (Gonthier et al., 1974). The random number geneiator 
used in st~p one was the GGIIBFS routine in Iritarnational 
lia~hematical and Sta:.istical Libraries (IMSL, Inc: 1979) .. , 
RESULTS: LAYERED MODEL 
Correlations were first attempted where the hydraulic 
and electrical cases both have the same flow path. The 
procedure outlined in the previous section was repeated 
three hundred times. 
12 
Data for the case of flow parallel to the layering is 
shown in figur~ 3, where each point represents one of 300 
simulated horizon-:.ally layered models { p hversus k h) or 
one 
k vv ) • 
\h h . 
of 300 simulated vertically layered models ( fvv versus 
Th~ line for the material level relationship, which 
represents an isotropic aquifer of constant permeability 
and apparent resistivity, is also shown in Fig. 3. When 
the values in of Fig. 3 are separated according to their 
hydraulic anisotropy, the points tend to form lines 
parallel to the material relationship or isotropic line. 
Hydraulic anisotropy is defined as the aquifer 
permeability for horizontal flow divided by the aquifer 
permeability for vertical flow. Thus, the value is equal 
to k /k for the horizontally layered case and is always hh vh 
greater than one. Likewise; electrical anisotropy will be 
defined as the aquifer resistivity for vertical flow 
divided by the aquifer resistivity for horizontal flow. 
For the horizontally layered case the value is 
which is also always greater than one. It should be noted 
that this is not the conventional definition of electrical 
anisotropy as defined by Keller and Frischknecht, which 
would be JC:vh /t 11~. 
The results in Fig. 3 representing horizontal 
layering ~'hh vs. k
11
h) were sorted according to hydraulic 
anisotropy ranges of 1.0 to 1.1 (Fig. 4), 2.0 to 2.5 (Fig. 
5) and 3.5 to 7. 0 (Fig. 6). 
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THOUSANDS 
A O U I F E R R E S I S T I V I T Y ~ hh 
4 5 6789 
(p ) Jl.-m 
\ YI/ 
Figure 3. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability points 
for 300 layered aquifer models, where flow parallels 
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THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY e~ 
4 5 6 8 9 
(p ) A-m 
\ 1/V 
Figure 4. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Fig. 3 with hydraulic anisotropies 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 1.0 to 1.1 

















































HUNDRE S THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ~hi. <evv>A-m 
Figure 5. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 3 with hydraulic anisotropie~ 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 2.0 to 2.5 




















































3 4 5 4 
THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY~hh (~v 11 >.11.-m 
Figure 6. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 3 with hidraulic anisotropies 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 3.5 to 7.0 






















































RES I ST IV I TY f vh (\hv .Jl -m 
Figure 7. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability points 
for 300 layered aquifer models, where flow is 




















































A Q U I FER RES I S T I V I T Y t v h C ~ lw ) _n_-m 
Figure 8. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 7 with hydraulic anisotropies 

























































AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ~v\. C~hv) .rt-m 
Figure 9. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 7 with hydraulic anisotropies 
(vertically layered) ranging from .5 to .4 
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HUNDRE S THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ~v\.. ~\-w >.A-m 
Figure 10. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 7 with hydrualic anisotropies 
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THOUSANDS 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ev\-\ (fnv) Jl -m 
Figure 11. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points for 300 layered aquifer models, where electric 
current flows perpendicular and hydraulic flow moves 










































AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ~vh (~hv) ..n..-m 
Figure 12. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer penneability for points 
from Figure .11 with hydraulic anisotropies 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 1.0 to 1.1 

























































3 4 5 3 4 
THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ~v\, (fhv) Jl.-m 
Figure 13. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 11 with hydraulic anisotropies 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 2.0 to 2.5 



















































A Q U I FE R RES I S T I V I T Y e vh Ce \w ) - ...rv -m 
Figure 14. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 11 with hydraulic anisotropies 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 3.5 to 7.0 























































2 3 456789 2 3 456789 
HUNDREDS THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY e Co ) JL-m . nh , vv 
Figure 15. Aquifer resistivity ys. aquifer permeability points 
for 300 layered aquifer models, where electric current 
flows parallel and hydraulic flow moves perpendicular 























































Figure 16. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 15 with hydraulic anisotropies 
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THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY o (p ) 
'\ 1-ih \ n 
f\_-m 
Figure 17. Aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 15 with hydraulic anisotropies 
(horizontally layered) ranging from 2.0 to 2.5 






















































9 2 •456789 
HUNDREDS THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RES I ST I V I T Y ~ nh C ~ v v > ..fl, - m 
Figure 18. Aquifer resisitivity vs. aquifer permeability for 
points from Figure 15 with hydraulic anisotropies 

























































Figure 19. Resistivity anisotropy vs. hydraulic anisotropy 
points for horizontally layered models. 
30 
J.20 
the layeri11q are shown in Fig. 7, where each point 
300 simulated vertical layered models 
horizontally layered models ( e~hversus 
in Fig. 7 representing vertical layering 
were then sorted according to hydraulic 
of 1.0 to .91 (Fig. 8), ~5 to .4 (Fig. 
9), and .29 to .14 (Fig. 10). 
represents one of 
( f 1-, versus le hv ) or . V 




Correlations were then attempted where the hydraulic 
and electrical cases had opposite flow paths. This 
corr~lation may be expected to be good, since an 
examination of equations 4 and 7 reveals both quantities 
are computed as the weighted (layer thickness) arithmetic 
mean. Likewise, equations 5 and 6 are similar in that both 
are weighted harmonic mean values~ 
conditions where the electrical current flows 
per~endicular to the layering and the hydraulic flow moves 
parallel will be examined first. If the horizontal layered 
case is consideredi then Fig. 11 is a plot of (vh versus 
k hh for the 3 0 0 a q u i f e r mode 1 s.. Fig . 1 1 a 1 so r e presents 
v~rsus kyv for the ver~ically layered case. The points 
in Pig. 11 r~presenting the horizontally layered case { rvh 
versus were then sorted according to hydraulic 
a11isotropy ranges of 1.0 to 1.1 (Fig .. 12), 2.0 to 2.5 (Fig. 
13) and 3.5 to 7.0 (Fig. 14). 
Conditions where the electrical current moves 
parallel to the layering and the hydraulic flow moves 
perpendicular are shown in Fig. 15, where ~hh ·versus kvh 
31 
or versus k hv are shown. The points in FLg. 15 
representing the horizontally layered casg ( f versus 
. hh 
kvh } were then sorted according to hydraulic anisotropy 
ranges of 1.0 to 1.1 (Fig. 16), 2.0 to 2.5 (Fig. 17) and 
3. 5 to 7.0 {Fig~ 18). 
Fig. 1 g shows the correlation between electrical 
anisotropy ( / 0 ) and hydraulic anisotropy (k 1 
/k vh ) . 
( vh \ hh ,h 
OBSERVATIONS: LAYERED MODEL 
The following observations are made for the layered 
case, where flow is linear, permeabilities within a layer 
range betweer. reasonabl~ limits and these permeabilities 
obey a material relationship similar to that of equation 3 
(approximately equal in slope). 
1. Th~re is a good correlation between hydraulic and 
electric anisotropy. 
2. If the hydraulic flow and electric current both move 
parallel to the layering, th~ aquifer values of f \--i ~
vs. k nh (or evv vs. k \/V) will al way_s fall on or to 
the li:?ft of the material level fct vs. k line (Fig. 
3) , with the distance from the line being 
proportional to the hydraulic or electric anisotropy 
(Figs. 4,5,6 and 19). 
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3. If the hyd~aulic flow and electric current both move 
perpendicular to the layering, the aquifer values of 
\Jr-1 vs. -'\v (or Qvh vs. kvl-1) will always fall on or 
to the right of the material level line (Fig. ~, 
with the distance from the line being proportional 
to the hydraulic or electric anisotropy (Figs. 
8,9,10 acd 19). Furthermore, each range of 
anisotropy comes close to producing a unique 
projection against ';he ~ or k axis (Figs. 8,9 and 
1 0) • 
4. If hyrlraulic flow is parallel and electric current 
perpendi~ular to the layering, aquifer values of evh 
vs. k hh {or ehv vs. k vv) 
will aiways fall on or to 
the left of the material fa. vs .. k line (Fig. 11) , 
with much less spraad than was exhibited for the 
results of P 
\. hh 
Distances of plotted val~es from the material line 
appear to be proportional to the hydraulic or 
electric anisotropy {Figs. 12,13,14 and 19). 
5. If the hydraulic flow mov~s perpendicular and the 
electric current moves parallel to the layering, the 
aquifer values of fnh vs. k vh (or rvv vs. k 11._,) will 
always fall on or to th~ right of the material level. 
1 in e (Fig. lS) , with much 1 es s s pr a ad than was 
exhibited for the results of vs. vs:. 
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kvn) in Fig. 7. Distances of plott~d values from 
the material line appear :o be pro~ortional to the 
hydraulic or electric anisotropy (Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 
19), and each range of anisotropy comes closer to 
producing a unique projection again st the e or k 
axis than occurs in Figs. 8,9 and 10. 
6. The values of hydraulic anisotropy due to layering 
were found to range from 1.0 to about 7.0, with the 
• • +-ma Jori ·-Y of the valu~s being bet~een 1.0 and 4.0. 
These values may seen low, however, their valuq is a 
multiplication factor to an aquifer with anisotropy 
at the mat8rial level (micro-anisotropy). 
CONVENTIONAL and STOCHASTIC DESCRIPTORS 
Permeability values usually show variations in space 
within a geologic formation. By conventional definitions~ 
if permeability is independent of position within a 
geologic formation, the formation is homogeneous. If 
permeability is depen~ent upon position within a geologic 
formation, the formation is heterogeneous 
Cherry, 1979). 
(Freeze and 
Gr~Ankorn an<l KP.ssler (1969) recognized that soil 
descriptors such as homogeneo~s and heterogeneous need to 
be defined stochastically. Their notation, which will be 
used in this study, is explained in the following excerpt 
34· 
from Freeze (1975). 
In gener~l the probability rlensity function for 
permeability (for example) is a function of 
location and orientation. This function can be 
• described with five independent variables: three 
rectangular coordinaates for location and two 
angular coordinat~s for orientation. If the 
probability density function is independent of 
orientation, the media is isotropic; if it is 
dependent of orientation, the media is 
anisotropic. If the distribution is ~xpressible 
by a finite linear combination of delta functions, 
the media is uniform; if not, it is nonuniform. 
When th~ distribution is monomodal, the media is 
homogeneous; if it is multimodal, it is 
heterogeneous~ 
Fig. 20 shows example frequency distributions of 
permeability for the four possible combinations of 
unifor.mity and homogeneity in isotropic media. 
Fnrthermore, any het:P-rogeneons or nonuniform distribution 
will be considered spacially mixed (figs. 20b, c, and d). 
If numerical modeling is used, an aquifer containing 
permeabilities which are spacially mixed will Ultimately be 
resolved into an assemblage of pieces, where each piece may 
be micro-isotropic or micro-anisotropic. Thus the terms 
micro-isotropic and micro-anisotropic will be used in this 
study to descr ihe material ( or nod a 1) pro per ties. The 
terms isotropic and anisotropic will be _reserved for 
describing the entire mddeled region (aquifer). Note that 
these specifications do not destroy the GreenKorn and 





















Fig. 20. Frequency distribution for permeability (k), 
illustrating Greenkorn and Kessler's (1969) 
definition of uniformity, homogeneity and 
heterogeneity 
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isotropic only if the assemblage of co~ponent pieces are 
micro-isotropic and have a uniform homogeneous 
distribution .. 
Clarke (1972), provides a comprehensiive list of 
terms and definitions to classify hydraulic mod~ls. His 
definition of a deterministic model will be used for cases 
where the permeabilities do not have some spacial 
distribution, that is, when the permeability values are 
exactly lrno...,n. 
PREVIOUS WORK: STOCHASTIC MODELS 
WhEn an aquifer is composed of a mixture of 
stratified drift materials, very often th~ distribution of 
permeabilities can be approximated by a probability density 
function (Freeze, 1975). • Many researchers have used 
stochastic models in .groundwater hydrology, although none 
are known to have been applied to resistiviity modeling. 
The first researchers to stochastically model aquifer 
permeabilities were Warren and Price (1961). They found 
that the most probable behavior of a nonuniform homogeneous 
(see Fig. 20) or a uniform heterogeneous system approaches 
that of a uniform system with an aquifer permeability equal 
to the g~ometric mean of the nodal permeabilities. 
Distributions tested included unifotm, exponential, and 
logr1ormal .. They utilized a three dimensional finite 




move predominately in o~e direction 
After steady state total heads were 
obtained, total flow was calculated through a plane near a 
constant hPad boundary ard used to compute aquifer 
permeability. 
Warren and Pric~ also analyzed the effects of flow 
geometry, anisotropy, and partial penetration on computed 
aquifer permeabilities. In a comparison betweeen 
quasi-linear and quasi-radial flow, they found that the 
expected or mean aquifer permeability is essantially 
independent of flow geometry. However, differences in 
quasi-radiaL and quasi-linear flow geometries were found to 
infiuence the standard. deviation of the aquifer 
permeabilities computed for different arrangements of a 
distribution. Standard deviation was used as a measure of 
what Warren and Price call th~ scale of heterogeneity. 
They also showed this scale of heterogeneity to be a 
function of the number of model elements and the number of 
elements in. each class of perm~ability values on a 
discretized frequency diagram (histogram). Limits are zero 
for the conventionally defined homogeneously heterogeneous 
case. and on~ for completely heterog~neous conditions. The 
scale of heterogeneity was used as a measure of the 
redundancy or entropy of the permeability distribution in 
space. Anisotropy ~as shown to cause a finite but not a 
particularly significant effect, and the apFarent increase 
in aquifer permeability with increasing micro-anisotropy, 
38 
was attributed to crossflow. Partial penetration of half 
the ftill depth was shown to cause a reduction in the 
expected aquifer permeability by about fifteen percent of 
the fully penetrating value. 
I"! c Mi 11 a n ( 1 CJ 6 6) f o u n d t hat th e st an d a rd d e·v i at i o n of 
the hydraulic potential was a function of the mean and 
standard deviation of the permeability, the mean of the 
gradient and the nodal spdcing. He used lognormal 
permeability distributions in the range of .5 to ~8, which 
several studies indicated to exist in the field. Bouwer 
(1969), using a 
found th~ aquifer 
geometric mean of 
permeabilitieswere 
two dimensional electric analog model, 
permeability to be closest to the 
nodal permeabilities, when 
selected from a uniform distribution. 
Freeze (1975) thoroughly examined the effect of 
uncertainties in soil properties, boundary condition, and 
initial conditions on the hydraulic heads with 
one-dimensional steady state 
steady sta~e conditions, he 
and transient flow. For 
concluded the best possible 
prediction that can be provided for the hydraulic head at 
any point is a description of the probability density 
function • of hydraulic h8ad at that point. .Freeze also 
demonstrated the difficulties (and perhaps the 
impossibility) of defining an equivalent uniform media for 
transient flow in nonuniform homogeneous geologic 
formations. In his analysis he used multivariate relations 
between permeability, porosity, and soil compressibility. 
39 




are no equations for 
transport properties 
ar~ spacially mixed. 
computing average 
whP-n the material level 
However, if the steady 
state potentials are known under conditions where the flow 
is macroscopically linear (quasi-linear), a technique may 
be employed to solve for ~h~ "aquifer permeability" {Warren 
and t'rice, 1961). Since there are no analytical solutions 
for potential quantities in these spacially mixed problems, 
numerical methods will be used to solve a two-dimensional 
confined aquif8r cross sectional 
right side vertical boundaries 
(2-D, quasi-line.:ir). 
model, where left and 
are consta~t potentials 
Numerical methods are widely used today and many good 
computer codes are 
(Trescott et al., 
available for groundwater models 
1976; Prickett and Lonniquist, 1971). 
Resistivity 
spacially 
modeling is not as dev~loped, particularly for 
mixed problems. Shortcomings are apparent in 
methods used to compute conn~ction conductivity values (see 
appendix D). 
In order to facilitate program alterations for 
various tests and to use a minimum of computer core 
requirements, a computer model was developed~ The model 
procedure is as follows: 




1~ all equal 
2. horizontally layered 
3. vertically layered 
B: stochastic 
1. a uniform distribution over the entire mod~l 
2. different uniform distributions within each 
layer 
3. an exponential distribution over the entire 
.model 
4. a lognormal distribution over the entire model· 
2. Calculate thE connection value permeabilities. 
3.Compute the steady state total heads. 
4. Compute the aquifer perrn~ability. 
This procedure would then be repeated for the related 
electrical model. 
1. Input ~he &xact same permeabilities at the same 
locations but convert these to electrical 





which is a rearrangement of equation 3. 
2. Calculate the connection value electrical 
conductivities. 
3. Compute the steady state scalar electrical 
potentials. 
4. Compute the aquifer resistivity. 
(8) 
The comput~d (aquifer =esistivity, aquifer permeability) 
poir.ts wer? plotted and compared to the material level line 
(equation 3). 
Numerical modeling is based upon the discretization 
of a differential equation which results in a set of 
simultaneous equations which are then solved for the 
unknown potentials at discrete locations (nodes). In the 
hydraulic case, each nod~ has an asssociated permeability 
value, or nodal permeability. Invariably, the connection 
permeability between adjacent nodes must be computed. In 
most state-of-the-art hydraulic models (Trescott, 1975; 
Trescott et al., 1976), this connection permeability is 
computed as the weighted harmonic mean of two adjacent 
nodal permeabilities, where the weight factor is the nodal 
42 
thickness orthogonal to flow. The validity of this 
approach is easily shown, since this w~ighted harmonic mean 
can be shown to· be the average permeability for flow 
perpendicular to the layering (eq. 6). connection 
p~rmeabilities are computed as the two layer case of 
equation 6. 
Since electrical ~onductivity is the reciprocal of 
~lectrical resistivity, 
v _L e 
equation 7 may be rewtitten as 













Connection conductivities in the electrical model were 
computed as the two layer case of equation 10, which is a 
• 
weighted harmonic mean of the nodal conductivities. 
In solving for the steady state hydraulic potentials, 
the iterative alternating direction implicit procedure 
(IADI) was used to solve the finite difference form of the 
following equation: 
wher'? 
-t d ( k1 ~) = 
uy 
h = total hydraulic head 
0 




k = per~eability in they-direction 
y 
Likewise, the IADI procedure was used to solve for scalar 
electrical potentials in the following equation: 
+ 0 ( 1 2) oy 
where V = sea la r electrical potential 
'J = conductivity i r. the x-direction )<. 
Ty = conductivity in the y-direction 
Comparison of equations 11 and 12, reveals they are 
completely analogous. This is discussed further in 
appendix F, wh~ie equations 11 and 12 are derived and 
discretized. 
The IADI method requires the solution of a set of 
simultaneous equations, which when in matrix form yield a 
tridiagonal coefficient matrix. These equations are then 
solved using the Thomas algorithm, which is de~cribed in 
appendix G. 
The IADI procedure was used for the following 
reasons: 
1. The alg6rithm is relatively straight forward and 
could easily be adjusted to suit model boundary 
conditions should the need arise. 
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2. According to Roach (1972), ADI methods are very 
effective for problems with regular boundary 
conditions. 
3. The ~hornas algorithm is extremely stable with 
respect to roundoff errors (Remsen, Hornberger and 
Moltz, 1973) 
4. The IADI procedure was used in other well documented 
digital groundwater mod8ling programs (Trescott et 
al., 197b; Prickett and Lonnquist. 1971). 
Computation 
method used by 
of the aquifer permeability followed the 
warren 
They ~omputed aquifer 
calculating the flow 
and Price for ~uasi-linear flow. 
permeability in a 3-D model by 
between two steady state potential 
surfaces and dividing by a shape factor equal to the change 
in potential through the entire model times the total cross 
sectional area divided by the total model length. 
In this study, quasi-linear horizontal flow is 
achieved by setting con~tant hydraulic head boundaries at 
the left and right boundaries of the confined {top and 
bottom boundaries have no flow across them) aquifer cross 
section model. Horizontal flow is then computed by summing 
the result of Darcy's law for steady state total heads at 
each discrete point over an entir~ column. Expressed 
numerically, the aquifer permeability for quasi-linear 
horizontal flow is; 
45 
( 1 ]) 
Fig. 21 shows parameters in this equation, 
where R = numher of model rows 
-
k = connection valus of permeability betwean 
i., Jr I 
h·. and h • , where i, j indicate row 
I •J l 'j tl 
and column respectivaly 
= ( 1 3a) 
6.j.~ 4- .6)(._;-11 
I::.. • I.,, 
••J r- j-t I 
1::. h_ .= change in steady state total hydraulic 
head across o l 
1.:.l = lgngth b<?tween h. and h· •. 1 '. J ' •J ~ 
a= nodal cross sectional area {normal to 
flow) 
6. L = total length over which b. H is dissipated 
L. H = total dissipa t-9d head through the model 
A= total model cross sectional area (normal 
to flow) 
Equation 13 was applied between columns 2 and 3, since no 
numerical error exists at the constant head nodes in column 
2. The value for kV is computed in similar fashion, 
where flow moves vertically. 
Since the al~ctrical potential flow problem is 
completely analogous to the hydraulic case, the aquifer 




















































































































































































































































































































































































K /:}_V L • t:.L / ~-<"... ~
·, :: I L •J c.l L:.VA.. 
· ( 1 4) 
'\ = aquifer conductivity for horizontal 
quasi-linear flow. 
q-:-. = con nee ti on value of conductivity 
·u 
and 
6 v . . = chang~ in steady state electrical 
'•.I 
potential across 1 
I:::,, V = total change in steady state electrical 
potential through the model 
Other quantities are previously defined. 
The value for is computed in similar fashion, where 
current flows vertically. 
PROGRAM VALIDATION AND TESTING 
The program vas first checked against the program 
developed by Trescott ( 1 976) . For the isotropic unif.orm 
case, results were identical to five significant figures 
~ith differences representing less than .005% of the total 
dissipated head. A model having three vertical layers was 
then· tested and the aquifer permeability computed from the 
numerical results using equation 13 (kh was within .009% 
of the theoretical value calculat<?d by equation 6 (k\.-n· ) . 
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In both of these te~ts five iteration parameters were used 
with an error criteria for closure (ECC) of .. 001 
Iteration paramerers are usad to aid convergence in the 
IADI procedure. Their use is discussed in appendix Hand 
by Trescott (1976). The ECC value is the maximum 
difference in potential at any discrete point between 
successive iterations, as required to achieve the steady 
state. 
When ECC values of 1 .. 0, .1, and .01 were used for the 
vertically layered modelr differences in hydraulic head, 
from the case of ECC equal to .001, were noted. These 
differences are sho~n in table 1 ahd represent the maximum 
difference in hydraulic head at any point through the 
middle row of the ~odel. A singl~ row was felt to be 
representative, since the difference in head within any 
column is small when horizontal flow occurs. 
Error Criteria for 











• 1 % 
.. 01 % 
Maximum% Difference 
in Hydraulic Heads 






Table 1 Effect of the error criteria for closure on 
st2ady state potentials. * computed at the 
middle row of the model. 
Table 1 shows the ratio of ECC to the total dissipated head 
to be clos~ to the error in the potential .quantities~ To 
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be conservative, an ECC value of .001 was used in 
subsequent program runs. 
When a uniform distribution of permeabilities (with 
limits of 10 to. 600 ft./d) was input to the model with a 
total dissipated head of 20 ft. and five iteration 
~arameters, convergence was not achieved. Since the 
optimum minimum iteration parameter (w ) is computed by 
. rn,n 
the program only for simple problems (Trescott et al., 
1976), othe~ values were t~sted by trial and error. First, 
the total dissipated head was raised to 100 and the limits 
of the uniform distribution were restricted to the range of 
40 to 600 ft/d. 
equaled :.005. 
The fastest convergence occurred when w. 
rn,n 
The other factor that may be critical with the IADI 
procedure is tha number of iteration parameters, which 
should be increased if the •difference between the maximum 
and minimum parameters are greater than three orders of 
(Trescott et a 1., 1976). When nine iteration magnitude 
parameters wi:re used with the computed w., , satisfactory 
m,n 
convergence was achieved. Since convergence was not as 
good (required ruore iterations) when equaled .005 with 
nin~ iteration parameters, subsequent runs utilizad the 
calculated valu~ nf w. and nine iteration parameters. 
rvi,., 
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RESULTS: QUASI-LINE~R STOCHASTIC MODEL 
The model was first run with nodal permeabilities 
selected at r~ndorn from a uniform distribution. This 
distribution fits Greenko=n and Kessler's general category 
of nonuniform and homogeneous (Fig. 20). Figure 21a shows 
the flow net for a typical run with horizontal quasi-linear 
flow (a detailed explanation of the techniques used to dr~w 
the flow net using computer graphics is provided· in 
appendix K). The uniform distributidn was selected because 
of its simplicity; it is not known to occur in the field. 
Appendix H shows how the distribution is sim~lated with the 
IMSL routine GGUBFS. Table 2 shows the limits and the mean 
or expected value for the distributions tested. These 
limits were selected to keep the range evenly balanced 
about some point on a log k scale; reasons vill become 
apparent later. 
# of models A (iower limit) J( (mean) B (upper limit) 
tested (ft/d) (f t/d) (ft/d) 
----------- --- --·---- ---- -- -------- ---------------
1 62 80 98 
2 39 97 155 
3 25 135 245 
4 15 202 389 
5 10 305 600 










Flow net showing horizontal quasi-linear flow 
through an aquifer model, where nodal permeabilities 


















Tha model contained 32. rows and 32 columns. For 
quasi-linear horizontal flow, kh and fv were determined 
from two s~parate program runs. Likewise, ky and fv 
were obtained for the quasi-linear vertical flov regime. 
Anisotropies kh /k" ano were then computed. Table 
3 shows all the data, ~nd the horizontal aquifer 
r":?sistivit y 
permeability 
( fn) is plotted v8rsus the horizontal aquifer 
(k\,,) in Fig. 22. It was observ~d that wider 
ranges gav8 greater deviations in \'h , k h points; hence, 
more points w~re plotted for these ranges. 
The effect of the numb~r of model nodes was examined 
when models of 64 ( 8 X 8) and 384!+ (62X62) nodes were 
points are shown for the 8~8 case 
in Fig. 23, and Fig. 24 shows th~ 62X62 model results. 
In an attempt to link the layered deterministic case 
with the spacially mixed, a test was conducted where a 
deterministic layered model was gradually changed to a 
model with a uniform distribution, Table 4 shows the 
distribution limits within each layer for each step. 
Values of eh, k~ are plotted for eacb step in Fig. 25. 


































ft/d ft/d ..n.-m J!..-m 
cm/s cm/s 
225.92 222.05 1.017 947.95 957.35 
. 079700 • 078300 
209.25 212.57 .9844 929.96 935.72 
.073824 .;.074995 
229.02 228.07 1.004 968.66 967.07 
.Od0798 .080464 
223.61 219.99 1.015 939.53 948.96 
.078751 .077612 
224.61 227.49 .9873 959.03 954.86 
.079242 .080260 
148.45 147.74 1.005 704.58 702.86 
.052374 .052121. 
164.53 160.54 1.025 741.54 - 745.56 
.058045 .056639 
145.60 150.35 .968 708.88 703.44 
.051369 .053043 
153.41 151.78 1.011 719.12 719.86 
.054122 .053547 
111.60 110.23 1-.012 555.13 
.039372 .038888 
113_9n 114.77 _992 566.6 
.040182 .040492 
114.32 112.65 1.015 560.53 
.040334 .039743 













88.645 88.524 1.001 459.77 
.031274 .031231 
460.28 • 1.001 
78.510 7 8. 4 80 1.000 411.45 - 411.22 . 999 
Table 3: Aquif~r permeability and aquifer resistivity values 
for the UNIFORM distribution 
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Figure 22. 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY ~n (11./M) 
Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity points 
for the UNIFORM permeability distribution, with· 
indicated ranges. Model grid was 32 x 32. Line 
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY \h (11/M) 
Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity points 
for the 8 x 8 model grid with a UNIFORM permeability 



























































3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 
THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY f 
.h 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
(.fl/ M) 
Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity points 
for the 62 x 62 model grid with.a UNIFORM permeability 
distribution from 10 to 600 ft/d. Line is 
equation 3. 
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Deterministic -·--steps-------- Uni form 








'!'able 4 : 
------- ------
400-600 300-600 250-600 150-600 10-600 
10-30 10-100 10-250 10-350 10-600 
400-600 300-600 250-600 150-600 10-600 
10-30 10-100 10-250 10-350 10-600 
400-600 300-600 250-600 150-600 10-600 
Racge of permeability (ft/d) unifor~ distribution 
in each of five 
transform~d from 
(step 1) to a 
(step 6) • 
layers as the model is· 
a layered deterministic case 
uniform stochastic distribution 
An exponential (log-uni farm) distribution of noda 1 
permeabiliti~s was then tes~ed. Although no basis for this 
distribution has been hypothesized, its existance has been 
frequently observed (Warren and• Price, 1961). Appendix G 
shows how this distribution was simulated. The mean or 
expected value of log k (k in ft/d) was· held constant at 
1.89. Rang;:is for log k tested were; 1.79 to 1.99, 1.59 to 
2.19, 1.39 to 2.39, 1.19 to 2.59 and 1.0 to 2.78. Fig. 26 
shows thesa t&sted distributions, which have th~ same 
limiting values of k as the uniform distribution. Table 5 
shows results for the ~xponential distributions and Fig. 27 



































































2 3 456789 2 
HiJNOREDS THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY \h 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Figure 25. 
( ll/ M) 
Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity points 
as the section is transformed from layered deter-
ministic permeabilities to a uniform distribution. 
Table 4 shows the layer distributions at each step. 
The line is equation 3. 
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from the isotropic line) because of the increased veight 
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I : I I 
1.0 1.19 1.39 l.::.19 1. 9 1.89 1.99 2.19 2.39 2. 9 2. 8 log k 
1.0 15 25 39 62 78 98 155 245 389 600 k(ft/d) 
Fig. 26. Sk~tch of the EXPONENTIAL distributions 
tested. 
The lognormal distribution of per ■ eability has been 
found in ■ any field situations (Lav, 1944; Warren, 1961; 
Hc!Hllan, 1966; Freeze, 1975). This distribution vas 
tested at two different means (~=1.5 and 2.2) using 
standard deviations (~) of .1, .3, .5, and .8. Appendix 
L shows how the lognormal distribution was simulated. 
Table 6 and Fig. 28 display the results. 
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# Range • k\, k k'ri ~½ fv of V fv 
log k ft/d ft/d k Jt. - m Jl-m 
ft/d cm/s V f'1-, cm/s 
--------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- -----
1 1.0-2. 78 63.621 64.677 .978 443.46 4 46- 53 1- 007 
.022318 .022818 
2 • II 61.488 61.125 1.006 442.12 445.91 1. 008 
.021693 .021565 
3 II 63.889 61.891 1. 03 451.54 452. 80 1. 00 3 
.02254 .021835 
4 II 55.155 55.374 . 996 412. 82 416.88 1.010 
.019459 .019536 
5 " 62.782 65.584 . 957 464.95 4 54. 8 3 .980 
.022150 .023138 
6 1. 19-2. 59 6 7. 174 67.306 . 998 433.20 431.65 . 996 
.023699 .023745 
7 II 7 2 .. 91 3 72.776 1.002 462.29 461.93 . 9992 
.025724 .025675 
8 " 67.338 67.033 1.005 435.12 4 34. 86 . 9994 
.023757 . 023649 
9 \1 67.395 66.00] 1.021 4 2 8. 52 434.75 1.014 
.023777 .023286 
10 1.39-2.39 70.305 70.124 1. 003 415.36 415.07 .9993 
. 0 24804 
11 \\ 73.627 72.377 1. 017 419.81 421.46 1. 004 
.025976 .025534 
12 \I 71.481 70. 049 1. 0 2 416.56 421.61 1.012 
.025219 .. 024713 
13 1.59-2.19 75.283 74.425 1. 0 1 4 08. 78 411.11 1.006 
.026560 .026257 
14 " 74.048 74.102 - 999 407.05 406.53 .999 
.026124 .026143 
15 1. 79-1.99 76.563 76.586 1. 0 404.22 404.66 1.001 
.027011 .027019 
Table 5: Aquifer permeability and aquifer · re sis ti vi t y values for 
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2 3 456789 2 3 456789 
~UNDREDS THOUSANDS 
AQUIFER RESISTIVITY \h (.n/Ml 
Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity points 
for the EXPONENTIAL permeability (ft/d) distribution, 
with indicated ranges. Model grid was 32 x 32 and 
the line is equation 3. 
62 
S.Dev. kh kV k~ P1-; fv fv 
( (T") ft/d ft/d -r .JZ. - m JL-m -V 
CID/S cm/s ('1-, 
------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- -----· 
1 . 1 156.39 156.09 1. 002 671.11 670.31 .999 
.055175 .055070 
2 11 155.34 156.23 .9943 669.63 66 9. 7 2 1. 000 
.054806 .055116 
3 ,, 158.11 157. 75 1.002 676.19 674.62 .998 
.055782 .055654 
4 . 3 147.07 146.34 1. 005 687.63 6 96. 3 3 1.013 
.051885 .051630 
5 II 150.01 150. 54 . 9965 710.82 707.17 .995 
.052923 .053110 
6 II 145. 95 146.73 .9947 689.52 690.06 1.001 
1 . 5 131.29 137.08 .9578 738.66 722.04 .978 
.046319 .048362 
8 II 130. 40 123.94 1.052 683.75 705. 96 1. 0 3 3 
.046005 .043725 
9 II 139.45 140.14 .9951 741.74 738.18 . 995 
. 049199 .049440 
1 0 .8 10 5. 45 120.81 .8729 765.53 769.88 1.006 
. 037204 .042623 
11 ,, 118.64 102.46 1. 1 58 793.89 865.05 1.09 
·.041856 .036148 
12 It 120.26 121. 74 .9878 837.60 805. 64 . 962 
.042427 .042950 
------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- -----
Table 6: Aquifer permeability and aquifer resistivity values 
for the LOGNORMAL distribution c-y=2.2> 
# S. De V. k~ k" k., f~ 
p,., 
ev 
( G'") ft/d . ft/d kv' J\J- m JL-m 
cm/s cm/s ~'r\ --~---- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- -----
1 . 1 31. 37 31. 42 .9984 218.40 218.11 .999 
.011068 .011085 
2 . 3 30. 09 30.82 . 9763 232.83 230.21 .989 
.010614 .010872 
3 . 5 27.26 27.79 .9809 243.07 240. 36 . 989 
. 009617 .009805 
4 26.34 25.60 ,_ 029 233. 54 232.76 . 997 
.009292 .009030 
5 .8 22.018 23.622 .9321 261.24 25 2. 72 .967 
.007768 .008334 
6 " 21.389 20.826 1. 027 256.24 253.40 .989 
.007546 .007347 
7 I\ 21.397 18.031 1. 187 22 3. 76 247.32 1. 105 
.007549 .006361 
------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- -----
Table 6a: Aquifer permeability and aquifer resistivity values 
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AQUIFER RESISTIVITY p 
. \h 
(J1../Ml 
Figure 28. Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity points 
for the L(X;NORMAL permeability (ft/d) distributions 
with means (r) of 1.5 and 2.2. A frequency diagram 
is shown for J( = 2. 2 with the indicated standard 
deviations ( ij=-) . The line is equation 3. 
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OBSP,RVATIONS: QUASI-LINEAR STOCHASTIC MODEL 
The following observations are noted from the results 
of the stochastic quasi-linear flow mod~lsr where 
conditions included: reasonable isotropic nodal 
permeability limits applicable to Darcy's lawr and a 
material l~vel relationship similar to that of equation 3 
(approximately equal in slope}. 
1. The p r kn point always lies on or to the right of 
.h 
the material relationship line (Figs .. 22 to 25r 27r 
28) • 
2. Differences in eh· vecsus k h plots between uniform 
and exponential permeability distributionsr where 
both distributions have the same limit valuesr are 
due to the increasd weighting low values have in an 
exponential range compared to the same range being 
un{formly distributed. 
3. Aquifers which are conventionally defined 
homogeneously heterogeneous (low scale of 
heterogeneity as rlefined by Warren and Pricer 1961) 
wil 1 show less seat ter in p n versus k h than ones 
which are more heterogeneous (higher scale of 
heterogfneity). See Figs. 21 and 24. 
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4. Distances from the material relationship line to the 
point are indicative of the spread of the 
perm~ability distribution (standard deviation, for 
example) , whEn th~ aquifer has a low scale of 
heterogenei~y (Figs. 22, 24, 27, 28). 
FLOW GEOMETRY STUDY 
Fi~ld m~thods used to obtain aquifer permeabilities 
and aquifer resistivities do not use the same flow geom~try 
as is assumed for equations 4 through 7 or that assumed for 
the computer model. The linear and quasi-linear flow 
geometrics require the fluid to move through a constant 
cross sectional area in a straight {or approximately 
straight) li~e from the source to the sink. Aquifer 
permeabilities are usually determined by pump tests where 
flow is quasi-radial. In vertical electric sounding 
techniques, a direct current moves from one surface point 
to another: (quasi-point to point). Both methods utilize 
potential theo~y to interpret field data. The prefix quasi 
is used to imply that transport properties are spacially 
mixed such ~hat flow paths deviate slightly from idealized 
smooth lines. Sketches of the quasi-linear, quasi-radial, 
and quasi-point to point flow geometries are shown in Fig. 
28a. 














































































1. Where the aquifer is considered "isolated" from 
surrou~ding formations. For this case, the current 
moves only through the aquifer and is not influenced 
(refracted) by materials above and below the 
aquifer. Flow geometry is quasi-point to point due 
to spacial mixing (Fig. 28a). 
2. Where most of the current moves through the aqiifer, 
yet is strongly influenced by materials overlying 
acd underlying the aquifAr. The idealized point to 
point flow pattern may be severely distorted due to 
refraction caused by resistivities of surrounding 
stra•a. This will be referred to as the 
"non-isolated" aquifer case. 
For the first case, attempts will be made to provide 
quantitative information showing the significance of flov 
geometry i~ determining aquifer pioperties. The use of 
resQlts in previous sections with simulated field-like 
aquifer resistivities at short electrode spacings will be 
evaluated. A comparison betwe~n aquifer permeabilities for 
linear and radial flow geometries will also be made. The 
second case will be examined in a more qualitative manner 
by citing from the literature some methods which may enable 
aquifer resistivities to be obtained from vertical electric 
sounding cu~ve interpretations. 
Warran and Price (1961) demonstrated how aquifec 
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p~rmeability could be detarmined numerically for the 
quasi~radial flow geometry of a confined aquifer in three 
dimensions. Their equation is derived for the case of 2-D 
confined steady state horizontal flow. Fig. 21 depicts the 
parameters used in this derivation. Total flow through the 
model is define1 as: 
Since 
Q =·k I A 
h 
( 1 5) 
k. . i 
l •J 
where 
kh = aquifer horizontal 
permeability 
I = efft::ctive aquifer gradient 
= ti H/ b. L 
A = effective aquifer area 
a ( 16) 
R = number of model rows 
-
k. = conn~ction permeability 
'·J between h~.j . and h,,j_ .. , 
computed as in equation 13a 
i = potential gradient 
where c.h, = h·• -h· '·1 • ,J • ,J L I.)~ 
Al= length between 
h~.J and h;,j,.I 
a= nodal cross sectional area 
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i = row subscript 
j = column subscrip~ 
(<.. 
~ k . . ~ h,,J a = k I A 
l,j h 
, (, 7) 
l = I 
t.l 
The ratio a /}.. l will be constan~ for Ever:y row, providing 
model rows are uniformly spaced. 
hence kh 
( 1 8) 
Let s = (I... ( 1 9) 
then ( 20) 
wheres is a shape factor. 
For the conventionally definAd uniform isotropic 
homogeneous case, 
s = 1 (21) 
c. h • . = 1::, h , for- the uniform 




In this study equation 20 will be used with ~hes 
value determined from equation 21, only when streamlines do 
not refract or where the refraction is expected to be small 
due to an isotropic homogene6usly heterogeneous media 
(conventional definition). Under these conditions, 
equation 20 car. be used for 2-D steady state flow, where 
the j and j+1 columns are confined at their bounds and 
serve to s~parate all inflow nodes from outflow nodes. It 
should b~ noted that equation 20 is.the same as equation 13 
for the quasi-lir.ear case where I (equals G. H/!1L), A , and 
a are known. Furthermore, it can be shown that the kh 
determined by equation 20 for linear flov with horizontal 
layering or vEr~ical layering is exactly khh and le hv' from 
equations 4 and 6 respectively. 
For radial flow with horizontal layering where 
vertical boundary heads are fully penetrating, equation 20 
can be shown to be equivalent to equation 4, since the 
radial flow steady state hydraulic heads are the same for 
the isotropic unifor~ homogeneous case (see Fig. 20) and 
the horizontally layered case. Equation 20 is revritten 
for the radial aquifer permeability (k ) as 
y 
~ 
~ k;.j 6h~._; {22) k 
:::1 
~ 
~ 2. L. h. 







~.:: \ L lj 
( 2 3) 
R 
Equation 23 represents the arithmetic mean for R equally 
spaced layers wh~re flow is parallel to the layering and is 
therefore equivalent to equation 4. 
Although Warren and Price (1961) did not apply 
equation 20 to· a confined vertically layeied model with 
radial flow, the equation should apply because: 
1. The equivalency of equations 4 and 20 demonstrates 
the correct application of equation 20 to a fullj 
penetrating well model using the radial flo~ 
geometry, where streamlines converge to a line. 
2. The equation can be shown to give the correct value 
of (equation 6) for the vertically layered 
s~ction with horizontal flow, demonstrating the 
c6rrect use of equation 20 for vertically layered 
sections. 
3. Streamlines through a section do not refract~ 
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column (j) 
1 2 3 4 C-1 C 
1 ~~ 











0 I H 
I 
I ~ I 
~x R 
I ► " r • I .. , . 
I . • I I , 
I • • , • I 
I A i. I 
• , • 7 
><",.x----" .. 
k- h2-+- h3~ h4->-t 
Fig. 28b. Idealizeo vertical !ayerec cod~l 
The value of khv tn equa1:io:1 6 is shown to equal the 
aquifer permeability value comput~d by equa~ion 20. Som~ 
terms used in the following derivation a~e shown in Fig. 
28b. Rewriting equation 6 in discrete form, as it would be 
used to compute khv in the model, 
vhere C =#of columns 
k .. = connectior. permeability 
L~ between columns j-1 and 
j 
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Leth~ = h .•......•...... - h = h 
4 3 C 
wher.::. b = consran ■: 
Then 
khV~-~-+-b--. __ c. __ b ______ .. -.-.-.-_-+--b-
( 2 4) 
Multiplyiny beth sidss of equ~t~on 24 by QI~ gives 
where 
( 2 S) 
(P~rloff & Bc.ron, 1976) 
( 2 6) 
~H = total dissipated head 
for horizontal flow 
throuqh a wodel with C 
v~r~ic~l layers of 
thickr.ess b 
f2. 
A = 2 ~ -= R:i (27) 
i<-= # cf rows 
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and total flow can b~ comput~d as 
Then substituting 
Since 
Q = ( 2 8) 
ey_11c1tions 26, 27, and :28 into 25 gives 
I ,d,·. I 
. c.. k· .__;_:,J,·J a -l.... 
C b ·,•'I '•J Al R«. 
Ld--\ 
change in head h2tween two columns for th~ 
uniform isotropic cass with radi~l flow 




which is the same as equat-.ion 20 (using thE= S value of 
equation 2 1). 
To usa the Warren and Price t~chnique for radial. 
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flow, the cartesian coordinate. computer program had to hs 
modified to handle ra~ial symP~rjc flo~ through a 2-0 cross 
section where vertical houndary hea<ls ar~ fully 
penetrating. The governir.g <li.ff.•?rP.nt-.ial t:L}llation for 





The discretizPrl equation is formulated in appendix I, whe~e 
the method of computing co!l:1ect.ion permeahilitic:,s is also 
shown. After appropriate modifications were made to the 
computer program, the Th.:?1rn eyuat:.ion, 
Q \h (r-z. /-r-,) 
J 1Y b(ht-h,J (BOUW':!r, 1978) 
where Q =. total flow 
r. = radius to hi 
L L 
h, ~ head at point i 
\ 
h = aquitgr ~hicknes~ 
( 3 0} 
was used to check the radial model. 
isotropic homogeneous cas0 (see Fig. 
For tha uniform 
20), the input 
permeability was within .1~ of the valu~ computed by 
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equation 30. With data from ~he model, the value of S was 
determined by applyiny equa~ion 21 to the middle column. 
Values of krv , ~he aquiter p~rmpabil~ty due to radial flow 
with ve::.-tical lay,,:,r:ing, wert then det~rmined by applying 
equation 20 to steady state haads obtained by the radial 
model for different ~rrang~ments of six pe::.-mectbili~y 
values. 
Results are shown in taolc. 7, wh~~~ th~ lowest valu ➔ 
is approximately half of.thg khv value anJ the highest is 
close to double the lin~ar: flow value. Clearly 
demonstrating that the krv value is depsnd~nt upon the 
exact arraPgem8nt of the vertical layering and hence, the 
linear and radial flo~ geometries can~ot be exnected to 
yield the same aq·uifer pa~ameters. 
Permeabilities (ft/ci) Total krv krv 
in each vertical Plow 
Well lay~r (cfd) (ft/d) khV --------------------------- -------
400 300 200 100 50 1418506 257 2. 11 
50 100 200 . JOO 400 347357 63 . 52 
300 100 50 400 200 995309 180 1.48 
100 300 400 200 50 660701 120 .98 
50 300 100 4 00 200 357Ltg4 65 . 53 
400 100 100 50 200 1300169 236 1.93 
--------------------------- -------
Table 7: Effect of vertical layering rearrangement oc k 
wh,rn khv = 122 !:t/o. 
EquatioP. 20 ~as not applied ~o th~ laye~Pd cases 
.where flow moved from a point source to. a point sink. It 
appears equation 20 may only he applied to situations where 
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flow is linear or quasi-linear and moves in the same 
direction as a pri~cipal pe~m~aoili:y, or where the 
material is homogeneously h~tErogeneous ar.d isotropi~ 
(conventional definition). N~ither of th~se situati.ons ar~ 
m~t in the layered cas~ of point to point flow, where 
streamlines move in many directions and r~fract at layer 
boundaries throughout a very he~erogeneous material. 
Further proof of th~ inapplicability of equation 20 
for the layered point to poi~t fl~w model ~ay be foucd in 
examining the requirements for equivalent aquifer section3. 
According to Freeze (1975), aquifar sBctions will be 
equivalen~ when the total flow through th~ tru8 section 
equals the total flow through the eguivalent section. 
Table 8 shows the total flow through a layered model 
section undar point to point flow depends on the exact 
arrangement of the lay~rs for hoth horizontal and vertical 
layered cases. These flow. rates are obtained by 
calculating total inflow based on numerically solved steady 
state heads, perm2ability in the upper layer, and nodal 
cross sectional areas. Thus, tha ~quivalent section is not 
simply one with principal pdrccabilities havi~g values of 
the arithmetic and harmonic . rnean3 of the layered 
permeabiliti~s; for this s~r.tion would give on£ value of 
flow for the horizontal laye~~a case, and on~ value for the 
vertical layered case. It was not within the scope of this 
study to devise a method which computes aquifer proparties 
for the layer~d case with point ~o pain~ flow. It may be 
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impossible to prouuc~ an eguivdl2nt s~ction under these 
conditions. 
Permeabilities (ft/d) 


























Total flow throug~ 















Table 8.: Effect of lay~rinq rearrangP.ment on total flow 
with the point to point flow regime 
For the· spacially mix~d case, ~uasi-linear, 
quasi-radial, and quasi-point to point flow geometries wer~ 
used to compute ayuifer pb~meaLilities and aquifer 
resisti vi ties. Uniform, exponential and lognormal 
permeability distrihtions wFre .tested. The cartesian 
coordinate model was used for the quasi-linear and 
quasi-point to point flow geometri~s, and the radial 
program determined aquife~ +-. proper ~1.es for quasi-radial 
flow. Equation 20 was us~d to calculate the aquifer 
properties, since the applied 900 node model with spacially 
mixed permeabilit1.8s was approximataly isotro~ic and 
homogeneously heterogeneous (conve~tional definition). 1h9 
value of s in ~~uatio~ 21 was detErmined for th~ 
quasi-radial and quasi-point to point geo~etries by 
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numerically solving for ths steady stat~ h~ads in an 
isotropic section of constart permeaoility. The 
quasi-point. to point num2rical simulations assume~ a line 
source electrode. Accorctiny to M11fti (1978) results from a 
2-D line souLce siwulation ar~ compar~ble to the 3-D pain~ 
source case oniy when the results are used in the_ 
computation of resistiviti2s. Also, th2 2-D case assumes 
the current emitu,d per unit length of the line sou!:"ce is 
equal to the total current emitt.ed by th"" point sourc~. 
Twelve models wi2r'= formE:d tor each distribution a11d 
flow regime. Values of kh , kr ar.d icp for the uniform 
" distribtition ar~ compared in Table 9, wher~ the mean (k) 
A. 
and standard deviation (tr)· of each column j s also shown. 
(1<J61) concluded that this standard 
deviation (~) is i~dic~tive of the scal8 of heterogeneity. 
Tables 10 and 11 show aquifer permeability data for the 
exponential and loqnormal distributions. The ex!>ected or 
mean value ("() of nodal permeability was 77.6 ft/d for all 
distributions, with the lirnit5 for tha uniform and 
exponential casEs set at 10 ft/d and 600 ft/d. The 
standard deviation was .4 for the lognormal 
distribution (k in ft/d) . Table 12 shows the aquifer 
resistivities for the lognormal distribution with 
quasi-linear (~
1
.) and point to poir.t ( epl flow geometries. 
Tables 9 to 12 also include the geometric ~ean of the 
.,..... 
aquifer para~eters. Table 13 shows the ratio of U- 1$ to 
A A 






























22 9. 0 
226.7 
232.5 



















C\ us;s i --
f 01 n t- geometric 
point mean 
215. 0 















24 3. 0 
240.8 
239.2 






24 a. 6 
238.6 
5.79 
Table 9: Numerically computed aquifer 
perm ea b i l i t i e s ( ft /d ) "' hen nod a 1 
perm~abilities have a uniform distribution 
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Table 10: Numerically computed aquifer 
permeabilities (ft/d) when nodal 
permeabilities have a exponential 
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'Iable 11: Numerically computed aquifer (ft/&) 
permeabilities when nodal permeabilities 
have a lognormal distribution (-"'( = 1.89, 





quasi- point- geometric 
# linear point roean 
-------- -------- --------
1 4 4 2. 1 514. "> 409.9 
2 4 33. 8 40cl.O 404.6 
3 4 31. g 366.8 405. 8 
4 434.8 509.2 409. 7 
' 5 4 1 3. 1 421.4 387.9 
6 l.!63.5 459.3 429.5 
7 4 2 2. 1 4 51. 3 397.4 ,, 
8 4 28. 2 427.2 401.9 
9 444.4 4 50. 3 418.6 
10 422.9 394.9 397.8 
11 443.5 4 23. 3 413.CJ 
12 442.2 416.7 419.0 
-------- -------- --------
me:an <f) 435.2 436.9 408.0 
s. de v. (f) 13.2 43.3 11 . 3 
Tabl8 12: NumE-rically computed aquifer 
r2sis~ivities when converted (eq. 
3) nodal p~rmeabilitiE:s have a 
logr.ormal distribution ( -'( = 1.89, 
q-= . 4) 
quasi-linear 
distribution. 
flow with a loynormal p2r~~ability 
This cdn h~ attrihut~d to the spread and 
magnitude of their nodal trar.spor+ 
material relationship 
resistivities. 
hydraulic &; ...... 
k 
...... 
1?lectric fr /A p 
(e q. J) converts pE-c::neabilities to 
flow 
gnasi guasi 
lin1:~a!:" pt. to pt. 
.041 • 1 5 
. 0 3 • 1 
.,,,,.. A ......_, A 
Table 13: Comparison of o- / \r. and cy- / €' values for 
the hydraulic ar.d electric case of 















" Table 14: Deviation of rn<::an valuss (k) from the 
mean value of quasi-lir.ear hydraulic 
flow 
A comparison of th~ mean valu~s of quasi-radial 
computed aquifer p~rmeability and quasi point to point 
aquifer permeability to the qu~si-linear cornput~d aquifer 
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\ 
permeability i5 shown in table 14. The data indicates that 
flow geometry does not play a significant role in 
determining aquifer permeability when the nodal 
permeabilities are represented by a stochastic d~stribution 
and the scale or heti?r:ogen.::ity is low. This agrE-8S with 
the Warren and Price results for th8 3-D case. 
Actually, the point to poiHt flow is only used in the 
field for the electrical cas~. Data fr0ru table 12 shows 
t he me a n a q u i f Er- rt? s is t i vi t y w i t h q u a s i p ,Ji n t to po in ~ E lo ,: 
is within .4% of the medn vi\luE=> with quasi-lin<➔ ar- flow .. 
To examine the cas~ wh~r~ ~lectroda sp3cinqs ar~ 
large and the current is influenced 
materials above and below the aguiter 
(refrac:.ed) by 
(non-isola t~d 
aquifar), vertical elec:::ric s011ndinq curv.:? interpretation 
techniques can be used to obtain r~sistivities or layers in 
an assumed horizontally stratified fo~mation. To makA a 
vertical electric sounding, 3. c11rrer.t is introduced into 
the ground via two surface electrodes and the potectial 
difference is measured bd:.w~~r. a second pair of electrodes. 
Apparent r-esi.stivities ar2 calculated as a function of t:he_ 
currentr potential differenc~ and a geonetric factor bas8d 
on the exact electrode configura~ion. 
Previous results from this scudy d.':'e co1nparr1.ble to 
the "isolated 11 _ aguifE:r cas-=, wh~re current moves only 
through the aquif~r and is not r~fracted by surrounding 
strata. This situation 8Xists when overlying ma+:~rials are 
either not present or considered negligible and the 
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electrode spacing is sMall (lA.ss tha~ thA. a~uifer 
thickness) . Th~ more common situa~ion is when the aquif~r 
thickness is unknown acd a resistivity layer or lay~=s 
overlie ar.d underlie the aquif~r. For this case, apparP.n~ 
resistivities are obtained as th8 current electro~e spacin~ 
is expanded. These values are plotted against half the 
electrod& spacing resultiug iL v~rtical ?lectric sounding 
curve. Using interpretation ~~chniqu~s, i~ is possible to 
use this figld curve to es~i~ate th~ resistivity of the 
aquifer when materials of significantly different 
resistivity lie abov9 and below the aquit~r. 
Interpretatior. procedures which combine curve 
matching methods with techniques· that utilize the Dar 
Zarrouk parameters app~ar to be well suited for aquifer 
exploration (Kosinski, 1978). The Dar Zarrouk paramet~rs 
longitudinal unit conductance (S) and transverse unit 
resistance (T) may so~etimes be estimat~d from sounding 
curves. They ar€ d8fin,;,d as 
s ( Z o h d y , Ea ton & Mab e.y , 1 9 7 4 ) ( 3 1 ) 
T (Zohdy, Eaton & Mabey, 1974) ( 32) 
• where L is a layer subscript and includes all resistivity 
layers in 
horizontal 
the formation, ~~ 
rasistivity , ~t is 
is ~he longitudinal or 
the transv8rse or vertical 
resistivity and his the layer thickness. The transverse 
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unit resistance (T) is based on curr-?nt flow perpendicular 
to the layering, wh~rGas the longitudinal unit conduct:1.nc.:.? 
(S) is based on curr~nt rncvemec~ parallel to lay~ring. 
Surficial geologic formations in New England 
typically consist of an unsaturated zone, the aquifer and a 
r-esistive bedrock (i:Jngo11s or metamorphic). To demonstrate 
the flow pattern associated wi~h this case, the cartesian 
coordinate 
flow net. 
finite difterance model was used to produce a 
Data for the mod2l was obtainEd fr~m th9 
interpr-etation of 1::!lectric soun1linq C:36 in a thesis by 
Kosinski (1978). rour l'lyers wer'? us,2:d, with ~\ =1737-"l..-m 
(unsaturated topsoil), ~1.. =5334 .JL-rn (unsaturated sand and 
. b 
gr a v e 1) , € 3 . = 4 6 8 -'L- m ( sd t u r a t e d a q u i f et: ) and ~ ~ = 5 • 1 7 )( 1 O 
Jt- m (bedrock). current electrodes are 384 fegt apart, 
representing a relatively :~rqe spacing. The b<?drock 
resistivity in the field is effectively infinite, with the 
value of 5.17x10~ used to allow program convergence. Fig. 
29 shows 97% of .. _he flo·, moves t.hrouqh ":he saturat~d 
a qui fer (layer 3), appcoximating horizontal linear flow. 
This model demonstrates whys id the important factor and 
that the resistivity of the aquifer will b9 the 
longitudinal or hocizontal resistivity for the resistive 
bedrock case. 
The lay2ring ai:-rangemen: of ri9. 29 would produce a 
minimum type sounding curve,· since the r8sistivity of the 
aquifer is less than the resistivities of surrounding 

















































































































































































































































































































































that layer rcsistivities ohtained through curvg matching 
will be longitudinal resistivit::.es b<C?caus8 s is the 
governing average parameter (Zohdy, 19b5). This was 
demonstrated by Kosinski and Kelly (1981), who showed that 
when the aquifer is the midrll0 layer ~f the minimum 
sounding curve, the singl~ aguif~r resistivity value 
calculated from the sounding curve is ~epr~s~ntativ2 of the 
entire aquifer section i~ tha horizontal dir~ction. Z o hd y, 
Eaton and Mabey (1974) discuss a t~ch~ique capabl~ of 
obtaining aquif~r horizontal resistivity for minimum typ? 
sounding curves where the middl~ low resistivity layer (th~ 
aquifer) is at least three times the thickn~ss of th€ upper 
layer. When the basement layar is very resistive causing 
the terminal branch of the sounding curve to rise at a 45 
angl&, the value of s for all layers above the basement may 
be estimated with a simple graphical method. For this cas8 
equation 31 can be used to estimate the horizontal aquifer 
resistivity provided reasonable estima~~s of paramet~rs in 
th e e q u at ion for 1 a y Er s a b o v e the a q u i f ~ r ( f e. ~ a n d h ~ ) and 
the aquifer thickness may be obtained by int8rp4etation of 
the sounding curve, geophysical me~hods, borehole control 
or a combination of th~se. 
Zohd y, Eaton and Mabey (1974) showo:d how the 
transverse unit resistance of ~wo layers above the basement 
(T
1
~i> may be estimated through graphical interpretation of 
a three layer maximum typs sounding curve when the 
resistivity of the middle lay2r (~,..l is greater than the 
91 
upper and basemen,: They .:ilso 
discuss a technique for d2,:~rmining ~hE transvers~ unit 
resistance of the middle lay~r. ~her9fora, for th~ thr~e 
layer case where a maximum sounding curvE is obtained and 
the middle layer r~pres~nts t~e aqu~fer, it is possiblP. to 
P.stirnate values for the v~rtical or transvers9 aquifer 
resistivity by incorporating curve matching and simple 
graphical techniques. 
Fig. 30 shows the flow nbt obtained from th8 coillputer 
model for a horizontally layered formation wh~re 
~ 4 = 8 .. 9.JZ..-m represents a conductive basern.=::nt layar. Other 
layer resistivity values and th~ current electrode 
separation are as in Fig. 29. Streamlines show current 
flow through the ayuifer is approximafaly vertic~l. This 
approxim~tion will improv~ s the tnicknEss of the aquifer 
increases. It should be noted that this case will produce 
a double descending typ'? sounding curve since ~ 1~~>~3 >~'{. 
However, the top two layers ( p l are very ':hin cam pared to 
\ lt;;L 
the aquif~r and therefore the flow ~attern should not 
change significantly if these layers had a resistivity 
lower than the aquifer, as in the maximum sounding curve 
arrange1rnn t. It is primarily th~ low conductivity of the 
basement layer ~hat causes current ~o mov~ vertically 
thr6ugh the aquifer section. This case ~ill ~xist when the 
bedrock is sh~le, the si~uation reported by Duprat, Simler 
and Ungemach (1970), or where saline water occurs in the 
fissures and joints of th~ upper portion of ~he bedrock, as 















































































































































































































































































































OBSERVATIONS: PLOW GEOMETRY STUDY 
The following observations are drawn from th~ flow 
geometry study: 
1. When aquifer layering is hoiizontal, the aquifer 
permeability for horizontal flow kh will equal th~ 
aquifer permeability for radial flow kr. 
2. For vertical layering, kr will not equal kh, since 
kr depends on the exact arrangement of the layers 
(Table 7 ) .. 
3. For horizontally or vertically layered aquifers in 
the isolaterl cas~, where current flows only through 
the aqu~fer and is not refracted by surrounding 
strata, the amount of current moving through the 
aquifer from point source to point sink will depend 
on the exact arranq~ment of the layers (Table 8). 
4. In the isolated case, aqriifers that are isotropic 
and homogeneously heterogeneous (conventional 
definition) will not depend significantly on flow 
geometry for determining aquifer properties (Tables 
9 thru 12). 
5. For the isolated aquifer cas~, the standard 
d~viation of aquif~r properties is effected by flow 
g~ometry. Tables 9 thru 11 d~rnonstrate the 
"" increasing trend of standard deviation (V) from 
quasi-linear to quasi-radial to quasi-point to point 
cases. 
6. For the non-isolated aquifer case, where current is 
refracted by surrounding strata, if electrode 
spacing is large (relative to the aquifer thickness) 
a~d the baseruent and lipp~r layers are ~ore resistive 
than the aquifer section, current flow will be 
approximately horizontal through the aquifer (Fig. 
29) • 
7. Fo= the non-isolated aquifer case, when current is 
intronuced at large el~ctrode spacings and the 
basement layer is very conductive compared to the 
aquifer and upper layers, current flow will be 




The following conclusior.s have baen drawn from this 
study assuming that, at the material level, aquifer: soils 
are isotropic and ob~y a relationship similar to equation 3 
(approximately equal in slope), where pore water: 
resistivity is cor.star.t and Darcy's law is valid. 
1. For a horizontally layered aquifer:, where electric 
current moves parallel to the· layering, it is 
possible to estimate horizontal aquifer permeability 
when hydraulic or electric anisotropy and aquifer 
horizor.tal (longitudinal) resistivity values are 
known .. The ·aquiter horizontal resistivity may be 
estimated for the non-isolated aquifer case using 
sounding curve interpretation techniques and 
graphical methods when formations are horizontally 
layered and the basement layer: is very resistive 
compared to the aquifer (Vf;rtical electric sounding 
curves that end with a forty five degree incline). 
For a horizontally layered aquifer:, the estimated 
horizontal aquifer resistivity ( ehh) could be used 
to estimate aquifeL horizontal permeability (khh) 
when the hydraulic or electric anisotropy is known 
(Fig. 3). 
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2. For casPs where electric current movP.s vertically 
through a horizontally layered aquifer, it is 
possible to estimate ho~izontal aquifer pe=meability 
using the aquifer vertical (transverse) resistivity. 
The aquifer vertical resistivity may be estimated 
for the non-isolated aquifer case using sounding 
curve interptetation techniques and graphical 
methods when formations are horizontally layered and 
the basement layer is very conductive compared to 
the aquifer (maximum or double descending type 
sounding . curve). For a horizontally layered 
aquifer; the vertical aquifer resistivity 
could be us~d to estimatB aquifer horizontal 
(Fig. 11) . Knowledge of the 
hydraulic or electric anisotropy would improve this 
estimate, hut it is not necessary to obtain a 
reasonable value. 
3. Since spacially mixed aquifers do not depend 
significantly on flow geometry it may be possible to 
estimate. the aquifer p~rmeability for the isolated 
and non-isolated aquifer cases. In the isolated 
case, where current m6ves in a quasi-point to point 
geometry, the app~rent resistivity obtained from a 
vertical electric sounding will represent the 
aquifer resistiviti. Quasi-point to point flow 
g~ometry will be maintained only if the electrode 
97 
spacing is less ~han th?. aquifer thickness. 
In the non-isolated aquifer case it is 
possible to estimate the aquifer resistivity with 
vertical electric sotlnding interpretations. For 
this case, the current path through the aquifer naed 
r.ot be horizontal or -vertical, so long as it is 
possible to estirn~te the aquifer resistivity by 
interpretation. 
The kr.own aquifer resistivity may be used with 
figures similar to Figs. 22, 27 or 28 to estimate 
the horizontal aquifer permeability when the type of 
distribution (uniform, exponential, ldgnormal, etc.) 
and the mean or standard deviation is known. Fig. 
31 demonstrates the trend of Fig. 28 applied in an 
example. Wh~n the spacial permeability distribution 
is .known to he lognormal with a standard deviation 
of .8 and the aquifer resistivity is determined to 
be 500 ..Q-m, then the aquifer horizontal permeability 
would be estimated at about .022 cm/sec. Figs. 22 
and 27 would bP util~zeQ ir. q similar manner. 
4. It is possible to have a relation between aquifer 
resistivity and aquifer radial permeability with a 
positive or negativa slope when aquifer 
resis~ivities are estima~ed from ele6tric soundings 
and aquifer radial permeabilities are estimated from 
pump test data. Fig. 28 shows both conditions are 
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possihle when the permeability distribution is 
lognormal. ~ negative slopa could 8xist for a field 
situation where the mean permeability was constant 
wit6 standacd deviation va=yinq at each location 
t~sted. Similarly, a positive trend could occur for 
a constaat standard deviation with a mean 
perm?.ability that was location dependent. For the 
layered case, Fig. 3 shows both a positive or 
negative slope could pass through the spread of 
points when layering is horizontal, the bedrock has 
a high resistivity .and the anisotropy viries with 
location. From the results of Fig. 11, it can be 
seen that it would be difficult to get a negative 
slopeJ correlation between aquifer vertical 
(transverse) resistivity and aquifer radial 
permeability when the bedrock is very conductive and 
























































Figure 31. Aquifer permeability vs. aquifer resistivity 
showing broad trends based on the LOGNORMAL 
distribution results for. aquifers with a low 
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Material Level Relationships 
Porosity and permeability are the hydrogeological properties that 
most researchers have attempted to correlate with electrical properties 
at the material level. Archie (1942) introduced the concept of formation 




where ~0 = bulk resistivity of the brine saturated rock 
and \w = resistivity of the brine 
According to Archie (1950) and Carothers (1968), formation factor (F) is 
inversely related to the porosity(¢) by, 
-m 
F = a(\> (Archies Law) (-z.) 
where a and mare constants relating to the rock type. Unconsolidated 
sands have also been shown to follow the trend of Archies Law (Wyllie and 
Gregory, 1953). 
Patnode and Wyllie (1950), and Hill and Milburn (1956) found _the 
formation factor to vary with porewater resistivity in argillaceous sand-
stones tested in the laboratory. Later, Worthington and Barker (1972) 
made similar observations of the argillaceous material of the Bunter 
Sandstone of Northwest England. Winsauer and Mccardell (1953) attributed 
the abnormal effect to absorption on the clay surface, which varies with 
electrolyte concentration .. Both Hill and Milburn (1956) and Worthington 
and Barker (1972) distinguish between this formation factor, which 
changes with pore water resistivities, and a formation factor dependent 
only on solid properties. The Worthington and Barker term of ''appar~nt 
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formation factor 11 (Fo.) will be used for this quantity. Serious errors 
are shown to result if Fo. values are used to determine porosities. 
According to Worthington and Barker, the Fo. value can be less than half 
of the F value over the range of 1 - 40Jt-m for porewater resistivity 
( ~ w). The previously designated formation factor (F) shall henceforth 
be called the intrinsic or true formation factor (F. ). 
L 
Worthington (1977) reports good correlations between true formation 
factor and porosity for unsorted argillaceous samples of the Bunter 
Sandstone. The plot followed the trend of Archies Law. The true 
formation factors were determined by using an equation that expressed F~ 
in terms of 
~w 
and F .. This equation was of the form 
~ 
I = J_ + S::'._ (3) 
Fo-. r. A ~ 
where A is a constant, related to the matrix and surface conductance of 
the sample. This model is similar to the parallel resistor model 
developed by Patnode and Wyllie (1950), where 
--
Fo.. 
or J_ -= 
E;' 0 
si nee y::. 
<. 
::::. 
or _J___ -::c 
eo 
where· 
+ p,.., (Y) r. e .. L 
I +- J._ (s) 
~t ~ t. 
E't / f .... ( G,) 
+_L (?) 
F. ew ~(. l . 
bulk resistivity 
resistivity due to clay content 
true resistivity (resistivity that would be 
measured if the soil matrix is 
a perfect _insulator and there 
are no surface conductance 
effects) 
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This model was disputed by Winsauer and Mccardell (1953) on the basis 
that it implied a constant contribution to the conduction by solid 
constituents (taken to include surface conduction), independent of 
pofewater conductivity. This is illustrated in equation (3) where \/e, 
is a constant. Yet Worthington and Barker (1972) demonstrated the good 
fit of equation 3 to their empirical data. They extrapolated Fi from F~ 
vs. ~w data used in equation 3. True formation factor could be 
determined easier by saturating the sample with pore water of hfgh 
conductance to surpress the effects of surface conduction. 
The relationship between porosity and true formation factor appears 
to be very strong. Groundwater modeling, however, requires values for 
the hydraulic conductivity or per~eability (k) .. The relationship of true 
formation factor to permeability is not as well understood, but tests 
indicate that true formation factor increases as permeability decreases 
with a broad trend on a log-log scatter diagram (Worthington). Inherent 
in this relationship is the direct correlation between permeability and 
porosity, which is demonstrated by Worthington's data for unsorted 
sandstones. 
A demonstration of the effect of the t:k relatiohship on the~ :k 
relationship is shown in figure Al. Here two cases are illustrated. 
Case A shows a direct relationship between ~ :k which yields the inver~e 
relationship for~ :k, assuming the validity of Archies Law. The Case B 
situation yields the direct relationship between F. :k because an inverse 
L 
relationship was used for~ :k. 
Since Ft:k relationships seem to depend on the ¢ :k correlations, the 
























Cases of Permeability (k) Versus Intrinsic Formation 
Factor (F.) as dependent on Porosity (9) vs. 
Permeability 
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and perr.ieah il ity are cor:1prehens ively explained in tv,o articles by Graton 
and Fraser (1935). Their ideas are revieHed in appendix f3. The 
dependence of the¢ :k relationship upon average grain size and sorting 
is also. revieued. Essentially it appears that the¢ :k relationship is not 
always well defined for unconsolidated sands on a sa□ple to sa□ple basis, 
most notably uhen there is a poor correlation between D and S . In 
Su o 
sandstone S0 and 050 r:iay be constant with only porosity varying; thus 
yielding a strong direct 4J: k rel at ionsh ip. 
It was noted before that apparent formation factor(~) changed as 
the pore water resistivity ( \'w) changed for the argillaceous sandstones 
studied by Hill and Milburn (1956), Winsauer and t1cCardell (1953), 
Worthington and Barker (1972) and Worthington (1977). Sone aquifers, 
like those in southern Rhode Island, are virtually clay free (clean) and 
are cor:iposed prir:iarily of sand grains which are poor conductors. 
The r:iechanisr:is causing greater surface conductance near clay 
particles are also present in clean sands. All fine grained minerals 
including quartz have a finite cation exchange capacity resulting fro□ 
unsatisfied crystal bonds along the edges of grains; exchange capacity is 
larger for fine grained particles (Keller and Frischknecht, 1966). The 
nagnitude of surface conductance is related to the ion concentration of 
the saturating solution. As the concentration decreases, the r:iagnitude 
of surface conductance al so decreases, hut in the low conductivity 
environ□ent of a fresh water sand, even this reduced surface conductance 
is most notably effected by the surface exposed to the saturating 
solution, with the larger the surface per unit volur:ie exposed to the 
electrolyte, the larger is the total surface conductance (Alger, 
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1966). This is of major importance since rermeabil ity is also dependent 
upon surface area (specific total surface), which ~an be thought of as a 
parar:ieter combining the effects due to absolute grain size and sorting 
(see appendix B). 
Variations of forr.iat ion factor Hith respect to the pore water 
resistivity for fresh watersaturated unconsolidated samples are 
illustrated in 1 ab tests by Sarma and Rao ( 1963), sho\'ting that "cl eanll 
( con ta in ing no clay) granular format ions do not behave norr.ially for water 
resistivities typical of good quality \'later~ That is, the forr.iation 
factor changes as pore \·tater resistivity changes. This indicates that 
the following assertion by Vinsauer and McCardell (1953) must be 
inaccurate: data from Patnode and 1~11 ie (1950) showed clean sandstones 
do not exhibit variations in format ion factor Hith varying pore water 
concentrations. Examination of the Patnode and \fyllie data shows this 
conclusion must be based upon the alundum core tests, which used only 
very 10\'I pore \·tater resistivities (.119 and 8.29JL-r:i). 
Since the formation factor data from Sarma and r.ao varies with pore 
water resistivity, it must be considered as an apparent format ion 
factor. They measure bulk resistivities ( E:o) for washed and graded 
river sand samples, which ate c6nsidered clean. This assumption is 
supported by Higdon (1963) 1;1ho says, 11--the sands should have been washed 
free of clay in the process of deposition, and/or panning---" in a 
discussion of the Sarr:ia and Rao paper. The range of pore water 
resistivities tested Has about .2 .n.-m to 45 ..11.-m with one very dilute 
solution ( ~"" = 2176.Jt-l'il) tested for t\'IO samples. The data shm'I 
differences between FCl and F;. are r.iore pronounced in sar.ipl es v/ith high 
pore water resistivity. Alger (1966) points out that the Sarma and Rao 
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data indicate a relationship between grain size and~ for fresh waters. 
The data shm~ Fct increases 1•lith increasing grain size, indicating that Fa. 
r:,ay correlate 1·1el l with pemeah il ity. 
Laboratory data fror:, Jones and Ru ford ( 1951) v1ere used by Alger 
(1966) and Croft (1971) to develop a relationship bet1·1een apparent 
forr:1at ion factor and perr.ieab il ity. The Jones and 13uford sar.ipl es 1·1ere 
graded with relatively constant porosities, ranging from .40 to .45, and 
the pore 11ater resisitivity v,as 35.1t. -r:,. Kelly (1976) r.ieasured 
perr.ieabil ity and apparent fornation factor concurrently, using a 
perr:1ear.1eter with electrodes er.ibedded in the cell to enable the 
r.ieasurenent of conductance ( inverse of resistivity). His sar.iples were 
clean, of constant porosity (.415) and f"" \'las approximately 10JL-m. 
Points fro□ the Jones and Buford, and Kelly (1976) data are shown in 
figure A2. Both are in good agreement. 
1/orthington (1977) cl air.is the Jones and Buford sar.iple·s r.iay have 
contained sor.,e clay and he points out that it is the argillaceous nature 
of the samples which calls for the use of apparent formation factor. He 
clair:,s that the finer graded sar:,ples contain more clay and this changing 
clay content is what brings about the ~ood ~ :k relationship. Evid~nce 
fror.i Kelly (1976) indicates the~ :k correlation is strong in graded 
samples of fairly constant paras ity that did not contain clay. It 
appears Worthington1 s conclusion would serve to enhance the~ :k 
relationship in graded argillaceous sand deposits. 
Currently there is no laboratory data of F~ vs. k for ungraded clean 
sar:,ples where the porosity may vary. The behavior of such a sar.iple to 
sample relationship was postulated in a dissertation by Urish (1978). 
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apparent fomat ion factor and the Kozeny-Carnen equation for 
perneab i1 ity. The Pfankuch r:iodel \•ias selected because of its conprehens ive 
treatment of the role surface conductivity plays in the electrical 
transport process, even in clean sands. Th is nodel is expressed as; 
1 = 1 + 1 + 1 
Ro ½ ~ r s 
or in conductance terr.is 
K = K + Kd + K 0 f s 
(9) 
Hhere 
Ko = 1 conductance of the cor:ibined or bulk phase 
Ro 
Kf = 1 
Rf 
conductance of the pore l'Jater phase 
K = 1 conductance of the dispersed or. soil r.iatrix d 
f\:1 phase 
K = 1 surface conductance s 
r. s 
and.the subscripted R valu~s denote the resistance for each pha5e. When 
this r.iodel is expressed in terr.is of the geonetry of the r:iatrix system, 
incorporating the concept of tortuosity and assuning there is no 
conduction through the soil natrix or dispersed phase, the resulting 
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(Uris h, 1 97 8) ( 1 0) 
intrinsic or true forr:iation factor 
= f ( <\)) Archies Law 
specific surface conductivity (nho) 
conductivity of the porewater phase 
( nho-cr.i-l ) 
specific internal pore surface (cm-1) 
ST \ - 4> = 51..<-rtcice a.-reo__ 




total specific surface,~= porosity 
F ~ may be considered as a function of porosity ( ~) and tortuosity. 
Since tortuosity is difficult to express numerically, most researchers 
show true formation factor to be a function only of porosity. Typical is 
the one by Dakhnov (1962), expressed as 
.-n 
+.1.r( 1-<t>) 
J - ( I - rp )" ro.., 
(Urish, 1978) (I I) 
Loudon (1952), as a result of laboratory investigations, concluded 
that the Kozeny-Carmen equation agreed better with observed permeability 





published theoretical equation. This equation is 
i q/ cm/sec (Loudon, 1952) (12) ::. 
t:..(?5r,1.· ( I - ct>? 
cp = porosity 
g = 7489.16 cm-1 sec- 1 at 10 ° C 
c = 5 (for spherical particles) 
tdtal specific surface _ +~+a.I sw,·tou. ~r-ta.. 
- VO \IAMt. o4 sy-~jVIJ 
= XnSn) cm -1 
a = angularity with a range from 1.1 for rounded sands to 
1.4 for angular sand 
X = fractions of the total sample by grain size 
s = 6 
D 
= specific surface of equivalent diameter sphere in 
each ~rain site fraction, where D = equivalent 
di amefer 
Examination of these theoretical equations for Fa and k, show that 
both are very dependent upon surface area, with internal specific surface 
(SP) found in the denominator of the Pfannkuch expression and total 
specific surface (S .) found in the denominator of the Kozeny-Carmen 
T . 
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equation. Thus changes in surface area will effect F~ and kin the same 
manner. 
The other common parameter in equations 10 and 12 is the porosity, 
which when increased, will serve to decrease F~ and increase k. When the 
porosity is fairly constant, the~ :k relationship proves to be one that 
is strong and direct on a theoretical basis, since the surface area 
parameters control. This is the case most researchers have shown 
empirically (Sarma & Rao, Alger, Croft, Kelly, Worthington), where graded 
samples of relatively constant porosity exhibit increasing ST and -SP as 
the average grain size (Dr
0
) decreases. It should also be noted that if 
the sorting coefficient (S
0
) increases as 0~
0 
decreases, the surface 
area parameters will increase at an even greater rate, and very strong 
F~:k correlations might be expected. However, the 0
50
:S 0 inverse 
relationship does not appear to occur in granular outwash deposits (see 
• appendix B). This relationship does not appear to be of significance in 
establishing the direct~ :k relationship since samples with small Dso 
values exhibiting small sorting coefficients (S
0
), will still show 
larger S1 and Sp values then samples containing large 050 values and 
large S0 values. Furthermore, the porosity fluctuations from sample 
to sample should not provide significant influence to alter the direct 
relationship for Ft\ :k, since the magnitude of porosities must be from 0.0 
to 1.0 (and practically from .2 to .7), which cannot control over the S7 
and SP values that are always at least one order of magnitude higher. 
These observations are shown by Urish (1978), where the direct~ :k 
relationship results when the Pfankuch and Kozeny-Carmen expressions are 
utilized. The porosities he uses in equations 10, 11, and 12 are based 
on wet packing tests for natural outwash samples. These were obtained 
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for both the loosest (<+>MAX) and densest (qJMIN) states. Figure A3 
shows the hypothesized in-situ behavior of Fq vs. k for~ MAX and 
tIN as grain size changes. Also shown is the effect of changing pore 
water resistivity for one group of points. Inherent in this plot is an 
inverse trend between uniformity and porosity. The probably average 
curve shows theoretical in-situ behavior when an inverse trend exists for 
porosity vs~ permeability. Validity of the Urish model is demonstrated 
when the resulting F~ vs. k plot for spherical particles of constant 
porosity equal to L4 correlated well with the Jones and Buford data 
(figure A4}, which was fbr an average porosity of .42 (minimum was .40, 
maximum was .45} and samples were well sorted. Examination of Urish's 
input data for ungraded in-situ samples shows an inherent inverse 
relationship between porosity(~) and permeability (k) and a poor 
correlation between average grain size (D50 ) and uniformity coefficient 
Data from Worthington (1977) (illustrated in figure A5) for unsorted 
argillaceous sands shows an Fo.:k inverse relationship. This situation 
agrees with the case A trend of figure 1. The inverse relationship 
appears to reverse as the pore water resistivity increases and the 
formation factor departs from the true value. This reversing trend may 
have been seen clearer if tests for pore water resistivities higher than 
25 Jt-m were run. Since Worthington claims that matrix conducting 
properties of unsorted sands will vary unsystematically owing to 
different concentrations and arrangements of the conducting minerals it 
must be the surface area parameters (ST and SP )that are responsible for 
converting the inverse F~ :k trend into a direct~ :k relationship. 
From empirical and theoretical studies, both F, :k and the F :k 
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relationships r.iay be useful for estimating pemeabil ities in fresh water 
aquifers. The F :k relationship will depend on the~ :k correlation, 
which nust be sloped·(not vertical or horizontal). If this relationship 
is successfully obtained, the technique would then require sone kind of 
in-situ deterr.iination of true forr.iation factor. Sar.iples would have to be 
saturated with a saline solution (water or drilling r.,ud) of known 
conductivity. Dmmhole r.ieasurer:ients of resistivities in existing wells 
\·1oul d be prevented by r.ietal casings, which are found in all wells through 
unconsolidated soils. However~ when water wells are drilled, downhole 
techniques similar to those er.iployed in the oil industry might be 
developed to obtain true formation factors. Sor.,e background is reviewed 
fron Sehl ur.iberger Documentation Number Eight, concerning s.uch methodology. 
The drillihg mud in a borehole is usually conditioned so that the 
hydrostatic pressure it exerts on the hole \'/al 1 exceeds the natural 
pressure of the fomations. Under these conditions mud filters into the 
perr.ieable beds. _ In doing so, the sol id particles associated with the 
infiltrating 1 iquid settle on the exposed face of the pemeable bed, 
forning a mud cake. Behind and close to the wall of the hole, the 
displacement of the format ion \•later by r.iud filtrate is practically 
complete. This region, usually referred to as the "flushed zone", 
generally extends over a distance of at least 3 inches from the hole 
wall. The Micro-latero log is a nicro device involving a focusing 
syster.i, whereby the effect of the nud cake on the measurement is reduced, 
and even rendered negligible if the r.iud cake thickness is small. In 
fact, it seems that the r.iud cakes are soft and are reduced to a very thin 
film by the pressure of the device against the .borehole wall. Thus, for 
thin mud cakes the resistivity of the flushed zone is o_btainable and 
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since the resistivity of the invading nud filtrate is knovm, the true 
formation factor can be deterr:iined. This technique·\-1ould have to be 
( 
restricted to drill holes which naintained relatively snooth walls, a 
situation which rarely exists in unconsolidated sands~ 
The detemination of perr.ieabil ities fror:i Flt :k correlations r.,ay prove 
r.1ore effective than a down hole r.,ethod as described above. First, the 
nethod appears not to depend on other relationships as the~ :k 
relationship depends upon 4 :k. Also, the apparent resistivities would 
be deternined by surficial array techniques such as the Schlur:iberger or 
l~enner configurations. Thus giving apparent resistivity data for very 
1 arge vol ur.ies of subsurface r.iaterial. This r.iacroscop ic value may be 
more representative of an aquifers performance, as opposed to the 
discrete sar.ipl ing by costly boreholes .. A probler., with the r:iethod is the 
accurate deterr.i inat ion of pore~1ater resistivity \·lith depth. If the 
resistivity of the \'later ( ~w ) \,,ere constant vtith depth, the Fo.. : k 




Porosity and Permeability 
Since intrinsic formation factor vs. permeability relationships 
appear to depend on the form of the porosity vs. permeability 
correlations, the latter relationship deserves some examination. 
According to Graton and Fraser (1935), who examined the concepts of 
porosity and permeability for spheres, if the diameter of the particle 
spheres is kept constant, the porosity will depend only on the packing. 
Furthermore, if the packing is the same, porosity will remain constant, 
regardless of the particle sphere size. Permeability also depends on 
packing, however~ this is not the whole of the story. If the absolute 
size of the spherical particles in a given packing arrangement is 
increased; the permeability will increase. 
The in-situ case is not one of uniformly sized particles. Fraser 
examines the following factors, which he believes affect the in-situ 
porosity of natural elastic deposits: 
1. absolute grain size 
2. non-uniformity in the size of the grain 
3. proportions of various sizes of grain 
4. shape of grain (angularity) 
plus the following more general factors 
5. method of deposition 
6. compaction during and following deposition 
As has already been stated, the actual size of the particle has no 
influence on the pbrosity of uniform spheres. A~cording to Fraser this 
is not true for natural sediments, since as the grain size decreases, 
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friction, adhesion and bridging become of increasing ir.iportance, because 
of the higher ratio of surface area to volune and mass; therefore the 
snaller the grain size, the greater is porosity. This trend of increas-
ing porosity with decreasing grain size (all other factors held constant) 
for in-situ r.iaterials has been observed by Lee (1919), Terzaghi (1925), 
and Trask (1931) and is illustrated in figure Bl fron Davis and DeWeist 
( 1966). 
Sorting, or unifornity of grain size is of fundar.iental importance for 
determining porosity. Higher porosities are invariably obtained in mix-
tures where one size predor.iinates; and as the mixture becomes less 
uniforr.i, the porosity tends to decrease. Since many mixtures can yield 
the saMe porosity, Fraser noted the probable extrene conplexity of deriv-
ing a r.iathemat ical express iori relating .size distribution and porosity. 
In general, the more uniform the grain size distribution, i.e., the lower 
the uniforr.iity or sorting coefficients, the greater is porosity (Kezdi, 
l 97 4) . 
Angularity \•✓as found to be of minor importance as compared to other 
factors. • Tests showed increases in angularity caused porosity to either 
increase or decrease; most often increasing (Fraser). 
Mode of packing was shown to be of r.iajor importance in controlling 
porosities of uniform spheres (Graton and Fraser). For the in-situ case, 
the greater the size of grain (~p to a certain limit), the greater is its 
dmmHard cor.iponent of velocity at the t ir.ie of deposit ion. Therefore 
larger grains have a greater chance of cor.iing to rest in a relatively 
stable position and should deposit at lower porosities (Fraser). 
Compaction after depo~ition is relatively unimportant except in cases 
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rig id ity. 
The perr:ieability of natural deposits is also effected by the 
uniforr:iity of the r:iixture. Fraser clair:is pemeability is lowered, within 
certain l ir:iits, when r:iaterial of a different grain size is added to an 
existing mixture. These l inits are the added r:iaterials ability to either 
fill in existing voids, or to create a net increase in voids. Fraser 
shows that as t\-10 constituents cone closer to the po int where each make 
up 50% of the volume of sol ids, the perneabil ity decreases when the small 
spheres are adrled to the large ones, but \'/hen the larger spheres are 
added to the small ones, the perr.ieabil ity decreases only if the ratio of 
the size of the large particle to the size of the sr:iall particle exceeds 
some limit. This trend is illustrated in figure 82. The plot also shows 
porosity changes for t\'✓0 of the binary mixtures; and the possibility of. 
increasing perr.ieabil ity with decreasing porosity. This occurs at the 
right side of the curve for the ratio of 2.3, and fror:, the 50/50 to the 
25/75 percentage ratios of sr.iall spheres to large spheres for the 6.28 
diar.ieter ratio. \Jhen many constituents make up the soil r.iixture, the 
problen becones even r:,ore complicated. Fraser notes that adding 
particles to the r:iixture, \'lh ich are of interr:ied iate size between two 
others and keeping the proportions to the volume of solids equal for each 
constituent, increases perr.ieabil ity. However, \'/hen thes.e proportions are 
not equal, as is often the case for natural deposits, the perneabil ity 
trend of r:iulti-cor:iponent systens becor:ies difficult to assess. 
The cor:ir:ion increase in pemeabil ity \'lith increase in porosity applies 
within any one sar:iple, (when all other factors controlling perr.reabil ity 
are constant). That is, as the sample becor:ies more compacted, the·. 
porosity and perr:ieabil ity both decrease. Graton and Fraser report that 
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1·1h il e porosity and perr:ieab il ity cor.u:ionly vary in the sar.ie direct ion, 
there is extrer:iely elastic variation between the two properties, so that, 
under certain conditions, l m:1 porosity may be associated with high 
perr.ieabil ity; and very often indeed, r:iaterial of high porosity has very 
l O\'/ pemeab il ity. Here they are implying these associations of low 
porosity vlith high pemeabil ity are possible on a sar.iple to sar.iple 
basis. This in-situ condition can be explained due to the different 
depositional environr.ients of coarse and fine sedir.ients. Silts and clays 
are deposited r.1ainly by slm·, settling fron slack v,ater, whereas coarse 
gravels are deposited in a high energy environr.ient with r:iuch less 
unifornity in texture and more lateral variation than sands (Fraser, 
1935). This suggests that for an alluvial deposited soil mass, the finer 
the average soil particle is, the lower was its depositional energy and 
the nore uniformity it will possess. 
Fror.i the articles by Graton and Fraser (1935) and Fraser (1935) then, 
· it would seem logical that porosity 1•1ould correlate v1ith average grain 
size and uniformity, where average grain size would tend to indicate the 
type of packing. Perr.ieabil ity riight also be expected to correlate 1-1ell 
1-1ith average grain size and uniforr.iity coefficient, where the average 
grain size would indicate the absolute size scale as well as the 
depositional packing energy. 
The ir:iportance of grain size and degree of sorting relative to 
in-situ porosity is reasonably well established. Urish (1970) shows good 
correlations between dependent variable, porosity(~) and independent 









) • Hhen his average porosities for twenty two 1·1et 
packing tests are correlated to D~ and S0 , the following equation 
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was formed which gave a correlation coefficient of .742. Equation 13 is 
plotted in figure 83. 
Kelly (1980) presented results of 116 density tests taken at five 
sites in ice contact deposits in southern Rhode Island. Resulting wet 
densities and water contents were converted to dry densities, which were 




for 96 of the. 
tested samples. The equation is; 
{/4) 
The correlation coefficient was .688. 
Since ~ ::: I - 4"q 
Gs ~w 
where ~ = porosity 
're\ = dry density 
i\,) = unit weight of water 
3 
= 62.4 lb/ft 




S-.3 °s0 + t-J.2. so t- qo.L/ - (t S) ?..• "15" ( tD L;tJ) 
qJ - \ - (.0:>2. Dre +-.02S ;r. +. ss-) (I to) -
The equation is plotted in figure 84 and shows a trend similar to the 
expression developed in equation 13. 
In 1943 Krumbien and Monk recognized the potential for correlating 

























Porosity (¢) vs. median grain diameter(D ) and 
sorting coefficient (S), where 50 
-.115 -.119 o . . . 











Figure B4. Porosity (¢) vs. median grain diameter (D50 ) and 
sorting coefficient (S), where 
0 




+ .45 as developed by Kelly, 
1980. 
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the geometric mean diameter as the average grain size and the phi 
standard deviation as a sorting indicator. Only these sizing parameters 
were varied, with other factors such as packing and shape kept as 
constant as pcissible during their experiments. Porosities were kept at 
40% d th t t 68 o F. o an e empera ure was Furthermore, each sizing distribution 
of glacial outwash (Wisconsin age) was represented as a straight line on 
phi probability paper and is therefore a log normal distribution by. 
weight. The laboratory tests best fit the following expression; 
\c. = 
t. -l.11 tr. 
7<,,o t) 6 e. 
9darcies 
where \J~ = phi standard deviation 
D0 = geometric mean diameter 




) and the average grain siz~ (D50) is used interchangeably 
with the geometric mean diameter (D~), the expression becomes 
l5 -/)'i -/.3I _o_ I .lo7 
l.'m/se c.. 
Equation 18 is plotted in figure B5. 
A similar experiment was carried out by Masch and Denny (1966). They 
used washed Colorado River sand and sythesized samples for various values 
of average grain size (D ) and inclusive standard deviation. 
S"O 
Temperatures were constant at 60° F but they do not specify porosities as 
constant. Distributions were linear plots on semilogarithmic probability 
paper, where grain sizes were in phi units and cumulative percent courser 
values were evenly spaced. Their distributions were close to log normal 





















Figure BS. Permeability vs. D
50 
and 
S0 , where S _ 1
. 
2 -1 31 --0 -k = .731D 50 e • 1.67 
as modified from Krurnbien & 





















Figure B6. Permeability vs. D50 and and S from Masch and 
0 Denny, 1966 
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The results are plotted in figure B&, which demonstrates the added 
influence on permeability of high S
0 
values (greater than 3) as grain 
size increases. 
Differences between the results of Krumbien and Monk (figure BlO) and 
those of Masch and Denny (figure Bll) may be due in part to variable 
porosities since Masch and Denny do not explicitly state their 
porosities. The porosities may be important because of their ability to 
indicate packing. 1.he assumption of 0~
0 
being an indicator of packing 
may be poor. Both plots do however, show similar trends (i.e., increases 
ink with increasing 0~0 and constant S0 --- decreases ink with 
increasing S
0 
and constant Ds0 ). A set of curves more characteristic of 
a particular region may be obtained by sample testing. Such a 
relationship should still follow the general trends exhibited by these 
researchers, with deviations due to different depositional features 
(alluvial, ice contact, glacial outwash, etc.). 
Regression analysis of permeability (k), average grain size (0~0 ) and 
sorting coefficient (S
0
) from 38 samples of the P~wcatuck River Basin in 
Rhode Island (Allen et al.) gave the relationships shown in the following 
equations. 
,.r4 -1,55 
k = .11 Dro s m.c. = .11 (lq) 0 
I ,'S I -\.01 s .. 
k = .17 C>s,0 e. m.c. = . 7 2, (-i.") 
3-Vso - 2,.1'-/ 
k = . 1q DS'O So m.c. = . <D lo (1.1) 
,.1./so -1.0 '-I S0 
k = .2..:2.-Dso e.. m.c. = . <.,S" ().~) 
Multiple correlation coefficients (m.c.) are indicated and graphs of 
























Permeability vs. 0 50 and S 
from Regression Equation ° 
k = 13D 1. 5S -2. 53 f • . _ 50 0 as it 


























Permeability vs. 0 50 and 
from Regression Equation 
k = .17Dlo·5 e-1.0lSo as 
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k = 19n 3 • 318os- 2 • 74 as fit to,the • 50 o · 




















Figure B10. Permeability vs. n50 and S0 from Regression 




•18 15o e-l.0 4 s0 as fit to 
the Allen et al~ data 
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are sir.iilar to the expression developed by Krur.ibien and Monk in the sense 
that parallel 1 ines result; however, for a given D~0 • and S0 the value of 
k is considerably less than the value from the Krur.ibien and Monk plot. 
Equations 21 and 22 are similar to the trend appearing in the t1asch and 
Denny plot; decreasing slope of the k vs. Oro 1 foe as S0 increases. Here 
again, the pemeabil ity values obtained fror:, equations 9 and 10 are lower 
than those fror:, the Masch and Denny plot in the range of average grain 
size fror., .2 to 1.0. 
The differences bet\,een the plots in figures B7 and 810 and those of 
Krumbien & Monk, and Masch & Denny nay be due to unknown varying porosi-
ties in the Allen data. 
To demonst~ate the probable~ versus k _trend in southern Rhode 
Island, it is first necessary to relate 05 () to S0 • This relat_ion can 
then be substituted into equations 16 and 19 and k1 s and ~•s computed as 




). When 050 and S0 
data obtained from 96 tests at 4 ice contact deposits in southern Rhode 
Island was regressed, the correlation coefficient Has .533 and the 
equation \'las 
(Z3) 
Pairs of Oro and S0 satisfying equation 23 are plotted on the graph of 
figure 811. A 1 ine through these points shov,s how permeability (k) 
varies with average grain size (0
50
)~ The direct relationship is 
apparent. When the relationship between S
0 
and D50 is incorporated into 
equation 16, the predicted trend of in-situ porosity ( <P) with Ds-0 is 
• shown in figure B12. Since the direct 050 : S0 relationship yields a 
direct 0
50 
: k relationship (figure B11) and an inverse Ds0 : ~ (figure 
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Permeability vs. D Trend in Southern 
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must be inverse. 
This demonstration shows the importance of the Dso : S
0 
trend in 
determining the ~: k trend, with the best correlations occuring in the 
p: k when good correlations exist between k: Oso' S
0
, cp: DS-o' S
0 
and 




Previous Hark: Field Scale 
There are nur.1erous reports sho1'1ing the use of electrical resistivity 
in hydrogeologic investigations, but only a feH have atter.ipted to relate 
these r:ieasurer.ients to the hydraulic properties of aquifers. Unger.iach 
(1969) der.ionstrated a direct relationship betHeen transr.1issivity (T) and 
transverse resistance (T~ ) using 6 data points, \'lith transmiss ivit ies 
obtained from pur:ip test data and resistances taken from sounding curves 
obtained using the Schlumberger sounding technique. Field data collected 
at three sites in southern Rhode Island by Kelly (1977), Kosinski (1978) 
and Urish (1978) is best sur.ir:iarized in the dissertation by Urish (1978). 
Electrical and hydraulic properties Here obtained in the same manner as 
the Unger:iach data. Water resistivities r.ieasured at 25 C were converted 
to actual in-situ ter.1peratures. 
Plots of Fe.. vs. k and Tq_ vs. T for the Rhode Island data are shown 
in figures Cl and C2 respectively. Regression 1 ines are shown for all 19 
points as well as the 13 (Chipuxet and Beaver sites) which were consid-
ered better defined by field test results and appeared to conforr.1 r;iore 
closely to theory. Correlation coefficient values were .629 for all 
values and .800 for the Chipuxet and Beaver sites in figure Cl (F~ vs. 
k). The best correlation coefficient for the T~ vs. T plot (figure C2) 
was .488, using only the Chipuxet and Beaver sites. 
A field study in central Illinois by Heigold et al. (1979) shows an 
inverse relationship between field r.ieasured values of apparent resistivi-
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Figure Cl. Field Data of Apparent Formation Factor .(Fo.) 

































Adjusted Transverse Resistance Tax 104 (ohm-ft 2 ) 
T = F x aquifer thickness x (p =100 -m) 

























Figure C2. Field Data of Adjusted Transverse Resistance (TQ ) . 
vs. Transmisivity (T) (from Urish, 1978) 
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data points for pump test permeabilities and apparent formation factors 
were obtained from the Wenner electrode configuration. Bore hole samples 
showed the clay fraction was less than 4%. The regression they obtained 
was. 
- ,9'33 
k = 386.4 ~Q. 
and since F = eo. / ~w 0. 
-.H3 
k = .213 F°' 
when the mean value of water resistivity ( €w= 1818 ..n..-c.1•11) is 
. incorporated. Equation 25 is plotted on figure Cl. 
c1.4) 
Only one researcher has done theoretical work with field scale 
correlations between hydraulic and electrical transmitting properties. 
Urish (1978) investigated the effect of layering by considering the 
calculation of 11aquifer permeability 11 and 11aquifer resistivity 11 for 
layered aquifer models. He assumed in-~itu permeabilities of sands 
(constant within each layer) and then determined the layer resistivities 
from the 11probably average11 curve of figure A3, with pore water 
resistivity equal to 100 -.l'L-m. When both the layering and the flow were 
horizontal, the aquifer per~eability (khh) and the aquifer resistivity 
( ~hh) were calculated by the following equations: 
(Perloff & Baron, 1976) (1.ui) 
(Zohdy et al., 1974) 
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1vhere 
kxy = aquifer perr.,eabil ity Hith 
[: : h = horizonti~ flow and v = vertical j 
\
YY = h = horizontal] 
= v = vertical layering 
~~y = aquifer resistivity (x and y 
k~ = perr.,eab il ity in layer i 
e: = resistivity in layer i 
~. = thickness in layer i 
same as in kxy ) 
The results showed a significant difference between the predicted 
horizontal perr.ieabil ity (based on the theoretical honogeneous material) 
and the calculated horizontal perr.ieability, thus indicating the influence 
of the averaging process. Hhen aquifer resistivity vs. aquifer 
pemeabil ity was plotted, the approx inate regress ion line was shm,m to be 
flatter than the slope of the 11probable average curve 11 , which represents 
an isotropic aquifer of constant perneab il ity. Since only four r.iodel s 
were tested and only horizontal layered models were considered, these 
results nay not adequately define the general field case, where layering 
r.iay be vertical or spacially r.iixed. 
Differences between laboratory and field results based on empirical 
studies are undoubtedly influenced by neasurer.ient errors, inaccurate 
aquifer porewater resistivities, inaccurate estimates of thicknesses due 
to porirly defined lower boundaries or lower boundaries eff~ctively 
different for electrical and hydrological purposes, and field scale 
averaging of permeabilities and resistivities. 
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Appendix D 
Numerical Modeling of Resistivity 
The state-of-the-art of digital resistivity modeling is not as well 
developed as its hydraulic counterpart. Aiken et al. (1973) developed a 
finite difference algorithm for two-dimensional problems, which must be 
sent up with.square grids. They note that the model developed by Jepsen 
(1969) was only a special case of theirs. Mufti (1976) shows that finite 
difference modeling is a very powerful tool capable of yielding accurate 
results for a variety of two dimensional geologic structures. He uses 
the simple arithmetic mean for the connection conductivity values, 
contrary to the practice of using the.harmonic mean in hydraulic models. 
Consider 
where k hv is the aquifer permeability when horizontal flow and vertical 
layering occur, and Vhv is the aquifer conductivity with the same flow 
and layering conditions. The connection value between adjacent nodes in 
the hydraulic model is the two layer case of equation 28, therefore 
equation 29 should be used as the connection value of conductivity, since 
the hydraulic and electrical tases are completely analagous potential 
problems. 
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Append ix E 
Log - Normal Permeability Distribution 
There is general agreement that field permeabilities follow a log 
normal distribution. The first to propose this distribution was Law 
(1944), who analyzed cores from a carbonate oil reservoir. Examination 
of frequency plots for permeabilities in oil sands by Musket (1946) 
demonstrates the log nor□al trend. These findings were further supported 
by Harren et al. (1961), \!ho shO\·Jed pemeabil ities from build up tests in 
oil reservoirs yield log normal. distributions. Willardson and Hurst 
(1965) found log normal distribution for soils from Australia and 
California; and McMillan (1966) presented additional evidence that 
permeabilities and transr.,issivities are log normally distributed. 
Freeze (1975) cites indirect evidence supporting a log normal 
frequency distribution for permeability. Log nomal distributions of 
specific capacity, \•1hich is related to transr;1issivity; normal 
distributions for porosity, which when used in an exponential function 
• carrel ates well with perr.,eab il ity; and the fact that the geometric r:iean 
provides the best estimate of aquifer perr:ieabil ity in spacially mixed 
(permeability) media, all support a log normal permeability distribution. 
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Appendix F 
Potential Flow Theory: Cartesian Coordinates 
The partial differential equation governing 2-0 steady flow through 
porous media in cartesian coordinates is derived and discretized for 
numerical modeling in the following procedure. 
Figure Fl represents a typical 2-0 node in cartesian coordinates, 
where h
0 
is the total hydraulic head at the node center and A, B, C and D 
represent surfaces on the node boundaries. By continuity, the flow into 
the node (Q;") must equal the outflow (Q
0
u~ ). 
Q . + Q t = 0 th 01.1 










total hydraulic head gradient 






xh1 I AY, Lx 
•x l r 
lD flow 
Figure Fl. 2-0 Node in Cartesian Coordinates 
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let Q . = flow across surf ace A 
A 
QB = flow across surface B 
etc. 
Q - Q + Q - Q = 0 c~u A B c.. t> then 
substituting Darcy•s law at each node boundary surface, equation 31 
becomes 
since for the general case, 
k
5 
= connection value of permeability at s 
= a weighted harmonic mean of the nodal permeabilities on each 
side of 5 (see Trescott, 1~75} 
e.g. 
6X 3 + 6 Xo 
0)(3 6.'f... __ + 
in the x-direction (3>) 
\,::3 \<:.o 
in they-direction l:iY) 
= 
change in head across surface Sin the direction 
orthogonal to S 
length between head values 
A = cross sectional area of Y 
numerical approxinations become 
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substituting into 32 yields 
di vi ding by cy 6 x and rearranging gives 
(, 0 
+ 
when the following conditions are applied to equation 36 
h = h 
C 
=0 
b Xp --;.- 0 
6Yp --r o for all points or surfaces P 
hf ·--- h 
a partial differential equation (PDEl is obtained 
= 0 
where k = permeability in the x-direction 
J( 
k = permeability in they-direction 
y 
Equation 37 is the PDE governing the steady state flow through porous 
media, which may be anisotropic and with spacially mixed permeabilities. 




k. /i c. "{ 0 + ~ g 6. 'fo t- k (.. '-'. X.c:, + ~ p l:,. X 0 
f::, 'f... t\ b 1,.. B L.,. '/ <- 6 Y p 
The basic discretized equation becomes 
where 
a = 
- b = 
C = 
o. 4- b +c. +c{ 
k11 D-Yo -
6,:,(A 
k. e, 6. 'fo 
Equation 38 is effective at every node in the cartesian coordinate system. 
For the electrical case, the hydraulic head values are replaced by 
the scalar electrical potential v. The equivalent to Darcy's law is 
(Halliday & Resnick, 1970) (39) 
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where 
I = electrical charge flux (current) 
T = conductivity 
dv electrical potential gradient :¼ -
A = cross sectional area 
Applied to soils, <r becomes the conductivity of the bulk soil 
(grains, water and ~ir). The PDE may be obtained by using these 
electrical quantities in place of their analogous hydraulic counterparts 
of the previous derivation. The PDE is 
+ 
2)x: 
where ~ = 
;i. 
bulk soil conductivity in the x-direction 
'f = y bulk soil conductivity in they-direction 
The discreti~ed basic equation wi 11 be 
V ·-= 
0 







Potential Flov, Theory: Radial Coordinates 
Tile partial differential equation for 2-D radial syr.,etric steady flol'I 
through porous nedia in r,2 coordinates is derived by physics and 
discretized for numerical Dodel ing in the following procedure. 
Figure Gl represents a typical 2-D r.iodel node, 1·1here h is the total 
hydraulic head at the node cinter and A, B, C and n represent surfaces on 
the node houndaries. By continuity the flo1-1 into the r.,odel (O;I"\ ) r.iust 
equal the out fl O\'I ( Oout ) • 
since Q = k i A Darcy's Lav, 
11here I: = 
i = 
A = 
pemeab il ity 
total hydraulic head 








-z l__.,,.-r • 
r 
fl 01'/ 
Figure Gl. 2-D !lode in Radial Coordinates 
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Let QA = fl ow across surf ace A 
then 
Q = flow across surface B . B 
etc. 
Q::, -Q. +Q -Q =O 
D A. (. D 
substituting Darcy's Law at each node boundary surface, equation 42 
becomes 





will require special equations which are developed 
later in this section 
Recalling definitions for numerical approximations of gradients (i } and 
s 





lh,-~,) r, o!", DG 
6 C-e, 
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where, for the general case, r = radius to P 
f 
with other quantities indicated on figure Gl 
substituting 44 to 47 into 43 and dividing by 69 yields 
--l O ho -- h4 
D /; l) 







• O 0 0 
when the following conditions are applied to equation 49 
Lim 
h = h 
0 




/JY p --"r-0 
h ·-'r h 
t' 
for all points or surfaces P 
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a partial differential equation (PDE) is obtained 
()'( 
+ 0 
where k = permeability in the r~direction 
r 
k = permeability in the z-direction 
2. 
Equation 50 is the PDE governing radial symetric steady state flow 
through porous media, which may be anisotropic and contain spacially 
mixed permeabilities. 














' \: \- 6 ,- 0 






b = 'y: g ,,B D- "2.0 
6-< B 
C = 
d = k 1) 'Co c<., 
Gt.-- 0 
For the electrical case, the PDE can be derived by using quantities v 
and <J"(as defined in Appendix F) in place of their analogous hydraulic 
counterparts hand k of the previous derivation. The PDE becomes 
_J_ 
'( +-
' err Q_'£ \u \J 2. ot:.I 
c> t., 
() (.r.2.) 
where \!1 = bulk soil conductivity in the r-direction 
Ve.= bulk soil conductivity in the z-direction 
The discretized basic equation form of the PDE (equation 52) is 
CT +b+c +cl 
where 
a _= 




The basic equations 51 or 53 will not apply to the nodes where r = 0, 
therefore an expression will be derived for this location. 
By continuity the flow into the node (Q, ) must equal the outflow 
I fl 
(Q out) 
Q irl + Q 01.it = 0 
Let Q = flow across B s 
etc; 
Equation 42 is rewritten assuming flow vectors across node boundaries 
shown in Figure G2 
QB+ Q'- - QD = Q 









Figure G2. 2-D Node in Radial Coordinates at the Well (r = 0) 
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substituting into 54 and dividing by L!tJyields 
rearranging gives 
(ks :f:1•) h3 T~~"e, c:rj h, + ~:,
0 
c:n ~i = 
(\cv, "s":4 + ._h_ 1~-s_\'-+ le\> .lr1) ')' ~o 
\ 6 "s )_6bc\J...) )._eit 0 
The basic equation becomes 
\1 0 ·::::: ~ \) 3 +- L h 1. -\- J t1 
6-tc...+(~ 
Equation 55 is the correct form to be applied to nodes at r = 0. This 
form is also suitable for partially penetrating well problems. 
The electrical case of equation 55 would be 
b v 3 + c v 2 + d v'-f 
b+-c+ol 




In the z-direction, the connection permeabilities for a 2-D radial 
symetric flow model will be the same as those computed for the cartesian 
coordiante case in they-direction. The weighted harmonic mean becomes 
the connection value. 
k (. 
D ~, + b~z... (s-~ a) 
D "t: I
+ 
Li t: l. 
\c I \::L 
where k 
1 
and k 1. are nodal permeabilities 
6 z, and t:2 are shown in Figure G3 
I 2.. 
>( k, )( A2 1 
k 




Figure G3. Location of Typical Nodal Permeabilities used to 









-~ . \ 
Fig.ure G4. Radial Secion with Total Head Distribution 
The connection permeability in the r-direction is computed using 





are shown in Figure G4 where k
1 
extends 
between surfaces A and B, and k~ extends between Band C. As water moves· 
radially toward the well, the head los.s through k
1 
is ~h,, and through kl. 




The flow through the section may be written; 
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where r, = radius to point.1 
r = radius to point 2 
.1 
rearranging 58 gives 
ch 
I 
6 \i 2 _ 
substituting into 57 yields 
Q 6'11 
factoring gives 
since the flow through the cross section may also be computed as 
where k = connection permeability effective at B 
g 
rearranging 60 gives 
6. \4 == 
equating 61 to 59 
Q 6~ 
\<: (?., ti9 
r, 
r = radius to surface B 
B 
0 {_-,_ g 
\~g r's 60 
~ [6'(°' \ 6Y-L 1 
Qe-.. \c "'" • 
+ 
~L Y-2_ D . I I 
(Co I) 
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factor _,· ng out Q d • • l ds an rearranging y1e 
66 
rearranging gives 
Connection permeabilities are computed at all nodes in the radial program 
in the same manner as equation 62. 
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Appendix H 
The IADI Procedure and the Thomas Algorithm 
For a steady state 2-D model in the hydraulic or electrical case and 
for radial ol cartesian coordinates, the general form of equations 38, 
41, 51, and 53 may be written; 
where i = model row 
j = model column 
A-- = scalar potential at row i and column J. ~i,J 
Equation 63 will apply at every node in the model. Thus there are as 
many equations as there are nodes. 
The iterative alternating direction implicit procedure for steady 
state problems first involves reducing the large set of simultaneous 
equations to a number of small sets. this is done by taking each row as 
an individual set of simultaneous equations, with hydraulic head~ in 
adjacent rows held constant. According to Peaceman and Rachford {1955), 
the set of row equations is then implicit in the direction along the row 
and explicit in the direction orthogonal to the row. The set of row 
equations forms a tridiagonal matrix and is solved readily by the Thomas 
algorithm. 
After all sets of row equ~tions have been processed row by row, 
attention is focused on solving the node equations again using .the Thomas 
algorithm for an individual column while all terms related to adjacent 
columns are held constant: Finally, after all equations have been solved 
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column by column, an "iteration" is completed. The above process 
continues until the change in hydraulic head at any point between 
successive iterations is within a specified error criteria value. 
As first appli~d to the row equations, the basi~ equation becomes 
where n = iteration index 
n-1 
It was necessary to separate into and ¢ i,j to utilize 
d ( k)( 0 ~ 
the correct spacial derivative terms. That is, for example, the a 
. ~(!< V ~) term in equation 37 is computed for-then th iteration and ' ~ 
2>y 
is computed for the n~l iteration .. 
To accelerate convergence, iteration parameters are applied to 
equation 64. The use and computation of iteration parameters is 
explained by Trescott et al. {1976). Equation 64 becomes 
n f-7- f n ~ 
(, b + J ) rt-. + ( • · + d • · - I \ •" ~ a • • ,/... . + b · • ¢ · • 1 f·i",J + i,j P 't''°J l( 'U ''J Pl 't-'i,j 1v 'f'°,r' 'U L,J-+ 
c)X 
n-1 ~-{ 
+ c_,.J ~,--,,J +d,j fi~I ,j (<t,5) 
Since the ~'sat the n-1 iteration are known in equation 65, the 
coefficient matrix of the nodal simultaneous equations of each row will 
be tridiagonal. Solution of this tridiagonal problem will be achieved 
using the algorithm generally attributed to Thomas. Douglas (1959) 
showed the scheme to be extremely stable with respect to round off errors. 
The form of equation 65 used with the implicit column equations would 
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Sets of simultaneous equations for each column also form tridiagonal 
coefficient matrices and are solved by the Thomas algorithm. 
The steps toward the solution of a 7 X 7 problem will be demonstrated. 
Figure Hl shows a typical row with impermeable boundaries and the 
location of factors a, b, c,and data typical node. The model will 
always maintain perimeter nodes with permeabilities of zero. All sources 
and discharges are located at interior nodes of constant potential. 
rJ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
+ X a X X X X X f X . L. 
Figure Hl, Typical Row with Impermeable Boundaries 
Applying equation 65 at column 2, 
1-l-l n-1 \f\-1 
4 Y\ -;; o. i. q, 'n + b1. ~1~ + c.1. ch_, + t. ch+'' l. - ( c. 1. + d L -1 r) cf\. 
1. 
where unlabeled row subscripts imply the i'th row. 
Equation 67 can be formlulated into a known part (G) plus a factor 
(F) multiplied by an unknown potential value. 
where 
let RKNOWN, = 
J 
t z. -= G L + F 'I., 4>  \'\ ( G, ~) 
~-, 11-I . h-l 
0, = Cti. ~ • ., + C1. ~ i-:-1, i + d <Pi41, 1.. - ( c.l. +dL -Ip) 11. 
Cli. + hi. i' Ip 





- 0. 1.. <r, + \::l(.NOWN-z.. -
E1.. 
since q = 0 1.. . 





for column 3 ri n-1 >1-l h-1 
q
3
1,_n + b3 <P<i + c._3 1\-J,3 + d3 Pii/ 1 3 -(c.3 ➔ c<3-1p)¢1, 
11 
substituting equation 68 for ~1. and E
3 
for the denominator. 
~, ~ ~ q, [ G • + r. q,; J 1- b 3 q, ~" -1-12 r. No .., N3 
f3 
rearranging 
formulating into G and F parts 
V'\ 







G4 -= Q y G3 + £'FNOWN4 
f"y - C\y F°.3 
FLJ = 
by 
Q~ 0~ t f?. K,J'JO wN':>-Gr --
f:s- - Cl5 FL{ 
fr 
bs--= 
Es - ~r r'f 
Q~ Gr+ RtNorJNrc, 
Gb --
E ~ - QID ~-
F" = 
Pc., 
Er., - ato rs 
since 
and 
BCo = 0.0, F~ = 0.0 
11 
<f\, -== G <D 
(7 I) 
Other potentials in the row are solved by back substituting into 
equations 71, 70, 69, and 68 respectively. 
If constant potentials appear in the row, the algorithm changes. The 
171 
case of constant potential boundaries is shown in Figure H2. 
~J 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
+ X (J) X X X © X 
© = constant potential node 
Figure H2. Typical Row with Constant Head Boundaries 





¢ 3Y\ -=- G3 -t- ~3 ~~.., 
G4= Cl 4 03 + 
J2~>JO rv J\l Lj 










Cls-G<.j + J2 k NDWN ~-
Es- -o..J ~ 
Fr -= 
br 
Es- -as- ('I 
but <P Yl 
.(,p = c"' 
Back • Sl!bst itut ing into respective eciuat ions 74, 73, and 72 solves for 
potentials in the rm·,. This r:iethod ,., il 1 apply to constant head nodes 
1 ocated anywhere in the rO\•t, providing 
~ 
(?. = C' 
J J 
tthere cj = constant 
then 
.and 
Next, each set of colur:in equations is solved using the Thomos 
algorithl':1 by applying equation 66 to a colur:in of the 7 X 7 grid, where 



















Figure H3. Typical Colur:in vlith Imperneabl e Boundaries 
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all 
Starting at i = 2 
n-l h-1 
C.. 1. <P1 n + ct i. ~3 n + 0.1. cf\.,j +-b1.. ~1.,j + i 
~--------· 
cz. + Ji. -t Ip 
where unlabeled j subscripts imply the j'th row 
Let E· = (c• + d· + I 
l l l !> 
YI - I 11-f 
7 lp) 
and CKNOWN. Q• fi)j-1 + b. ~- ·+1 
- ( a. i +-b, = 
~ 
( I I ij 
substituting gives 
,+, vi _\ r+-~ + C.ICNOlvN • 
C. t.. 't'1. +- 0\ 1. '-t'3 L 
EL 








- 6 L + ~t.. <p> -
h 
c_J:::No 1JJN" 
G1. = C.z._ ~I + 
E Lo 
F :: cl,. 
'2-
E ,._ 
C t. = o.o 




-= G3 ~3 ~'l 
















- C..4 b3 + C.)CND\NJ\h1 -





G5" +-rs- ~" 
G(o::: c.~ G) + Cf:::.fJOWfJ1c, 
E&. - c..<oF'r-
c ___ 0 · d_:::O ( ~ - . 'SlYlC.e. • G, 
( 71) 
( 7i) 
Back substituting into respective equations 78, 77, 76, and 75 solves for 
potentials in the column. 
For unknown potentials in a column where there are constant potential 
nodes, the equations 75 to 79 will apply except where 
or rf..- =C, and J. ·;snot constant 
'f"~ l '/"i,+/ 
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Pages 176 and 177 are not missing from the Reiter thesis, the 
text is numbered incorrectly. 
then 178 
vi 




The meth6ds used in the computer models for obtaining uniform, 
exponential, and log normal distributions are developed in this section~ 
Random·oeviate 
The algorithms used to compute the uniform and exponential 
distributions, first require a random deviate between zero and one. This 
was achiev~d by using the International Mathematics and Statistical 






an integer seed value (S
0
) is picked bet~een 4 and 2147483647 
S- 3I 
compute S = 7 S0 modulo (2 - 1) 
compute the random deviate between zero and one (R) 
·31 
R = 2 >< S 
let S = S0 for the next random deviate generated 
Uniform Distribution 





a random deviate (R) is generated between zero and one 
11 
compute NUM = R·lO 
where n = smallest integer such that 
'n . 
10 2. B 
if NUM is less than A, return to step 1; 
if NUM is greater than B, return to step 1; 
otherwise proceed to the next step 
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4) NUM = nodal permeability 
5) go to step 1 until all nodal permeability values are determined 
Exponential Distribution 
The exponential or log uniform distribution had limits of A and B, 








The distribution was generated as follows: 
a random deviate (R) is generated between zero and one 
n 
compute NUM = R·lO (integer) 
where n = smallest integer such that 
n ==. B 
• Y\-1 . 
if NUM is less than A·lO ~integer), then go to step 1; 
if NUM is greater than B·lOn- • (integer), then go to step 1; 
otherwise proceed to the next step 
compute XNUM = NUM/lOn-l (real) 
Y.Ml>-1 
compute k(i,j) = 10 (real) 
where k (i,j) = nodal permeability at row i, colunn j 
go to step 1 until all nodal permeabilities are computed 
Normal Deviate 
The algorithm used.to compute the log normal distribution, first 
required a normal deviate with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 
one N [o, 1) . This was achieved using the IMSL routine called GGNQF 
(IMSL, Inc., 1979). 
Log Normal Distribution 
The log normal distribution LN L'Yv'IJ'Yl distribution with mean (fy) 
and standard deviation ( <fy) was generated by the following procedure: 
1) . generate a normal deviate N [o, 1] 





convert N [O,lj to LN [~y,Oy 1 · 
LN ['1y,U-Yl =0-y N lo,11 +.-ry 
N[-'fyifT] 
compute k (i, j) = 10 1 




Stream functions are of great importance for understanding 
groundwater flow (Rushton and Redshaw, 1979). A comprehensive derivation 
and discussion of the strea~ function was given by Bear, 1972. He 
states; 
In practical terms, it is impossible to label a 
single fluid particle (say in an experiment of flow 
through porous media) and observe its motion. 
Instead we label a ·group of particles occupying a 
small Tieighborhood, or we continuously inject a 
tracer into a point in a steadily moving fluid. In 
laminar fl01•1, in spite of hydrodynamic dispersion, 
and in the case of a continuous injection, in spite 
of the lateral dispersion, it is possible to 
define the average path of the particles and to use 
it in defining the flow. 
Accoring to Bear at any instant of time there is at every point in the. 
flow domain a velocity ( from Darcy I s law) vector vii th a definite 
direction. The instantaneous curves that are at every point tangent to 
the direction of velocity at that point are called streamlines of the 
flm·1. Assuming the existence of strear.il ines in a steady state situation,. 
a stream function may be derived. The derivation by Bear (1972) is 
demonstrated here for the 2-D case. 
Figure Jl shows a streamline Hith tangential velocity (V) at dr, an 
element of arc along the streamline .. Since by the definition of a 
strear.il ine, V and dr r:,ust have the sar.ie direction, then 
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ol... 






Figure Jl. Streamline and Velocity Vector in 2-D Steady Flow 
y 
-!-----------------~ ·X 
Figure J2. Equipotential Line and Gradient of Total Head Vector in 2-0 
Steady Flow 
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V X dr = 0 
where V = V5 




= seepage velocity 
(see Lambe & Whitman, 1969) 
= porosity 
dr = element of arc along a streamline (vector) 
Figure Jl shows similar triangles V, Vx, VY and dr, dx, dy; hence 
According to Bear, equation 80 is valid for both isotropic and 
ariisotropit media. For a flow descri~ed by Darcy1 s law, where x ~nd y 
are the principa.l directions of permeability, equation 80 becomes 
olx dv 
• 2>'vi dh 
(~ I) 
kx-;;;_ ~y "'oy 
Consider the equipotential surf~ce and an elementary displacement ds 
normal to this surface, as shown in Figure J2. Then the maximum 
hydraulic gradient (grad h), will always occur along the normal or ds 
direction. Therefor~ 
• grad h x ds = 0 
Grad his represented vectorially in Figure J2, which also shows 
similar triangles d.h/d.s, oh/ox, oh/oy and ds, dx, dy. Hence 
which defines curves in space normal to the equipotential surfaces. These 
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are the streamlines. When equation 81 is written for an isotropic media 
and multiplied by k, equation 82 is obtained. Thus, in an isotropic 
medium, streamlines are perpendicular to the equipotential surfaces. 
Furthermore, since the differential equations (81) define what happens at 
a point, we may have k = k(x, y), i.e., a non homogeneous medium (Bear, 
1972). 
Rearranging equation 80. gives 
V dx - V dy = 0 
X y 
The solution of 83 is 
If= 41 (x, y) = constant 
The condition for equati6n 83 to be an exact differential of same 
function \y = ~ (x, y) is 
(Bear, 1972) 
which is the continuity equation. Since the continuity expression 
describes flow of an incompressible fluid in a nondeformabl~ medium, the 
stream function(~) as defined here is valid only for such a case. When 
equation 83 is rewritten as 
it follows that this expression defines for any point in the xy plane an 
angle, 
which the tangent to equation 84 makes with the +x axis. Equation 84 • 
actually describes a family of curves for various values of the constant. 
Since \\' is an exact differential, then along any streamline, 
d \f = d 'Y d i< + d 'f d y = Vy d. x - V)( d y -== D dX oy 
.185 
from which can be obtained the expressions 
The function 4' = 'r' (x,y), which is constant along streamlines 
(or d'V = O), is called the stream function of two-dimensional flow. An 
impervious boundaiy of a flow domain, with the flow always tangential to 
it, invariably coincides with a streamline. 
Since the quasi-linear flow model assumes positive flow from left to 
right and top to bottem (unlike Bear's notation of Figure Jl), equations 
85 and 86 become 
c) ~ = v'I. ay (17) 
c) ~ = Vy dX (ii) 
Integrating equation 87 between y limits of i and l and equation 88 
between x limits of j and m 
l 
=. f Vx r3y 
L 
y., 
'f - '-Y . = . f Vy d X 
WI J J 
The numerical approximation to equations 87 and 88 becomes 
.l 
lV - If. 1 I ==-2 v)( e:,.y (iq) 
along they - direction 
where i = row i 
l = row l 
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YV\ 
and lV - lf. - f Vy AX (9 o) M J 
J 
along the x - direction 
where j = column j 
m = column m 
Numerical approximations to the components of velocity as defined in 
Darcy's equation are 
c..h 
Vx = k" (9 l) 6X 
Vv -= ky 
Ah (9 2) .t..y 
where h = steady state total head 




l\J -==- 'f. ,--2.. k.l( D.X 
I 1 l i, 
along they - direction 
along th~ x - direction 
Equations 93 and 94 can also be written 
along the y - direction Cqs) 
along the x - direction \.9 ~) 
where 
q = y -y 
directicin component 
of fl ow 
direction component 
of flow 
The discrete values of stream function (tr) are computed at nodal 
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boundary intersections. Figure J3 shows the node center locations and 
the discretized stream function locations ( ~;0 ). A dashed arrow fr0m 
the node center location (3, 4) points to the stream function location 
(3, 4). In this manner, row and column subscripts (i, j) serve to 
identify 4'i,j. 
Figure J3 actually represents horizontal flow through a section of 
confined aquifer, where constant head nodes along the left vertical 
boundary all have the same high total head value and constant head nodes 
at the right vertical boundary have a common low total head value. All 
steady state total values and nodel permeabilities are assumed to be 
known. 
co\1.11>111 
'I ~ ' 7 I .2. J 
)( ')( X )( )( )( 'l( 
/<.f<rl1t' <<"tr<t l''\JI' <.f <t'tf ( < <t'<< <t'/«U 
.i -,{ @ I( X X ® J( 
• . • • 
3 )( @ " >(._ 
)C' ® X 
• . ... __ . 
'1 X. © )( l( )( © )( 
l 
0 
. . • 
► 
5 ® )( I( )( ® ')( X 
.• • . • 
6 )( © )C' >( )(, © )( 
777/77777777';,7;,;>n-7/; »»771.,7777 
7 'l( .( -,{ X )( 
I( )( 
Figure J3. Location of Stream X = node center 
Function Values ©= constant head node 
------.. points to (3, 4) location 
from ( 3' 4) nodal location 
• = l\'i. location 
•J 
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I J I 
indicates k (i, j) • 
______ .,. indicates k (i, j) 
Figure J4. Permeabilities and Distances used in the Stream Function 
Algorithm· 
To compute the ~10 values for the 2-0 s~ction in cartesian 
coordinates of figure J3, as the computer program of appendix K does, 
first the values along the bottom boundary are assumed to have a value of 
zero. 
where subscripts (i, j) indicate (row, column) 
Stream function values are then computed along the left side based on 
equation 93. Numerical integration proceeds between columns 2 and 3 from 
the bottom impermeable boundary, where ~ (~,1.) = 0, to the top imperme-
able boundary. Hence the algorithm is ) 
- . r 'n ( S" I 1.) - h ( S" I 1 l C:,,. y ( s) 
~ (L\11.)-= ~ (S .1.) ~ \< (S",J) L t:i.X (3) 
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where k (i,j+l) = connection value of 
permeability in the 
x - direction between 
nodes i, j and i, j + 1. 
(see Figure J4) 
-:::. (j+l) = distance between node 
centers i, j and i, j + 1. 
(see Figure J4) 
In similar fashion, the f (i, 5) values are computed ~long with right 
boundary for i = 4, 3, 2, and 1. 
The rest of the values of~ (i, j) can be computed using etther 
equation 93 or 94. The general form of equation 93 as applied to the 
cartesian coordiate model becomes 
\\>U,jJ-=- Y(iil,j) + k. (;+11j+l)t½<i._+1>JJ~ \.') ~i-t/>,i+1>]6 yCi+I) (q7) 
DX (j+I) 
where k (i+l,j+l) = 
along any j column 
along any i row 
connection value of permeability in 
y - direction between nodes (i,j+l) 
(i+l,j) 




= distance between node centers (i,j) and 
(i+l,j) 
(see Figure J4) 
The radial flow program of appendix L uses the same technique just 
outlined, with ir replacing i:"x and t:,.-z replacing c, y. Also, the 
proper cross .sectional area terms and connection permeabilities·(eqs. 56a 
and 62) must be applied. 
It is convenient to nondimensionalize the stream function by dividing 
all values by the total flow through the model. This total flow may be 
determined for the horizontal flow case of figure J3 by computing the 
total inflow as 
All stream function values in the computer programs of appendices Kand L 
are divided by total inflow and multiplied by 100, hence nondimensional-
izing the~ (i,j) values in the range of Oto 100. The·, (l,j) values 
of Figure J3 are actually known to equal 100, since this is an imperme-
able boundary. 
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Figure J5 shows an exaggerated picture of horizontal quasi-1 inear 
flow. Flow vectors (q) cross every nodal boundary, \·1here inflow 1Just 
equal outflow. These vectors are the q values of equations 95 and 96, 
\'lhich are used to cor.ipute the 'f values. The dashed 1 ine represents a 
possible ~ath of integration, where equation 95 is used when moving in 
they direction and equation 96 when moving in the x direction. 
values of Figure JS are not nondir.iensional ized. 
The algorithm used in the cor.iputer program of appendix K for point to 
point fl01.,i first conputes total inflow at the high constant potential 
node, which is used to nondir.,ensional ize other 1 values. Boundary 
conditions are known to he the r.iaxir.,On or r.iinimur., ~ value. Interior 
values are then computed using equation 97 or 98. The cor.,puter program 
uses equation 97. Figure J6 provides nodal flow vectors (q) and 
values for an exaggerated point to point flow regine. Flo\·/ continuity is 
preserved at every node .. The 'f values are not nondir.iensional ized and. 
boundary conditions are the maximum (40) and r.1inir.1u1J (0) strear.il ines. 
Interior 't> values are conputed based on equation 97 or 98. 
Hhen total head values are contoured over a strear.il in~ plot, a flow 
net results. Figure J7 sho\'/S the cor.iputer drawn fl ow net for a sect ion . 
with a lm·1 perr.ieabil ity center. To see if the stream function algorithm 
gave reasonable results when refraction occurs, a section with a wedge 
shaped interface was run. Figure J8 shows the flow net for this section, 
where flow appears to rer.iain orthogonal to the total head contours. The 
technique was also applied to an isotropic section with point to point 
flow (figure J9), and the same section \·Jith anisotrophy of 10 to 1 
(figure·JlO). Both show reasonable results. 
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Figure J9. 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ + + + 
+ ·+ + ♦ + 
+ ♦ + + + + + 
+ + + + ♦ .+ + + + ♦ + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + 
FLOW NET 
Flow net for point to point 










+ ♦ + ♦ + + 
+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
flow in an isotropic section 
Shaded boundaries are 
+ + + + 
+ 
♦ ♦ + + + + + 
+ + + + ♦ + + + + ♦ + 
+ + ♦ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +. + + + 
+ +· + ♦ + + ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + ♦ + + + + + 
·+ + ♦ + + ♦ ♦ + + + + + ♦ + ♦ + + + + + + ♦ ♦ + ♦ + + ♦ + 
♦ + + + ♦ + ♦ + ♦ + ♦ + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + + + + ♦ + + + 
♦ + + + ♦ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + + ♦ + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +. + + + ♦ 
~ + + ♦ + + + ♦ + ♦ + + + + ♦ + + + + ♦ + + + + ♦ + + + + 
+ + +' + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + ·+ + 
+ + + + + ♦ + + ♦ ♦ + + ♦ ♦ + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + ♦ ♦ + 
♦ + + + + ♦ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + ♦ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + ♦ + + + + + + + + ♦ ♦ + + + ♦ + + + +· + + + + ♦ + 
♦ + + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + + - ♦ + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + + + ♦ + + + + + + + + ♦ + + + ♦ 
+ + + ♦ + + ♦ + + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + ♦• + + + + 
♦ ♦ ♦ + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + + + ♦ + + ♦ + + + + + -+ + + + 
♦ + + + + ♦ + + ~ ♦ + + + ~ + + ♦ + + + + ♦ + ♦ + + + ♦ + •· 
+ + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + + + ♦ + + ♦ ♦ + ·+ + + + ·+ + + + + 
·+ + + + ♦ + + ♦- + ♦ ♦ + ♦ + ♦ + ♦ ♦ + + + + ♦ ♦ + + + + + + 
+ + + + ♦ ♦ + ♦ ♦ + + + + + + + ♦ + + + + ♦ + + + + + ♦ + + 
Figure JlO. 
FLOW NET 
Flow net for point to point flow in a section with 
anisotropy of 10 to 1 and constant permeability. 
Shaded boundaries are impermeable. 
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Appendix K 
2-D Cartesian Coordinate Program 
The 2 D quasi-linear flow program performs the following tasks: 
1. Nodal permeabilities are assigned 
2. If the electrical case is specified in the options, nodal 
permeabilities are converted to apparent electrical 
conductivities by 
which is an approximation to the "probably average" curve of 
Figure 1, developed by Urish, 1978. 
3. Solves foi the steady state potentials using the iterative 
alternating direction implicit (IADI) procedure. Zero values of 
permeability are placed around the perimeter of the model, hence 
the no flow boundary is at the nodal boundary between the 
perimeter node and the adjacent interior node. Constant 
potential boundaries are located at the node center. 
4. Aquifer permeability and aquifer resistivity are computed based 
on potenti~l theory. 
5. If specified in the options, stream function values are computed. 
6. If specified in the options, stream function values and/or 
potential quantities are written onto a data set, where they may 
later be read by the Cal Comp contouring program to produce a 
fl ow net. 
The program will solve for steady state potentials when constant head 
values are located anywhere in the 2-D section. However, the stream 
function and aquifer property determining algorithms are suitable only 
for bo~ndary conditions which produce linear, quasi-linear or surficial 
point to point flow. Stream function algorithms may be developed for 
other cases where constant head nodes appear only on the model peiimeter. 










1 - 80 
1 - 10 
11 - 20 
21 - 30 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
1 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
16 - 20 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 35 
36 - 40 
1 - 10 





































Any title the user wishes to print 
on one line at the start -of output 
Number of mod~l rows 
Number of model columns 
Error criteria for closure at the 
steady state 
Code for type of permeability 
distribution 
0 = deterministically layered 
1 all the same 
2 = uniformly distributed 
3 lognormally distributed 
4 = exponentially distributed 
5 = values are read in at each node 
permeability value all· the k(i,j)'s 
are to assume if ISO= 1 
p~nch CONH to write the total head 
values onto disk 
punch CONK to write.permeability 
values onto disk 
punch ELEC to convert permeabilities 
to electrical conductivities 
punch MINI to read in the minimum 
iteration value 
punch STRF to compute and write 
onto disk, the stream function 
values 
punch VERT for the vertical 
quasi-linear flow case 
punch HORI for the horizontal quasi-
1 i near fl ow case 
punch PTPT for the point source to 
point sink flow case 
punch SKIP to truncate output 
punch WARP to use the Warren and 
Price technique (equation 20 in 
section I) to compute aquifer 
properties 
Column ( when FLOW = HOR I), or row 
(when FLOW= VERT), or column of 
leftmost constant head node (when 
FLOW= PTPT), where total flow is 
computed for nondimensionalizing 
the stream function 
Column (when FLOW= HORI), or row 
{when FLOW= VERT) where the total 
flow is computed to be used in 
determining the aquifer properties. 





21 - 30 
co 5 1 - 10 
CD 6 1 - 10 
11 - 20 
21 - 30 
31 - 40 
CARO 
SET 
C$ 1 1 - 80 










IF ISO = 0 (permeabilities are 
co 7 1 - 5 A4, lX 
1 - 10 !10 














Total ~issipated head throu~h the 
· model. Not used when FLO\./= PTPT 
Shape function S conputed by 
equation 21 (section I). Used when 
FLOW = PTPT or ~/ARP is specified in 
CD 3 
Maximum number of iterations 
Number of iteration parameters 
Maximum iteration value 
Mi nimLJTI iteration parameter ( used 
only if MINI was specified in CO 3 
Nodal spacing in the x - direction 
Nodal spacing in they - direction 
determi ni sti c) 
Type of layering punch H for 
horizontal layering, punch V for 
vertical layering 
Number of layers 
IF lSO = 2 (permeabilities are uniformly distributed) 
co 7 1 - 10 IlO LAYERS Number of layers 
cs 3 1 - 10 no UNILO Lower limit of the uniform 
permeability distribution (ft/d) 
11 - 20 IlO UNIHI Upper limit of the uniform 
permeability distribution (ft/d) 
21 - 30 IlO LAYLO First row where UNILO and UNIHI 
apply 
31 - 40 IlO LAYHI Last row where UNILO and UNIHI apply 
IF ISO= 3 (permeabilities have a log normal distribution) 
co 7 1 - 10 FlO.l MEAN Mean value of the log normal 
permeability (ft/d) distribution 
11 - 20 FlO.l SDEV Standard deviation of the log 
normal permeability (ft/d) 
distribution 
60 to CS 4 
IF ISO = CS4 (pemeabil i ti es have an exponential di stri buti on) 
CD 7 1 - 10 
11 - 20 





Lower limit of the exponential 
permeability (ft/d) distribution 
Upper limit of the exponential 
permeability (ft/d) distribution 
201 
202 
DATA DECK PREPARATION 
CARD(CD) COLUMNS FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
CARD 
SET(CS) 
IF ISO = 5 (permeabilities are read in) 
cs 3 1 - 80 8Fl0.l K( I, J) Permeabilities (ft/d) 
cs 4 1 - 80 8Fl0.l AN ISO ( I) Anisotropy ratios for each layer 
cs 5 1 - 80 16!5 IC (2, J) Constant h~ad node indicator for 
row 2 where J = 2 to NCOLMl (IC= 
-1· at a constant head node, 
otherwise IC= 0) 
1 - 80 1615 IC ( NROWMI, J) Constant head node indicator for 
row NROWMl where J = 2 to NCOLMl 
1 80 1615 re ( r, 2) Constant head node indicator for 
column 2, where I= 2 to NROWMl 
1 - 80 1615 IC(I,NCOLMl) Constant head node.indicator for 
column NCOLMl, where I= 2 to NROWMl 
cs 6 1 - 80 8010.3 H (2, J) Starting head values along row 2, 
where J = 2 to NCOLMl 
c.s 6 1 - 80 8010.3 H(NROWMl, J) Starting head values along row 
NROWMl, where J = 2 to NCOLMl. 
1 - 80 8010.3 H (I, 2) Starting ~ead values along column 
2, where I= 2 to NROWMl. 
1 - 80 8010.3 H (I, NCOLMl) Starting head values along column 
NCOLMl, where I= 2, NROWMl 
C 2-D STEADY, HETEROGENEOUS, ANISOTROPIC PLOW THRODGB POROUS !l!Dil 
C USING FINITE DIFPEBENCE iITR VARIABLE GRID SPACINGS 








DOUBLE PRECISION R,RNEW,A~B,C,D,E,P,G,QPAR!l,QKNOil~DlBS,BOLD 
DOUBLE PRECISION ITPAR!I 
REAL•8 DSEED/992299.DO/ 
DI 11 E NS IO II K H AB !I ( 5 2, 5 2, 2) , H ( 5 2, 5 2) , It ( 5 2 , 5 2) , ID ( 5 2) , YD ( 5 2) , Al ( 5 2) , 
SAY (52) ,HEADIII (20), AN ISO (52) ,CHEC!t (10), I (52,52), Y (52,52), EBB (300) 
DIMENSION G (52), I' (52), IC (52, 52), HNEi (52), ITPAB!I (52), HOLD (52, 52), 
SSTRFUN (52, 52), HST BAT (52, 52), KY (52, 52) 
DATA CHECK/1 COSK', 1 CO!IR','ELEC','!IIMI 1 , 1 STBP','VEBT','SKIP', 
1'V','WARP','PTPT'/ 
BEAD (5, 10) HEADIM 
10 FOB!!AT (20141 
iBITE(6,20) HEADIN 
WBITE(6,25) DSEED 
25 POB!!AT ('0',/,5I,'DSEED=',P12.0) 
20 FOB!!AT ('1',20X,20A4) 
C INPUT PABANETEBS 





C LSTRN IS THE COLUNI (FOB THE HORIZONTAL PLOW CASE, PLOW=HORI) 
C OR THE aow (FOB TBE VERTICAL FLOW CASE, FLOi=VEBT) 
C OR THE COLU!IN OP THE CONSTANT HEAD POINT OB TH! 
C LEFT SIDE OF THE UPPER BOUNDARY 
C WHERE THE TOTAL PLOW IS CO!IPUTED FOR THE OSE OP HOBDI!IEBSIOIALIZING 





LEQOIV IS THE COLU!II (FOR THE HORIZONTAL FLOW.CASE, PLOi=BOBI) 
OR THE BOW (POB THE VERTICAL PLOW CASE, FLOW=YEBT) 
WHERE THE TOTAL FLOW IS CO!POTED TO BE USED Ill SOLVIIG 
C FOB THE EQUIV AL ENT PER!IEABILITY ( BES ISTIVITY) OB WHERE THE 
£ WABREH AND PRICE TECHBIQOE IS APPLIED 





C NOTE•••• THE iALOE. BEAD Ill FOB Bl'III IS THB LOWEST ITEBATIO!I 
C PARAl!ETEa A!ID IS USED OMLI IF NINI ilS SPECIFIED IN THB OPTIONS 
READ (5,32) ITNAX, !IUl'IPU,B!lll,H!IU 
30 FOB!IAT (2I10,1F10.5,I10,P10.5) 
32 FOR!IAT (2I10,2F10.5) 
203 
204 
) (JOME 78) !!AIi OS/360 PORTRllf H EITEMDED DATE 80.346/ 
33 POB!UT (3I10,1F10.5) 
35 PORIIAT(16(A4,1X)) 
BHD(5,40) (ID(J) ,J=l,ICOL) 
40 PORN AT (8f10. 1) 
READ(5,40) (rD(I),I=l,NROII)_ 
C COIIPUTE AI AND IY 
CAI= I-DISTANCE PRO!! OME NODE CEITER TO THE HEIT 






DO 42 J=2,NCOL 
42 AX(J)= (ID(J)+XD(J-1))/2.0 
DO 44 I=2,-NROii 
44 AJ(I)=(JD(I)+YD(I-1))/2.0 
IF (ISO. E Q. 1 ) GO TO 80 
IF (ISO.EQ. 2) GO TO 91 
IP (ISO.EQ. 3) GO TO 50 
IP (ISO.EQ. 4) GO TO 84 
IP(ISO.EQ.5) GO TO 60 
OTHERWISE 
READ VALUES FOR A LAYERED DETERIIIHISTIC IIODEL 
READ(5,35) LAITY 
READ (5,96) LAYERS 
If(LHTY.EQ.CHECK(B)) GO TO 78 
C OTHERWISE THE IIODEL IS HORIZONTALLY LAYERED 
DO 76 IL=1,LAYERS 
READ (5, 7 3) LAY LO, LAY HI, E>ER!I 
73 FOBIIAT(2I10,P10.2) 
DO 76 I=LAILO,LAYHI 
DO 76 J=2,IICOLll1 
K (I,J)=PERII 
76 CONTINUE 
GO TO 95 
C 
C THE IIODEL IS VERTICALLY LAYERED 
78 DO 79 IL=1,LAYEBS 
BEAD(S,73) LAYLO,LAYHI,PER!I 
DO 79 I=2,liROiill1 
DO 79 J=LAYLO,LAYHI 
K(I,J)=PERII 
79 CONTINUE 
GO TO 95 
C 
C PERIIEABILITY VALUES HAVE A LOG NORIIAL DISTRIBUTIOH 
C 6VER THE ENTIRE REGION 
50 READ(S,40) IIEAN,SDEY 
WBITE(6,51) IIEAll,SDEf . 
51 PORI! AT. ( • 0 •, /, SX, 1 PER!IEABILITIES ARE LOG HORl!ALLY DISTRIBUTED', 
$ 1 OVER THE EIITIRE REGION1 ,/,751, 1 1!EAN=',f10.5, 
S/,75X,'STNDRD. DEV. =1 ,Pl0.5) 
DO 54 I:2,NROiilll 
DO 54 J=2,NCOLll1 
C FIRST PICK A IIORIIAL DEVIATE 
52 YPL=GGNQP(DSEED) 
C THEIi CONVERT N O, 1 DEVIATE TO If IIEAll,SDEV DEVIATE 
KLOG=SDEV•YPL+IIEAM 
C VALUE KLOG= LOG OP K 




GO TO 95 
C PERMEABILITIES ABE READ IN AT EACH !!ODE 
C 
60 BEAD(5,40) ((K(I,J),J=1,SCOL) ,I=1,NROII) 
GO TO 95 
C PERMEABILITY VALUES ABE ALL TBE SA!IE 
80 DO 82 I=1,!IROV 
DO 82 J=1,NCOL 
82 K(l,J)= PEB!I 
GO TO 95 
C 
C PER!IEABILITY VALUES HAVE AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIOI 
C OVEB TRE E!ITIBE REGION 
C EXLO= MINI!IU!I LOG OP K VALUE •100 
C EXHI= MAXI!IU!I LOG OP K VALUE •100 
C THE HIGHEST VALUE FOB EXHI IS 300 
84 READ(5,961 EXLO,EIHI 
DO 88 I=l,NBOil 
DO 88 J=l,NCOL 
86 YPL=GGUBPS(DSIED) 
NUM=INT(TPL•1000.I 
IP(NU!I.LT.EXLO) GO TO 86 
IP (NU!!. GT. EXHI) GO TO 86 
XNU!l=PLOAT(!IU!l)/100. 
K ( I , J) = 1 0 • •X N U M 
88 CONTINUE 
GO TO 95 
C 
C THE PER!IEABILITT VALUES ABE UNIPOB!ILY DISTRIBUTED 
C.WITH A DIPPERENT DISTRIBUTION IIITHIK EACH OP THE LATEBS 
91 REA0(5,96) LAYERS 
DO 93 ILsl,LAYERS 
BEAD (5, 96) ONILO, UNI HI, LA YLO, LA THI 
WRITE(6,94) UKILO,UNIHI,LAYLO,LAYHI 
XER = 1000. 
IP(UNIHI.LE.1001 XEB=lOO. 
DO 93 I=LAYLO,LAIHI 
DO 93 J:z2,NCOLM1 
92 YPL=GGOBPS(DSEED) 
. NU!l=INT(YPL*XEB) 
IF·(NUM.LT. UNI LO) GO TO 92 
IP(NU!I.GT.UNIHI) GO TO 92 
K(I,J)=PLOAT(KUM) 
93 CONTINUE • 
DATE 80.346/ 
94 PO~!IAT ( 1 0 1 ,/,51,'PERMEABILITY RANGE FOR U!IIPOB!I DISTRIBUTION=', 
1I6,2X,'TO',I6,11,'PT/D 1 ,1X,'POR LAYEBS1 ,1I,I2,11,'T0',1I,I2) 
C 
C 
96 FORMAT (4110) 
95 DO 100 I=1,NBOII 
K(I,1)=0.0 
100 K(I,NCOL)=O.O 





(JUIIE 78) 0S/360 PORTBAI B E~TEIDED DATE 80.3116/ 
C 
C 
C BEAD AIIISOTBOPY AT EACH BOi 
C VALUE IS THE RATIO OP KH/Ki 
120 READ(5,40) (UISO(I),I=1,IIBOi) 
C 
C 
C CO!!POTB U(I,J) VALUES 
C THESE ABE THE NODAL VALUES TO BB USED IN CO!!PUTI!G 
C KHABl!(I,J,2) --THE CONNECTION VALUE I~ THE Y-DIRECTIOI 
DO 112 I=2,NROWl!1 
DO 112 J=2,NCOL!!1· 
112 KY(I,J)=K(I,J)/AIHSO{I) 
C CONVERT HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITIES TO ELECTRICAL CONDOCTIYITI!S IP SPECIFIED 
IF(ELEC.NE.CHECK(J))GO TO 117 
DO 115 I=2,NROW!!1 
DO 115 J=2,HCOL!!1 
KY {I, J) = 1/ ( ( (KY (I, J) •• 0003528) /5. 13!-06) **• 7) 
115 K (I,J) =1/ ( ( (K (I,J) •.0003528) /5.13E-06) ••• 7) 
C 
C CO!!POTB THE ARITH!!ATIC,HARl!OBIC AND GEO!!BTBIC !!EANS OP THE 






DO 119 ~=2,IIBOi!!1 










C PEB!!EABILITl{CONDOCTIVITY) VALORS ARE WRITTEII OITO l DISK DATA SET 
C TO BE USED iITR PLOTTING 
IF (CONK. !iE.CHECK ( 1)) GO TO 130 
DO 105 I=2,IIBOW!!1 




C ECHO CHECK OF IIIPUT PARl!!BTEBS 
C 
130 WBITE(6,140) .NBOi,HCOL,EC,ITl!AI 
14~ PORl!AT {'0',41,'t OP ROWS =1 ,T25,I5,/,5I, 1 t OP COLOl!RS =',T25,I5,/ 
S///,5X,'CLOSUBE EBBOR CRITERIA=', E16.5 ,5I, 1 81XI!!U!! ITER!TIOIIS 
S= 1 ,I5) 
WBITE(6,148) CONR,CONK,ELEC,l!III,STRP,PLOi,SKIP,ilRP 
148 PORl!AT ( 1 0 1 ,/,5X, 1 PBOBLE!! OPTIONS SPECIPIED: 1 ,2X,10A8) 
II' (SKIP. EQ. CR ECK (7)) GO TO 175 
WRITE (6, 150) 
WaITE(6,160) (XD(J) ,J=l,IICOL) 
150 PORl!AT ('0',/,5X, 1 DELTAI NODAL i!LUES 1 ) 




l'IAIN OS/360 PORTBAN R EITESDED 
POB!lT ('0',4l,10P12.1/(5I,10P12.1)) 
WRITE (6,170) 
IIRITE(6,160) (YD(I) ,I=l,NBOil) 
PORl'IAT ('0',51,'DELTAI NODlL YALOES') 
WRITE (6,180) 
DATE 80.346/ 
180 FOBl'IAT ('1',51,'HOBIZONTAL PEBl'IEABILITY VALUES lT !ODE CENTER'J 






IIBITE (6,200) I, (IC(I,J) ,J=1,NCOL) 
FO R Pl AT ( 1 0 1 , I 2 , 2 X , 1 0 P 1 2 • 6 / ( 5 I , 1 0 P 1 2. 6) ) 
PORIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,I2,2X,10I10/(5I, 10110)) 
WRITE (6,220) 
FORl'IAT ('0',51,'AIISOTBOPY RATIO KH/lti 1 ) 
'ilBITE(6,160) (ANISO(I) ,I=l,NBOil) 
C 'ilRITE AX AND AY 
C 
IF (SUP. EQ.CHECI\'. (7)) GO TO 262 
'ilBITE (6,250) 
250 FOBl'IAT('0',51,'AI VALDES') 
WRITE (6,160) (U (J) ,J=2,NCOL) 
WI! ITE (6,260) 
260 FCBIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,51,'AI VALUES') 
WRITE (6,160) (AY (I) ,I=2, NROii) 
C 
C COl'IPOTE KHARII (I,J, 1) AND KHABl'l (I,J,2) 
C KHARl'l(I,J,1)= HARIIONIC IIEAN OP THE PEBl'IEABILITIES AT ADJACENT NODES 
C IN THE X DIRECTION 
C KHARll(I,J,2)= HABIIONIC l'IEAN OP THE PEBl'IEABILITIES AT ADJACENT NODES 
C IN THEY DIRECTION 
C 
C 
262 DO 270 I=2,HROVl'l1 
DO 270 J=2, HCOL 
270 KHARl'I (I,.J, 1) = ( (XO (J-1) +XO (J)) •K (I,J-1) •K (I,J)) / (K (I,J) •xo (J-1) + 
$K(I,J-1)*XD(J)) 
DO 280 I=2,NBOll 
DO 280 J=2,NCOL!'11 
280 KHABll(I,J,2)=((YD(I+1)+YD(I))*!(J(I-1,J)*l\'.Y(I,J)) 
$/ (KY (I,J) •YD (I-1) +KY (I-1,J) *YD(I)) 
C WRITE VALUES OP KHABl'I 
C 
IP (SICIP. EQ.CRECK (7)) GO TO 325 
wa ITE (6,290) 
290 FORIIAT ('1',//,51,'VALUES OP KHAB! I,J,1 1 ) 
DO 300 I=2,SBOW!'11 
300 WRITE(6,200) I,(KHABll(I,J,1),J=2,IICOL) 
WRITE(6,310) 
310 POBl'lAT ( 1 1',//,5X, 1 YALUES OP XBARl'I I,J,2 1) 
DO 3 2 0 I= 2, N fW II 
320 WRITE(6,200) I, (KHARl'l(I,J,2) ,J=2,NCOLIn) 
C 
C 
C SET BOUNDABY CONDITIONS 
C NOTE••• PEBil'IETEB BOUNDARY POINTS CAI BB EITHER CONSTAIT HEAD OB IIIPERIIEABLE· 
C NOTE ••• PLOll SHOULD BE FROII RIGHT TO LEPT OB TOP TO BOTT.OP! 
C I.E. HIGH HEADS SHOULD BE LOCATED AT THE TOP OB LEFT SIDE 
C 
C SET ALL HEADS EQUAL TO SO!E I~ITIAL VALUE 
207 
(JUNE 78) IIAIN OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 
C AND ALL IC(I,J) VALUES TO ZERO 
325 DO 330 I=1,NBOW 
DO 330 J=1,NCOL 
IC(I,J) =O 
330 H(I,J)= 50.0 
C 
C READ LOCATIONS OP CONSTANT HEAD RODES 
C ALONG THE PERIIIETER 
C NOTE: THE PERIIIETER IS TBE ONLY LOCATION FOR A SOURCE OB 1 SISK 
C THAT IS -- A HIGH CONSTANT HEAD 08 A LOW CONSTANT HBAD 
C 
C RE!D THE TOP ROIi 
BEAD (5,336) (IC(2,J) ,J=2,NCOLll1) 
3 3 6 PO R Pl AT ( 1 6 I 5) 
C BEAD THE BOTTOPI BOi 
READ (5,336) (IC (NROli!!l ,J) ,J=2, NCOL!!1) 
C READ THE LEFT SIDE 
READ (5,336) (IC (I, 2) ,!=3, NBOli!!2) 
C BEAD THE BIGHT SIDE 
READ(5,336) (IC(I,NCOL!!1) ,I=3,liROlill2) 
C 
C READ. HEAD VALUE~ ALONG THE PEBI!!ETEB 
C BEAD TOP ROi 
READ (5,350) (H (2,J) ,J=2,NCOLll1) 
C BEAD THE BOTTOII BOW 
BEAD(5,350) (B (IIBOii!!1,J) ,J=2,NCOL!!1) 
C BEAD THE LEFT SIDE 
RE AD ( 5 , 35 0) ( H (I, 2 I , I= 3 , NB O ii II 2) 
C BEAD THE ~IGHT SIDE 
C 
READ (5,350) • (H (I, IICOL!!1) ,I=3,HROW!!2) 
350 POB!!AT (8D10. 3) 
C IIBITE STARTING HEAD IIATBII 
IP(SKIP.EQ.CHECK(7)) GO TO 392 
liRITE (6,360) 
C 
360 PORIIAT(1 11 ,//,5X, 1 STARTING HEAD !!ATRil 1 ) 
DO 370 I=1,NBOII 
370 liRITE(6,200) I,(H(I,J),J=1,NCOL) 
liRITE(6,380) 
380 PO,HIAT(1 11 ,//,5I,'CONS'IANT HEAD ·NODES') 
DO 390 1=1,NBOli 
390 IIBITE(6,210) I,(IC(I,J),J=1,NCOL) 




DO 395 I=2,NROli 
DO 395 J=2,NCOL 
IP (K (I,J) .EQ.0.0) GO TO 395 
XPART=XVAL• (1/ (1+XD (J) .. 2/YD(I) ••2•ANISO (I))) 
Y PA 8 T=TV AL• ( 1 / ( 1 + YD (I) .. 2 • AN ISO ( I) /ID (J) •• 2) ) 




DO 397 NTIIIE=2,NU!!PAB 
397 ITPAB!!(NTIPIE)=ITPABll(NTI!!E-l)*lLPHA 
208 
DATE 80 .. 346/ 
(J(JlfE 78) !!AIR OS/360 FORTRll B EXTEIDED 01TB 80. 346/ 
WRITE (6,398) NOIIPAR, (ITPABII (J) ,J= 1, NOIIPAR) 
398 POB!IAT ('0 1 ,3X,I5,2X, 1 ITEBlTIOI PARAIIETEBS: 1 ,6D12.3,//,6I,10D12.J) 
IF (l'IINI. EQ.CHECK (4)) WRITE (6,399) 




C SOLUTION ALGORITHII OSIHG THE ITERlTIYE ALTBBIATIIG DIRECTION IIIPLICIT PROC. 
DO 500 I=1,IIROII 
DO 500 J=1,NCOL 
500 HOiD(I,J)=R(I,J) 
DO 510 L=2,NCOL!11 
510 HIIEll(L)=H(1,L) 
IP (IIOD(IEB,NO!!PlRt) 520,520,530 
520 N"l'.B=O 
530 NTH=NTH+ 1 
PARll=ITPlRll(NTH) 
C 
IE R=IER+ 1 
ERR(IERt=O.O 
C 
C ROi CALCULATIONS 
C 
DO 700 KK=2,NROi 
I=KK 
DO 620 J=2,NCOL!!1 
IF (K (I,J)) 605,620,605 
605 l=(KHABll(I,J,l)•rD(Itt/AX(J) 
B= (KHABII (I,J+1, 1) •YD (I)) /Al (J+lt 
C= (KBARII (I,J,2) •XO (J)) /AY (I) 




IP(J.EQ.2) GO TO 615 
IF(IC(I,J-1).EQ.-1) GO TO 610 
G (J) = (A*G (J-1) +QICNOVII) / (E-l•P(J-1)) 
P (J) =B/(E-A•F (J-1) t 
GO TO 620 
610 G(J)=(A*R(I,J-l)+QKIIOWll)/E 
P (J) =B/E 




C CALCULATE HEADS BY BACK SOBSTITUTIOI 
N=NCOLll1 
fl ( I - 1 , lt) = H NEW (II) 
Il'(IC(I,NCOL!lll.EQ.-1) GO TO 640 
HllEii(N)=G(II) 
GO TO 655 
640 HIIEW(ll)=H(I,11) 
GO TO 655 
650 HNEW(N)= G(N)+P(ll)*HIIEW(N+1) 
655 N=N-1 
IP(N.EQ.1) GO TO 700 
H (I-1, If) :BREW (II) 
IP(IC(I,N).YE.-1) GO TO 650 
209 
(JOIIE 78) !HIii OS/360 FOBTRAI H ElTEliDED 
C 
GO TO 640 
700 CO!iTIIIOE 
C COLOl!II CALCULATIONS 
C 
DO 703 L=2,IIR0ilft1 
703 HIIEW(L)=R(L,1) 
DO 800 KK=2,liCOL 
J=KK 
DO 720 I=2,NROWl!1 
If CK (I,JJ l 105;120, 705 
705 A=(KHABl!(I,J,1)*YD(I))/AI(J) 
B= ( K HARi! (I, J+ 1, 1) *ID (I) ) /AX (J + 1) 
C= ( K H A R II ( i: , J , 2 ) • X D ( J) ) / AY ( I) 
D= ( K HAB I! (I+ 1, J, 2) *lD·(J) ) /AI (H 1) 
QPARl!=(A+B+C+D)*PABI! 
E= (C+D+QPABI!) 
QKNOWN=A•H (I,J-1) +B•H (I,J+1) -(1+B-QPABI!) •B (I,J) 
IF(I.EQ.2) GO 'l'O 715 
IF(IC(I-1,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 710 
G ( I) = (C*G ( I-1) tQ K NOii 11) / ( E-C• F ( I- 1) ) 
F ( I) =D/ (E-C•F (I-1)) 
GO TO 720 
710 G(I)=(C*H(I-1,J)+QKHOWH)/E 
F(I) =D/E 
GO TO 720 
715 G(2)=QKNCIIII/E 
F (2) =D/E 
720 CONTINUE 
C CALC □LATE HEADS BY BACK S □ BSTITUTION 
N=IIROll1!1 
H(N,J-1)=HNEil(li) 
1F(IC(NROWl!1,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 740 
HNEW (Ii) =G (II) 
GO TO 755 
740 HNEV(N)=H(li,J) 
GO TO 755 
750 ANEW(ll)=G(II) +F (H) •BNEll (H+1) 
755 ll=H-1 • 
IF (lf~EQ.1) GO TO 757 
H(N,J-1)=HHEV(H) 
IF(IC(H,J).NE.-1) GO TO 750 
GO TO 740 
757 IP (J.-EQ. IICOL) GO TO 800 
DO 770 I=2,NBOlll!1 
ET=DABS(HliEW(I)-HOLD(I,J)) 
IF (ET.GT. ERR (IER)) GO TO 760 
GO TO 770 






C CHECK CLOSOBE CRITERIA FOB STEADY STATE 
1000 IF(IEB.GE.ITl!AI) GO TO 1045 
IF (EBB (I ER). GT. EC) GO TO 4 00 




(JONE 78) !'IAIN OS/360 PORTBll B BITEIDBD DATE 80.H6/ 
C 
C CO!'IP01E HEADS AROUND THE PEBI!'IETBR OP THE !'IODEL 
C THIS IS DONE TO GIVE l BETTER PLOT EFFECT 
C 
C ALONG TOP BOIi 
C 
DO 950 J=l,!ICOL 
950 H(1,J)=H(2,J) 
C ALONG BOTTO!'I BOIi 
DO 960 J=l,NCOL 
960 H(MROll,J)=H(NBOll!'ll,J) 
C 
C ALONG LEFT VERTICAL BOUNDARY 
DO 970 I=l ,NROII 
970 H(I,1)=H(I,2) 
C 
C ALONG BIGHT VERTICAL BOOIIDABY 





WRITE (6, 1005) (ERB (I), I=l, IER) 
1005 FOR!'IAT(1 1 1 ,5X; 1 HEAD DIFFERENCE FOR EACH ITERATION',//, 
• S(/,JX,10P12.5)) 
1 0 1 0 Ii BITE ( 6, 1020) I Ell, EB R ( IE B) , I ET, J ET 
1020 POR!'IAT(1 11 ,//,10X,'STEADY STATE HEAD !'IATRIX APTER',I4,2I, 1 ITERATIO 
$NS1 ,//,10X,'LABGEST HEAD DIPFEBEICE =',E12.J,2I,'AT POINT',2X,•eow 
$',I3,2I,'COLU!'111 1 ,IJ) • 
1030 DO 1040 I=l,lROil 
1040 IIBITE(6,200) I, (H(I,J) ,J=l,NCOL) 
IF (CONH. NE.CHECK (2)) GO TO 1100 
DO 1042 I=l,NROII 
DO 1042 J=l,HCOL 
1042 .IIBITE(11,2110) H(I,J) 
WRITE (6, 1043) 
1043 FORIIAT(1 0 1 ,4X,•••••• HEADS IIBITTER ONTO DSW ••••••) 
GO TO 1100 
1045 IIBITE(6,10S5) 
IIRITE(6,1005) (ERB(I),I=l,IER) 
1050 IIRITE(6,1060) IER,ERR(IER) ,IET,JET 
1055 FOBIIAT('l','••••••••••• ITERATIONS EXCEEDED••••••••••••••) 
1060 FORIIAT ('1',//,10X, 1 HEAD IIATBIX APTER1 ,I4.2I,'ITEBATIOHS 1 ,//,10I,' 
S~ABGEST HEAD DIFFERENCE = 1 ,E12.3,2X, 1 AT POINT1 ,2I, 1 B0111 ,I3,2I, 
s•coLOIIN' ,I3) 
DO 1070 I=l,NROII 
1070 IIBITE(6,200) I, (H(I,J) ,J=1,KCOL) 
GO TO 3000 
1100 IP(ELEC.EQ.CHECK(3)) GO TO 1120 






1110 FOR!'IAT ('1 1 ,SX,'STATISTICAL !'IEANS OP THE PEBIIEABILITt', 
11 DISTRIBUTION 1 ,//,8X, 1 ARITH!'IATIC. !'IEAN=1 ,P10.4,1I,'PT/D 1 ,1I~ 
2 1 = 1 , U:, P 10. 6, 1 I, 1 C!'I/S EC 1 , I I, 8 X, 'GEO!'l l!!T RIC II EA !'I=', P 10. 4, 1 I, 'FT ID'_, 
212 
(JUNE 78) !!Ailf OS/360 PORTBAI R EITElfDED DATE 80.346/ 
C 
31X,•=•,1X,P10.6,,1I,'C!!/SEC',//,8I,'BABIIONIC 
4 1 PT/ D' , 1 X, '= ' , 1 I, l' 10. 6, 1 X, • Cl! /SEC• ) 
GO TO 1140 





IH!Alf-= 1 , 110.4, 11, 
1130 FOR!!AT ( 1 1 1 ,SI,'STATISTICAL IIEAlfS OF THE RESISTIVITY', 
1'DISTRIBUTION 1 ,//,8X,'ARITH!!ATIC IIEAl~',P10.4,1I,'OBII-IIETERS', 
C 
• 2//,BX,'GEOIIETBIC IIEAN=1 ,P10.4,1I,'OHII-IIETEBS 1 ,//,8I, 
3 1 RARIIOlfIC IIEAN=1 ,P10.4,11, 1 0HII-IIETEBS') 
1140 IP (F'LOi. EQ.CHECK (6)) GO TO 1300 




C OTHERWISE THE PBEDOIIIKANT FLOW IIUST BE HORIZO!fTAL 





C AREA= TOTAL CROSS SECTIONAL AREA THAT THE PLOi PASSES THROUGH 
C 
DO 1200 I=2,NBOWll1 
ABEA=AREA+YD(I) 
Q=Q+(KHARll(I,LEQ□IV,l)•((R(I,LEQUIV-1)-H(I,LEQ □ IV))/AI(LEQ □ IY)) 
1•YD(I)) • 
1200 CONTINO! 
C LENGTH=!!ACROSCOPIC LENGTH OVER WRICH THE TOTAL HEAD DIPPEBE!CE 
C (DHEAD) IS DISSIPATED 
C 
LENGTH=O.O 




C KHEQFD=EQUIVALENT HORIZONTAL PERIIEABILITY IN □ NITS OF FT./DAY 
KHEQPD=(Q*LENGTH)/(DHEAD*AREA) 
C KHEQCS=EQUIVALENT HORIZONTAL PERIIEABILITY Ilf UNITS OF CII./SEC. 
KHEQCS=KHEQFD•.0003528 
IF(ELEC.EQ.CHECK{3)) GO TO 1290 
C 
.C OTHERWISE WE HAVE THE HYDRAULIC CASE 
WRITE(6,1280)KHEQPD,KREQCS,Q,LENGTH,AREA,DHEAD 
1280 FOB!!AT('0 1 ,/////,5X,'IIACBOSCOPIC PARAIIETEBS 1 ,//,8I,'EQ □ IYALEIIT 1 
1'HORIZONTAL PER!!EABILITY=1 ,F10.4,1X,'FT/D 1 ,1I,'-= 1 ,F10.6,1I, 
2'CII/SEC 1 ,//,81,'TOTAL FLOV-=1 ;F10.1,1I,'CPD 1 ,//,8I,'LEIIGTR=',F10.4, 
31X,'FT 1 ,//,8I,'AREA=',P10.4,1I, 1 SQ.FT. 1 ,//,81, 
4'TOTAL DISSIPATED HEAD-=',P10.4,1I, 1 FT. 1 ) 
GO TO 1400 
1290 KHEQFD=1/KHEQPD 
C THE EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL HORIZONTAL COSD □CTIYITY WAS CONV!RTBD TO 
C AN EQIYALENT HORIZONTA~ ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
C CONVEBT CURRENT FLOW TO A"PEBES 
213 
(JUNE 78) IIAII 0S/360 POBTBAI B EXTENDED DATE 80.31l6/ 
Q=Q/3. 281 
iBITE(6,1292) KHEQPD,Q,LEHGTH,lREl,DHElD 
1292 FOBIIAT(1 0 1 ,/////,51,'IIACBOSCOPIC PABAIIETEBS',//,81,'EQOIVALENT', 
1' HORIZONTAL ELECTRICAL BESISTIYITY%',P10.4,11,'0HII-IIETEBS 1 ,//,81, 
2'TOT~L CURBEHT FLOV=1 ,F10.6,11,'AIIPEBES 1 ,//,81,'LENGTH= 1 ,P10.3,1I, 
3'FT. 1 ,//,BI,'AREA= 1 ,F10.J,11,'SQ.PT. 1 ,//,8I,'TOTAL VOLTAGE DBOP=1 , 
4F10.4,11,'VOLTS') 
GO TO 1400 
C 
C COIIPOT E THE AQ □ IPEB PEB!'IEABILITY FOB• POINT TO POINT PLOW USING 





DO 129~ I=2,NROWll1 
FKI=FKI+KHABll(I,LEQOIV,1)*(H(I,LEQUIY-1)-B(I,LEQOIV)) 
1294 CONTINUE • 
KHEQFD=FKI/WPFACT 
WRITE (6, 1298) 
IF(ELEC.EQ.CHECK(3)) GO TO 1296 
WRITE(6,1295) FKI,KHEQPD 
GO TO 1400 
1295 FORIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,5i, 1 FKI= 1 ,1I,F10.2,1I, 1 FT••2/D 1 ,///,51, 
1 1 AQUIFEB PERIIEABILITY='•1X,F10.3,1X,'FT/D') 
1296 KREQFD=1./KHEQFD 
WRITE (6, 1297) FKI, KHEQFD 
1297 FORIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,///,5X, 1 FKI= 1 ,1X,F10.6,1X, 1 VOLT/OHll-111 ,///,5X, 
l'AQOIFER RESISTIVITY=',1X,F10.2) 
1298 FORIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,/////,SX,'IIACROSCOPIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES', 
1' WERE COIIPOTED BY THE WARREN & PRICE TECHNIQUE') 
GO TO 1400 
C 
CHERE THE PBEDOIIIHANT ~LOW IS VERTICAL 
C COIIPUTB THE EQUIVALENT VERTICAL PERIIEABILITY 
C 
1300 IF(WABP.EQ.CHECK(91) GO TO 1393 
Q=O.O 
AREA=0.0 
DO 1350 J=2,HCOLll1 
AREA=AREA+ ID (J) 




C LENGTH= IIACBOSCOPIC LENGTH OYER WHICH THE TOTAL READ DIPFEBEHCE 
C (DHEAD) IS DISSIPATED 
C COIIPUTB LEliGTH 
C 
LEHGTH=O.O 
DO 1370 I=3,HBOVll1 
LEHGTH=LENGTH+AY(I) 
1370 COliTIHOB • 
C KVEQFD= EQUIVALENT VERTICAL PERIIElBILITY II UNITS OP PT./DlI 
KVEQFD=(Q*LENGTH)/(DREAD*AREl) 
C KVEQCS= EQUIVALENT VERTICAL PEB!EABILITI II UNITS OF CII./SEC. 
KVEQCS=KVEQFD•.0003528 
Il'(ELEC.EQ.CHECK(3)) GO TO 1390 
214 




1380 FORIIAT(1 0 1 ,/////,5X, 1 11ACBOSCOPIC PARAIIETERS1 ,//,81,'EQOIVALENT 1 
1 1 VERTIC1L PERIIEABILITY=1 ,P10.4,11,'PT/0 1 ,1X,'= 1 ,F10.6,11, 
2 1 CII/SEC 1 ,//,8X,'TOTAL FLOW=',F10.1,11,'CPD 1 ,//,81,'LENGTB=',P10.4, 
31X,'FT 1 ,//,8X,'ABEA= 1 ,P10.4,1I,'SQ.FT.i,//,8X, 
4'TOTAL DISSIPATED HEAD=1 ,P10.4,1X,'PT. 1 ) 
GO TO 1400 
C THE EQOIVALEKT VERTICAL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IS CONVERTED TO 
C THE EQUIVALENT VERTICAL ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
1390 KVEQFD=l/KVEQFD 
C 
C CONVERT CURRENT PLOi TO lllPERES 
Q=Q/3. 281 
WRITE(6,1392) KYEQPD,Q,LENGTH,AREA,DHEAD 
1392 POBMAT('O',l////,51,'IIACROSCOPIC PlRAIIETERS1 ,//,8I, 1 EQOIVALENT', 
1' VERTICAL ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY=',P10.4,11,'0R8·11ETEBS',//,81, 
2'TOTAL CURRENT PLOW=',F10.6,1X,'AIIPERES 1 ,//,8X,'LENGTH=',F10.3,1I, 
3 1 FT.',//,8X,'AREA=',F10.3,1I,'SQ.FT. 1 ,//,81, 1 TOTAL VOLTAGE DROP=', 
4F10.4,1l, 1 VOLTS1 ) 
GO TO 1400 
C 
C COIIPOTE THE AQUIFER PEBIIEABILITY FOB VEBT. FLOW USING 








WRITE (6, 1398) 
IP(ELEC.EQ.CHECK(3)) GO TO 1396 
WRITE (6, 1_395) FKI, HEQFD 
GO TO 1400 
1395 FOBIIAT {'0',51,'FKI=•,1i,F10.2,1I,'FT**2/D 1 ,///,SX, 
1'AQUIFER PERIIEABILITY=1 ,1X,F10.3,1X, 1 PT/D 1 ) 
1396 KVEQFD=1./KVEQFD 
WRITE (6, 1397) FKI,KVEQFD 
1397 FORIIAT {'0 1 ,///,5X,'PKI=',1I,F10.6,11,'VOLT/OH8·11 1 ,///,SX, 
1'1QUIFER RESISTIVITY=',11,Fl0.2) 
1398 FOBIIAT ('0 1 ,/////,SI,'IIACBOSCOPIC TRAHSPORT PROPERTIES', 
1' WERE COIIPUTED Bl THE WARREN & PRICE TECHNIQUE') 
1400 IF (STRF. NE.CHECK (SJ) GO TO ]000 
C OTHERWISE COIIPUTE THE STBEA8 PUNCTIOH FBOI! THE 
C STEADY STATE HEADS 
C 
C BRANCH TO THE APPROPBIATE LOCATION TO COl!PUTE THE STREAII FUNCTION 
C DEPENDING ON TRE FLOW TYPE (HORIZONTAL,VERTICAL OR POINT TO POINT). 
C 
IF (FLOi. EQ.CHBC!t (6)) .GO TO 2500 
IF(FLOi.EQ.CHECK(10)) GO TO 2560 
C 
C OTHERWISE THE PLOW IS PBEDOl!IMATELI HOBIZORTAL 
C SET BOTTOII BOW STREAII FUNCTION VALDES TO ZEBO 
DO 1500 J=1,NCOLll1 
1500 StRPUN(NBOWl!1,J)=O.O 
I (JONE 78) 
C 
C 
!!AIii 05/360 FORTRAN B EITEIDBD 
C CO"PUTE INTERIOR YALOES OP THE STREA!I FONCTION !IOVING ALOIG 
C SUCCESSIVE COLU!INS PRO" THE BOTTO!! STBEA"LINE 
C 
DO 1800 J=2,NCOL!l2 
DO 1800 I=2,NBOll"1 
II=NROII-I 
STR FUN (II• J) =ST RPO K (II+ 1, J) + (K BAR!1 (II+ 1, J+ 1, 1) • ( (B (II+ 1, J) -
SH (II+ 1, J + 1) ) /AX (J ♦ 1) ) • ID (II+ 1) ) 
1800 CONTINUE 
C. 
C SET THE VALUES OP STRPUN(I,1) AIID STRPUN(I,NCOL!l1) TO 
C PRODUCE A BETTER PLOT EFFECT 
C 








DO 1900 I=1,NB011!11 
DO 1900 J=1,NCOL!1 
1900 ST81'UN (I ,J) = (STBFOII (I,J) /STRNOB) • 100. 
C WRITE OUT THE VALUES OP THE NONDI!1ENSIOHALIZED STBEA!I POICTIOH 
C 
WBITE(6,2100) 
2100 FOR!1AT(1 1 1 ,5X,'STBEA!I FUNCTION VALUES') 
• DO 2000 I=1,NB011"1 
·2000 IIRITE(6,2640) I, (STRPON(I,J) ,J=1,IIICOL!11) 
C 
C WRITE STREA" FUNCTION VALOES OITO OS! 
DO 2200 I=1,NBOll"1 
DO 2200 J=1,NCOL!l1 
2200 ilRITE(13,2110) STBPOll(I,J) 
2110 POR!IAT(30X,P10.5) 
118ITE(6,2300) 
2300 FOR!IAT ('0 1,•••• STBEA!I FONCTIOI VALUES IIRITTEI ONTO OSI••••) 
C 
GO TO 3000 
C 
C 
C CO!IPUTE STBEA!I FUNCTION POB VERTICAL PLOi 
C SET RIGHT SIDE STREA!I POIIICTION VALUES TO ZEBO 
C 
2500 DO 2510 I=1,N~Oi!l1 
2510 STRFOH(I,HCOL!11)=0.0 
C 
C CO!IPUTE INTERIOR YALOES OP THE STBEA!I PUHCTIOH !IOVIRG ALOIG 
C SUCCESSIVE BOIIS FRO!! THE RIGHT SIDE STREA!I LINE 
C IIHEBE THE STBEA!I FUNCTIOI IS EQUAL TO ZEBO 
C 
C 
DO 2520 I=2,NBOW!l2 




(JOHE 78) l'IAIN OS/360 FORTRAI H EITEHDED 
STRFUN(I,JJ)=STRPOH(I,JJ+1)+(~HARl'l(I+1,JJ+1,2)•((B(I,JJ+1)-
1 H (I+ 1, JJ + 1) ) / A Y (I• 1 I ) • ID ( J J+ 1 I ) 
2520 CONTINUE 
C 
C SET THE VALUES OP STRPOR(l,J) ARD STBFOR(NROil'll~J) TO.· 
C PRODUCE A EETTEB PLOT EFFECT 




C NONDil'IENSIONALIZE THE STREAl'I FUNCTION 
C 
C 
STBNOR=STRPUN (LSTBl'I, 1) 
DO 2530 I=1,NROWl'l1 
DO 2530 J=1,NCOLl'l1 
2530 STRPUN(I,J)=(STRPON(I,J)/STBNOB)*100. 
C WRITE THE VALUES OP THE HONDil'IENSIONALIZED STREAl'I FUNCTION 
C 
WRITE(6,2100) 
DO 2540 I=l,NROWl'll 
2540 WRITE(6,200) I,(STBFON(I,J),J=l,NCOLl'll) 
C 





DO 2550 I=1,NBOil'l1 
DO 2550 J=1,NCOLl'l1 
2550 WRITE(13,2110) STBFON(I,J) 
WRITE (6, 2300) 
GO TO 3000 
C COl'IPUTE STBEAl'I FUNCTION FOB POINT TO POINT PLOW 
C SET RIGHT SIDE STREAl'I FUNCTION VALUES TO ZERO 
C 
2560 DO 2570 I=2,NROWl'l2 
STBFUN (I, 1) =O. 0 
2570 STRPUN(I,NCOLl'll)=O.O 
C 
C COl'IPUTE INTERIOR VALUES OP THE STREAl'I PUNCTIO! l'IOVIIG ALORG 
C SUCCESSIVE BOWS PBOl'I THE BIGHT SIDE STBEAl'I LINE 
C WHERE !Hf STBEAl'I FUNCTION is EQUAL TO ZEBO 
C 
C 
DO 2600 I=2,HROWl'l2 
DO 2600 J=2,HCOLl'l2 
JJ=NCOL-J 
Ql=~HARl'l(I+1,JJ+1,2)*((H(I+1,JJ ♦ 1)-H(I,JJ+l)) 
1/AI (I ♦ l).) •XO (JJ+l) 
2600 STRPUN(I,JJ)=STBPUN(I,JJ+1)+Q1 
C 
C COl'IPOTE TOTAL INFLOW AND OUTPLOi AT THE 




DO 2606 J=2,HCOL1'11 
216 
DATE 80.346/~ 
(JUIIE 78) OS/360 PORTRAI H EITEBDED 
IP (IC (2,J) .GE. 0) GO TO 2606 
C OTHERWISE COftPOTE PLOi THROUGH TiE LEPT(QL), RIGHT(QR) 
C AND BOTTOl'I (QB) PACES OP THE CONSTAIIT HEAD IODE 
QL=KHARft(2,J,1)*(H(2,J)-H(2,J-1))/Al(J}•ID(2) 
Q R=K HA Bl'! ( 2, J + 1 , 1 I • ( H ( 2, J) - R ( 2, J + 1) ) / Al (J + 1) • ID ( 2) 
QB=KHARft (3,J,2) • (H (2,J) -H (3,J)) /AI (3) •xD (JI 
QNODE=QL +QR+ QB 
IP(QHODE.L'I.0.0) GO TO 2604 
C OTHERWISE IIIPLOW OCCURS AT THE NOD! 
QIN=QI!HQNODE 
GO TO 2606 




C SET ST!EAl'I PU!ICTIOII VALDES OP ROW 1 
C THIS rs VALID ONLY iHEN ALL I!IPLOi IS PROft OIIE NODE 
C AND ALL OUTFLOW LEAVES AT ONE HOOE 
C 
LSTRftl=LSTRl'l-1 






DO 2609 J=J1,J2 
2609 STBFUH(l,J)=QIII 
C IIAU THE BOTTOft ROW or THE STREAl'I PU!ICTIO!lf= o.o 
C 
• DO 2610 J=l,IICOLl'll 
2610 STaPUH(NROWftl,J)=0.0 
C 
C HOHDil'IEHSIONALIZE THE STREAft PUICTIO!lf 
C AS BASED Olf THE TOTAL IHPLOi 
C 
DO 2620 I=l,IIROWl'll 
DO 2620 J=l,HCOLl'll 
2620 S'IRPUl(I,J)=(STRPUH(I,J)/Qill)•lOO. 




DO 2630 I=l,HROWftl 
2630 WRITE(6,2640) I, (STRFUll(I,J) ,J=l,!ICOLl'll) 
2640 FORl'IAT ('0',I2,21~10P12.3/(51, 10P'12.3)1 
WRITE (6, 2650) QIN, QOUT 
2650 P081'1AT ('0',3X,'PLOW INTO THE l'IODEL=',P12.2,//, 
13X, 1 PLOW OUT OP THE l'IODEL=',P12.3) 
C 
C WRITE STREAl'I PUHCTIOII VALUES OIITO DATA SET 
C 
C 
DO 2660 I=1,!IROWl'l1 
DO 2660 J=1·,NcOLl'l1 
2660 WRITE(13,2670) STBPO!f(I,J) 








2-0 Radial Flow Program 
To convert the 2-0 cartesian coordin~te program into a 2-0 radial 
symetric flow program in (r, z) coordinates the following modifications 
were made. 
1) The expressions for a, b, c and din the basic equation are 
changed to those used in equations 51 or 53. 
2) Provisions are made to use equations 55 or 56 when at a well 
node. 
3) Connection permeabilities in the r-direction are computed by the 
appropriate form of equation 62. 
The program will solve for steady state potentials when constant 
potentials are located anywhere in the 2-0 section; however, the stream 
function and aquifer permeability algorithm apply only when radial (or 
quasi-radial) flow occurs. Partial penetration problems should also work 
by these algorithms. 
Modification to the users guide of appendi~ Kand a listing of the 
radial flow program follow. 
-
218 
DATA DECK PREPARATION 
The data deck instructions for the radial flow program are the same as 









1 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
16 - 20 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
1 - 80 
1 - 80 
FORMAT VARIABLE 
A4, lX CONH 
A4, lX CONK 
A4, lX ELEC 
A4, lX MINI 
A4, lX STRF 
A4, lX SKIP 
8Fl0. l RD ( J) 
8F10 .1 20 (I) 
DESCRIPTION 
punch CONH to write total 
head values onto disk 
punch CONK to write 
permeability values onto disk 
punch, ELEC to convert 
permeabilities to electrical 
conductivities 
punch MINI to read in the 
minimum iteration value 
punch STRF to compute and 
write onto disk, the 
streamfunction ~alues 
punch SKIP to truncate output 
nodal spacing in the r -
direction 
nodal spacing in the z -
direction 
219 
C 2-D STEADY, HETEROGENEOUS, ANISOTROPIC PLOW THROUGH POROOS 8EDIA 
C USING FINITE DIPFEBENCE WITH VARIABLE GBID SPACINGS 








DOUBLE PRECISION H,HNEW,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,QPABl!,QKNOWl,DABS,HOLD 
DOOBLE PBECISIOI ITPARI! 
REAL*8 DSEED/992299.DO/ 
DI l'IE NS IO l!I KCO N N ( 5 0, 5 0, 2) , H (5 0, 5 0) , K (50, 5 0) , RD (50) • ZD ( 50) , AB ( 50) • . 
SAZ (50), llEADIN (20), UISO (50) ,CHECK (7), EBB (300) 
Dil'IENSION G (50), F (50) ,IC (50,50), HNEW (50), ITPARI! (50), HOLD (50, 50), 
SST R !' U !I (SO, 50) , HSTR AT ( 50, 5 0) , U ( 50, 50) , B ( 50) 
OATl CHECK/1 COHK1 ,'CONH','ELEC 1 , 1 11INI','STRP'•'SKIP', 1 V1 / 
BEAD(5,10) HEADIN 
10 FORIHT (20A4) 
WRITE(6,20) HEADIB 
lliHTE(6,25) DSEED 
25 FORIIAT. ('0',/,5X.'DSEED= 1 ,P12.0) 
20 FORl'IAT ( 1 1',20X,20A4) 
C INPUT ~ABAIIETEBS 





C WPPACT IS THE FACTOR WARREN & PRICE USE TO COIIPUTE THE 
C EQUIVALENT PEBIIEABILITY- IT IS THE S~II OF THE CHANGES IN HEAD 
C THaOUGH A COLUl'IN OF ~HE STEADY HEAD l!ATBII FOB THE ISOTROPIC 






LSTBII IS THE COLUIIN 
WHERE THE TOTAL FLOW IS 
THE STBEAII FUNCTION••• 
COMPUTED POB THE USE OP NOIDil!EHSIONALIZING 
IT IS USED ONLY iHEB CHECl(S)=STRP 
C LEQOIV IS THE COLUIII 
C WHERE THE TOTAL FLOW IS COIIPDTED TO BE USED Iii SOLVING 





C NOTE•••• THE VALUE BEAD IN FOB Hl!II IS THE LOWEST ITEBlTIOI 
C PABAl!ETEB .AND IS U~ED OMLI IP IIINI WAS SPECIFIED II THE OPTIONS 
BEAD(5,32) ITl!Al,NUIIPAn,Hl!AX,HIIIN 
30 POBPIAT (2I10,1F10.5,I10,F10.5) 
32 POHPIAT (2I10,2P10.S) 




(JUIE 78) l!AIN OS/360 FORTBAI B EXTBIDED DATB 80.3116/0 
READ(5,40) (RD(J) ,J,-1,liCOL) 
40 PORl!AT. (8F10.1) 
READ(5,40) (ZD(I),1=1,liROii) 
C COl!PUTE ~RAND AZ 
CAR= R-DISTANCE PRO!! ONE MODE CENTER TO THE NEXT 
CAZ= Z-DISTAHCE PRO!! ONE NODE CENTER TO THE NEXT 
C 
DO 42 J=2, NCOL 
42 Aa(J)= (RD(J)+RD(J-1))/2.0 
DO 44 1=2,NROII 
44 AZ(I)=(ZD(I)+ZD(l-1))/2.0 
C 
C COl!POTE R (J) VALUES 
C R(J) IS THE RADIOS TO THE J 1 TH liODE CENTER 
R(1)=-AR(2) 
8(2)=0.0 
DO 46 J=3,NCOL 
46 B(J)=R(J-1)+AR(J) 
c· 
IP(ISO.EQ.1) GO TO 
IP ( ISO. EQ. 2) GO TO 
IP (ISO. EQ. 3) GO TO 
IP(ISO.EQ.4) GO T·o 







C READ VALUES FOR A LA t'ERED 
C 
READ(5,35) LAYTY 
BEAD (5 ,%) LAYERS 
DETERIHHISTIC 
IP [LAYTY.EQ.CHECK(7)) GO TO 78 
l!ODEL 
C OTHERWISE THE l!ODEL IS HORIZONTALLY LAYERED 
DO 76 IL=l,LAYERS 
READ(5,73) LAYLO,LAYHI,PEBI! 
73 POIHIAT (2I10,P10. 2) 
DO 76 I=LAYLO,LAYRI 
DO 76 J= 2, NCOLI! 1 
F,(I,J)=PERI! 
76 CONTINUE 
GO TO 95 
C 
C THE l!ODEL IS YERTICALLY LAYERED 
C 
C 
_78 DO 79 IL=1,LAYERS 
READ(5,73) LAYLO,LAYHI,PEBI! 
DO 79 I=2,NROWl!1 
DO 79 J=LAYLO,LAYHI 
K(I,J)=PERI! 
79 CONTINUE 
GO TO 95 
C PERl!EABILITY ¥ALOES RAVE A LOG liORl!AL DIS1BIBOTIOI 
COVER THE ENTIRE REGION 
50 READ(5,40) l!EA!i,SDEY 
WRITE (6, 51) l!EAN, SDEV 
51 FOBl!AT ( 1 0 1 ,/,5X,'PERl!EABILITIES ARE LOG liORl!lLLY DISTRIBUTED', 
$' OVER THE ENTIRE BEGIOR',/,75I, 1 1!EAl=1 ,P10~5, 
S/,751,'STliDRD. DEV. = 1 ,P10.5) 
DO 54 I.=2,!IROW·1!1 
222 
(JU!IE 78) l!AIII OS/360 POBTBAI H EXTEHD!D DATE 80.346/1 
DO 54· J=2,HCOLl!1 
C FIRST PICK 1 NORl!AL DEYIAT! 
52 YPL=GGNQP(DSEED) 
C THEN CONVERT N 0,1 DEYIATE TOH l!ElJ,SDEV DElIATB 
KLOG=SDEV•tPL+l!EAH 
C VALUE KLCG= LOG OP K 
K(I,J)-=10**KLOG 
54 COlilrINUE 
GO TO ·95 
C 
C 
C PERMEABILITIES ARE READ Ill AT EACH NODE 
C 
60 READ(5,40) ((K(I,J),J=1,8COL),I=1,NROII) 
GO TO 95 
C PERl!EABILITY VALUES ARE ALL THE SAl!E 
80 DO 82 I=1, 1rnow 
DO 82 J=1,NCOL 
82 K(I,J)= J:>ERI! 
GO TO 95 
C 
C PERl!EABILITt YALUES HAYE AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
COVER THE ENTIRE REGION 
C EXLO= MINil!Ol! LOG OP K VALUE *100 
C EXHI= l!AXIl!UM LOG OP K VALUE *100 
C THE HIGHEST VALUE FOB EXHI IS 300 
84 READ(S,96) EXLO,EXHI 
DO 88 I:1,NBO'il 
DO 88 J=1,NCOL 
86 YFL=GGUBPS (DSEED) 
NUl!=IHT(YPL*lOOO.) 
IP(NOl!.LT.EXLO) GO,TO 86 




GO TO 95 
C 
C THE PERl!EABILITt VALUES ARE UNIPORl!LY DISTRIBUTED 
C WITH A DIPPEREHT nISTRIBOTIOH WITHIN EACH OP THE LlYERS 
C 
91 BEAD(S,96) LAYERS 




IP (UNIHI.LE.100) XER=lOO. 
DO 93 I=LAYLO,LAYHI 
DO 93 J=2,NCOLl!1 
92 HL=GGUBPS (DSEED) 
NUM=INT(YPL*XEB) 
IP(NUl!.LT.UHILO) GO TO 92 
IP(NOl!.GT.ONIHI) GO TO 92 
K(I,J)=PLOAT(NUI!) 
93 CONTINUE 
94 POBl!AT ( 1 0 1 ,/,SX,'PERl!EABILITY RANGE FOB UHIFORI! DISTRIBUTION=', 
1I6,2X,'T0 1 ,I6,1X,'PT/D',1X, 1 FQB LAYEBS',1X,I2,1X,'T0',1X,I2J 




IIAIII OS/360 POBTBAI H EXTEID!D DATE 80.346/0 
C 
C 
95 DO 100 I=1,NROi 
K(I,1)=0.0 
100 i(I,NCOL)=O.O 
DO 110 J=1,NCOL 
K(1,J)=O.O 
110 K(NROW,J)=O.O 
C BEAD ANISOTROPY AT EAtH ROIi 
C VALUE IS THE BATIO OP KH/Ki 
120 READ(5,40) (AHISO(Il ,I=l,NBOil) 
C 
C 
C COIIPOTE KT(I,J) VALUES 
C THESE ABE THE NODAL VALUES TO BE USED IN COIIPUTING 
C KCONH(I,J,~ --THE CONNECTION VALOE IN THE Z-DIRECTION 
DO • 112 I= 2, N ROW 111 
DO 112 J=2,NCOLll1 
112 KY(I,J)=K(I,J)/ANISO(I). 
C CONVEaT HYDBAOLIC CONDUCTIVITIES TO ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES IP SPECIFIED 
IP(ELEC.NE.CBBCK(l)IGO TO l17 
DO 115 I=2,NBOilll1 
DO 115 J=2,NCOLll1 
Kr (I,J) =1/ { ( (KY (I,J) •.0003528) /5. llE-061 ••. 7) 
115 K(I,J)=1/(((K(I,J)•.0003528)/5.13E-06)••.7) 
C 
C COIIPOTE THE ARITHIIATIC,RABIIONIC AND GEOIIETBIC IIEANS OP THE 
C PERIIEABILITY(COHDUCTIYITY) DISTRIBUTION 
C 
C 
117 SUll!';=O. 0 
RECIPK=O.O 
P ROOK =04 0 
DO 119 I=2,NROilll1 










C PERIIEABILITY(CONDUCTIYITI) VALUES ABE WRITTEN ONTO A DISK DATA SET 
C TO BE USED WITH PLOTTING 
IF(CONK.NE.CHECK(1)) GO TO 130 
DO 105 I=2,NROilll1 




C ECHO CHECK OF INPUT PARAIIETEBS 
C 
130 WRITE(6,140) NROV,NCOL,EC,ITIIAI 
140 FORIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,4X, 1 1 OF ROWS =',T25,I5,/,5I, 1 1 OF CCLUIINS = 1 ,T15,I5,/ 
$///,5X,'CLOSURE ERROR CRITERIA=', E16.5 ,5I, 1 11AIIIIUII ITERATIONS 
224 
I (JOHE 78) !HIii OS/360 l'OBTBll H EITEIIDED DAT! 80. 346/1 
S=',I5) 
WRITE(6,148) COHH,COHK,ELEC,ftINI,STBP,SKIP 
148 POR"AT { 1 0 1 ,/,51,'PBOBLEft OPTIONS SPECIPIED: 1 ,2I,10A8) 
IF (SKIP. EQ.CHECK (6)) GO TO 175 
WRITE (6,150) 
WRITE (6,160) (RD (J) ,J-=1, NCOL) 
150 l'OiiftAT ( 1 0 1 ,/,51,'DELTA-R (DB) NODAL VALOES 1 ) 
160 l'OB~AT ( 1 0',41,10P12.1/(51,10P12.1)) 
WRITE (6,170) 
'iii!ITE(6,160) (ZD(I) ,I=1,NBOil) 
170 POR~AT ( 1 0 1 ,5X,'DELTA-Z (DZ) IIODAL VALUES') 
175 WBITE(6,180) 
180 l'OB"AT { 1 1 1 ,51,'HOBIZOIITAL PEBftEABILITI VALUES lT IIODE CEHTEB 1 ) 
DO 190 I= 1 , HR O ii 
190 WRITE (6,200) I, (K (I ,J) ,J=c1, IICOL) 
200 l'ORftAT ( 1 0 1 ,I2,21,101'12.6/(51,101'12.6t) 
210 l'OB~AT ( 1 0 1 ,I2,2X,10I10/{51, 10110)) 
WRITE (6,220) 
220 l'OR"AT ( 1 0 1 ,51,'ANISOTBOPI BATIO KH/KV 1 ) 
WBITE(6,160) (AHISO(I) ,I=1,HBOii) 
C 
C WRITE AB AND AZ 
C 
IP(SKIP.EQ.CHECK(6)) GO !O 261 
WRITE(6,250) 
250 l'Oii"AT('0',5X, 1 A8 VALUES') 
liRITE(6,160) (AB(J),J=2,IICOLJ 
'iiRITE(6,260) 
260 l'Oi!ftAT ( 1 0 1 ,51,'AZ YALOES 1 ) 
iiRITE(6,160) (AZ(I),I=2,NROW) 
C 
C iiRITE B VALUES 
C 
261 IF(SKIP.EQ.CHECK(6)1 GO TO 262 
WRITE (6,265) 
265 POB~AT ('0',5X, 1 B VALUES') 
waITE (6,160) (B (JJ ,J=1,IICOL) 
c. 
C CO"POTE KCOIIH(I,J,1) AND KCONH(I,J,2) 
C KCOllll(I,J,1)= CONIIECTIOH VALUE 01' THE PEBftEABILITIBS A1 ADJACEIT IODES 
C IN THE B DIRECTION 
C KCONH(I,J,2)= CONNECTION VALOE OP THE PERftEABILITIES AT ADJ~CEIT IIODES 
C Ill !HE Z DIRECTION 
C 
262 DO 270 I=2,NRO'ii"1 
KCOHH(I,2,1)=0.0 
KCONll(I,HCOL,1)=0.0 
KCON II (I, 3, 1) = ( ( R (3) + BD (3) / 2.) *K (I, 2) • K (I, 3) • {BD(2) /4.) 
1 • R. ( 3) ) / { ( { RD ( 2) /2. I *K (I, 3 I • B (3) +RD ( 3) • It (I, 2) • (B D {2) /4. 
2)) •RD (2) /2.) 
DO 270 J=4,NC0Lft1 
C NOTE••• (B(J-1)+BD(J-1)/2.) IS THE RADIUS ~HERE THE 
C COIIIIECTIOI PEB"EABILITY IS CO"POTED 
27 0 KCOHII (I, J, 1) = ( ( {R (J) + RD (J) /2.) - ( R (J- 1) - RD (J- 1) /2.) ) •it (I, J-1) * 
1 K (I, J) • B (J-1) • R ( J) ) / ( ( B D ( J- 1) • K (I, J) • B (J) + RD ( J) • K (I, J- 1) • B ( J- 1) 
2)•(B(J-1)+BD(J-1)/2.)) 
DO 280 I=2,NROi 
DO 280 J=2,IICOL"1 
225 
(JOIIE 78) l'IA-III OS/360 FORTBll H EITEIDED DAT! 80.346/0 
C 
280 KCOlll(I,J,2)=((ZD(I+1)+ZD(I))•IY(I-1,J)•KY(I,J)) 
$/ (KY (I,J) •zD (I-1) +KY (I-1,J) •ZD(I)) 
C WRITE VALUES OP KCOIIM 
C 
• IP(SKIP.EQ.CHECK(6)) GO TO 325 
iRITE (6,290) 
290 PORl!AT ( 1 1 1 ,//,SX,'VALDES OP KCOIII I,J,1 1 ) 
DO 300 I=2,NRO111!1 
300 IIRITE(6,200) I, (KCOllll(I,J,1) ,J=2,IICOL) 
WBITE(6,310) • 
310 FORl'IAT ( 1 1 1 ,//,51,'YALUES OP KCOIII I,J,2 1 ) 
DO )20 I=2,NBOII 
320 iRITE(6,200) I, (KCOMH(I,J,2) ,J=2,NCOL!!1) 
C 
C 
C SET EOOIIDARY CONDITIOIIS 
C NOTE••• PEBil'IETER BOUNDARY POIIITS CAN BE EITHER COISTAIIT HEAD OB Il'IPEB!!EABLE 
C NOTE••• PLOW !!UST BE PRO!! BIGHT TO LEFT 
C I.E. HIGH HEADS SHOULD BE LOCATED ON THE LEPT SIDB 
C 
C SET ALL HEADS EQUAL TO SOl!E INITIAL YALOB 
C AND ALL IC(I,J} VALUES TO ZERO 
325 DO )30 I=1,NROi 
DO J)O J=1,NCOL 
IC(I,J)=O 
330 H(I,J)= 50.0 
C 
C READ LOCATIONS OP CONSTANT HEAD NODES 
C ALONG THE PERil!ETEB 
C NOTE: THE PERI!!ETEB IS THE ONLY LOCATION POB A SOURCE OB A SINK 
C THAT IS -- A HIGH CONSTANT HEAD OR A LOW CONSTANT HEAD 
C 
C READ THE TOP ROW 
READ (5,336) (IC(2,J) ,J=2,IICOLl'l1) 
336 PORl!AT (16I5) 
C READ THE BOTTO!'! BOIi 
aEAD(5,JJ6) (IC(NROWl'l1,J) ,J=2,IICOLl'l1) 
C BEAD THE LEFT SIDE 
BEAD(5,JJ6) (IC(I,2) ,I=J,NROW1!2) 
C READ THE RIGHT SIDE 
READ (5,336) (IC (I, NCOL1'11) ,I=J, NROWl'l2) 
C 
C READ HEAD V,ALUES ALONG THE PERil!ETEB 
C READ TOP ROIi 
READ(5,350) (H(2,J) ,J=2,NCOLl!1) 
C BEAD THE BOTTO!! BOW 
aEAD (5,350) (H (IIBOll1'11,J), J=2, NCOLI! 1) 
C BEAD THE LEFT SIDE 
BEAD (5,350) (H (I, 2) ,I=3, !iBOWl'l2) 
C BEAD THE RIGHT SIDE 
C 
READ (5, 350j (H (I ,NCOLl'l1), I=3, liROil!2) 
350 PORl'IAT .(8010. 3) 
C iRITE STARTING HEAD l!ATBII 
IP (SKIP. EQ.CHECIC (6)) GO TO 392 
IIR IT E ( 6, 3 6 0) 
360 PORl!AT(1 1 1 ,//,5X,'STABTiliG HEAD l'IATRI1 1) 
·. 226 
(JUSE 78) OS/360 FORTRAN H EITENDBD DATE 80. 346/1 
C 
C 
DO 370 I=1,NBOV 
370 ilRITE(6,200) I,(H(I,J),J=1,NCOL) 
WRITE (6,380) 
380 PORIIAT('l',//,51,'CONSTABT HEAD NODES') 
DO 390 I=1,NROV 
390 WRITE(6,210) I,(IC(I,J),J=1,NCOL) 




DO 395 I=2, NROV 
DO 395 J=2,NCOL 
IF(K(I,J).EQ.0.0) GO TO 395 
XPA RT= XV AL* ( 1/ ( l+BD (J) **2/ZD ( I) ••2 • AIII SO (I))) 
HART=YHL• (11 ( 1+ZD (I) ••2•ANISO (I) /RD (JI **2)) 
HIIIN=AIIINl{HIIIN,XPART,YPABT) 
395 CONTINUE 
396 ALPHA=EXP(ALOG(B~AI/B/IIN)/(N □ IIPlR-1)) 
I'IPA311 (1) =HIIIN 
DO 397 HTIIIE=2,NOIIPAB 
397 ITPARll(NTIIIE)=ITPABll(NTIIIE-1)•ALPHA 
WRITE(6,398) IIUIIPAB, (ITPA!HI (J) ,J=1,IIUIIPA8) 
398 PORIIAT ,~o•,Jx,15,21,'ITERATIOM PARAIIETERS:',6D12.3,//,6X,10D12.3) 
ll' (IHIII. EQ.CHECK (4)) IIBITE (6,399) 
399 l'OBIIAT ( 1 0 1 ,2X,'110TE--IIINIIIOII ITERATION PARAIIETER WAS SET') 
IEB=O 
400 CONTINUE 
C SOLUTION ALGOBITH/1 USING THE ITEBATIYE ALTERNATING DIRECTION IIIPLICIT PROC. 
·C 
DO 500 I=l,BBOV 
DO 500 J=1,NCOL 
500 HOLD(I,J)=H(I,J) 






IBR=IEB ♦ l 
EBR(IER)=O.O 
C 
C ROW CALCULATIONS 
C 
DO 700 I=2,NBOil 
DO 620 J=2,NCOLll1 
IF(lqI,J).EQ.O ... OR.IC(I,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 620 
605 IP (J.NE.2) GO TO 606 
A=O. 0 
8= ( KCONH (I, 3, 1) •(RD ( 2) /2.) *Z D (I) ) / AR (3) 
C= ( KCON N (I, 2, 2) * ((RD (J) /2.) • • 2) /2.) / AZ (I) 
D= ( KCO H N (I+ 1, 2, 2) • ( (RD (J) / 2.) •• 2) / 2.) / AZ ( I+ 1) 
GO TO 608 
606 A=(KCONH(I,J,1)*(R(J-1)+RD(J-1)/2.)*ZD(I))/AR(J) 
B= ( KCONN (I ,J+ 1, 1) • (R (J) ♦ B D (J) /2.) • Z D (I I ) / AB ( J+ 1 I 
C= (KCONN (I ,J,2) *R (J) *RD (J)) /lZ (I) 
D=(KCONN(I+1,J,2)*R(J)•RD(J))/AZ(I+1) 
(JUNE 78) !'!Alli 0S/360 ~ORTBAI H EITEBD!D 
608 QPAR!'l=(A+B+C+D) •PAB!'I 
E=A+B+QPAB!'I 
OK NOW N=C•H (I-1, J) + D•H (I+ 1, J) - (C+ D-QP AR !'I) •B (I, J) 
IP (J. EQ. 2) GO TO 615 
IP(IC(I,J-1).EQ.-1) GO TO 610 
G (J) = (A•G (J-1) +QKNOi!I) / (E-A*F (J-1)) 
l'(J)=B/(E-A*F(J-1)) 
GO TO 620 
.610 G(J)=~•H(I~J~l)+QK!IOVN)/E 
l'(J)=B/E 
GO TO 620 
615 G(2)-=QKNOVN/E 
F (2) =B/E 
620 CONTINUE 




IF(IC(I,NCOL!'ll).EQ.-1) GO TO 6ij0 
HNEII (!I) =G (II) 
GO TO 655 
6ij0 HNEII (N)=H (I,N) 
GO TO 655 
650 HNEW(ll)= G(!l)+F(ll)*H!IEW(N+l) 
655 N-=N-1 
IF (N.EQ.1) GO TQ 657 
H (I-1,N) =BNEV (N) 
IF(IC(I,N).NE.-1) GO TO 650 
GO TO 6ij0 • 
657 CONTINOE 
700 CONTINUE 
C COL0!'IB CALCOLATIONS 
C 
C 
DO 703 L=2,NBOV81 
703 BNEV(L)=H(L,1) 
DO 800 J=2,NCOL 
DO 720 I=2,NROV!'11 
Il'(K(I,J).EQ.O .. OR.IC(I,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 720 
IF (J. NE. 2) GO TO 706 
A=O.O • 
B=(KCOK!l(I,J,1)*(RD(2)/2.)*ZD(I))/AR(3) 
C= ( KCOKN (I , 2, 2) * ( (B D (J) / 2.) ** 2) i 2.) /AZ ( I) 
D= ( KCOSN (I ♦ 1, 2, 2) • ( (BO (J) /2.) ** 2) /2.) / AZ (I ♦ 1) 
GO TO 708 
706 A=(KCON!l(I,J,l)*(B(J-l)+RD(J-1)/2.)*ZD(I))/AR(J) 
B= ( KCO NN (I, J + 1 • 1) * ( B (J) + B D (JI /2.) •zo (I) ) / AR ( J + 1) 
C=(KCONN(I,J,2)*R(J)•RD(J))/AZ(I) 
D= (KCONN (I+l,J,2) *R (J) *RD (J)) /AZ (I ♦ l) 
708 QPAR!'l=(A+B+C+D)*PAR!'I 
E= (C+D+QPAR!'I) 
QKHOWN=A*H (I ,J-1) +B*R (I,J ♦ 1) - (,&+ B-QPAB!'I) *H (I ,J) 
I.F(I.EQ.2) GO TO 715 
IF(IC(I-1,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 710 
G ( I) = (C•G ( I- 1) + QKRO V N) I ( E-C• F (I-1) ) 
l'(I)=D/(E-C*F(I-1)) 




(JUNE 78) OS/360 FOBTRAli B EXTENDED 
F(I)=D/E 
GO TO 720 
715 ~(2)=QtNOVM/E 
l' (2) =D/E 
720 COHTI!IOE 
C CALCULATE HEADS BY BACi SUBSTITUTION 
H=!lROWl!1 
H(H,J-1)=HliEW(N) 
IF(IC(MROW1!1,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 740 
HNEli (HI =G (!I) 
GO TO 755 
740 ANEW (N)=H(N,J) 
GO TO 755 
750 HNEW (N) =G (NI +l' (N) •HliEII (N+1) 
755 M=N-1 
II' (H. EQ. 1) GO TO 757 
H(N,J-1) =HliEW(II) 
Il'(IC(N,J).NE.-1) GO TO 750 
GO TO 740 
757 CONTINUE 
IP (J. EQ. !ICOL) GO TO 800 
DO 770 I=2.HROWl!1 
ET=DABS(HNEW(I)-HOLD(I.J)) 
IF(ET.GT.EBR(IER)) GO TO 760 
GO TO 770 






C. CHECK CLOSURE CRITERIA l'OR STEADY STATE 
1000 IF (IEa.GE.ITl!AX) GO TO 1045 
IF (ERR (IER). GT. EC) GO TO 400 
C OTHERWISE THE STEADY STATE HEADS HAVE BEEN COl!PUTED 
C 
C CO~PUTE HEADS ABOUND THE PEBil!ETER OF THE l!ODEL 
C THIS IS DONE TO GIVE A BETTfB PLOT EFFECT 
C 
C ALONG TOP ROIi 
C 
DO 950 J=1, NCOL 
950 H(1,J)=H(2,J) 
C ALONG BOTTOI! ROW 
DO 960 J=1.NCOL 
960 H(NBOV,J)=H(NROlill1,J) 
C 
C ALONG LEFT VERTICAL BOUNDARY 
DO 970 1=1.NROi 
970 H(I,1)=H(I.2) 
C 
C ALONG HIGHT VERTICAL BOUNDARY 
DO 980 I:1,NBOli 
980 H(I,NCOL)=H(I,liCOL!1) 
C 
WRITE (6, 1005) (ERB (I) .I=1,IEB) 
1005 FORl!AT(1 1'.5I,'HEAD DIFFERENCE FOB EACH ITEHATIOJ',//, 
$ (/ ,31, 101'12.51) 
228 
DATE BO. 346/0; 
229 
(JCJNE 78) OS/360 POBTBAI H EITEIDED DATE 80.346/0 
C 
C 
1010 WRITE(6,1020) IER,ERB(IFli),IET,JET 
1020 FOBIIAT('l',//,101,'STEADI STATE HEAD IIATBII APTEB',14,21,'ITERATIO 
$NS',//,10I,•LABGEST HEAD DIFFERENCE = 1 ,E12.3,2I,'AT POIST•,tx,•aow 
$•,IJ,21, 'COLUIOl',13) 
1030 DO 1040 I=l,NBOli 
1040 liBITE(6,200) I, (H(l,J) ,J=l,SCOL) 
IP(CONH.NE.CHECK(2)) GO TO 1100 
DO 1042 I=l,NBOW 
DO 1042 J=1,NCOL 
1042 liRITE(11;2110) H(I,J) 
liRITE (6, 1043) 
1041 FORIIAt(•0•,41,•••••• HEADS WRITTEN ONTO DSM••••••) 
GO TO 1100 
10115 WRITE(6,1055) 
iiRIT E (6, 1005) (ERB (I) ,I= 1, IEB) 
1050 WRITE(6,1060) IEB,FRB(IEEI) ,IE?,JET 
1055 PORIIAT(•l•,•••••••••••• ITERATIONS EXCEEDED••••••••••••••) 
1060 FORNA~ ( 1 1 1 ,//,101,'READ IIATEIII AFTEB',I4,2X,•ITERATIONS 1 ,//,10X, 1 
$LARGEST HEAD DIFFERENCE =•,E12.3,2I,•AT POIST•,21,•aow•,IJ,21, 
S'COLUIIN• ,13) 
DO 1070 I=l,NROW 
1070 WliITE(6,200) I, (H(I,J) ,J=l,HCOL) 
GO TO 3000 
1100 IP(ELEC.EQ.CRECK(3)) GO Td 1120 






1110 FOR!AT ('1 1 ,51,'STATISTICAL IIEANS OP THE PEBIIEABILITY', 
1 1 DISTBIBUTIOS•,11,BX,'ABITR!ATIC IIEAN=',P10.4, 1X,'FT/D 1 ,1X, 
2'= 1 ,iX,P10.6,1I, 1 CII/SEC 1 ,//,8X,•GEOl!EIBIC IIEAll=',Pl0.4,11,'PT/D•, 
31X,'= 1 ,1X,P10.6,,1X, 1 CII/SEC•,11,sx.~HABIIONIC IIEAH=',Pl0.4,11, 
4 1 FI/D 1 ,1X, 1 = 1 ,1X~P10.6,1X,•C!/SEC') 
GO TO 1140 
C 





1130 PORIIAT ( 1 1 1 ,SX,•STATISTICAL !EANS OP THE BESISTIYITY ', 
1•DISTRIBUTIOS 1 ,//,8X, 1 ARITHIIATIC NEAl=',Pl0.4,11,'0H!-IIETEBS', 
2//,BX,•GEO!ETBIC IIEAN=1 ,P10.4,1X,•OHll-l!ETEBS 1 ,//,8X, 









DO 1200 I=2,SBOill1 
'· 
Q=Q+ (KCONII (I, LEQUU, 1) • ( (H (I, LEQUIV)-H (I,LEQUIV-1)) /AB (LECCJIV)) 
230 
(JU NE 78) l'!AIN OS/360 FORTBll B EXTBiD!D DATB 80. 346/0~ 
1• (ZD (I)• (R (LEOOIY-1) +RD (LEQOH-1) /2.))) 
1200 CONTINUE 
C 
C COl'!POTE THE lOOIPER PERl'!BIBILITY USING T.HE l'!BTBOD 
C USED BI WARREN & PRICE 
C 
PKI=O.O 
DO 1220 I=2,NROV1'!1 
PKI=PKI+KCONN{I,LEQUIY,l)•(H(I,LEQOIY)-H(I,LEQOIY-1)) 
1220 CONTINUE • 
KH EQPD=P KI/W PPACT 
WRITE (6, 1230) PKI, KHBOFD 
1230 FORl'!AT ('0',5I, 1 PKI= 1 ,1I~P10.2,///,5I,'AOOIPEB PEBl'!.= 1 , 
11I,P10.3,11,'PT/D 1 ) 
IF(ELEC.EQ.CllECK(])) GO TO 1290 
C OTHERWISE WE HAVE TH~ HlDRAOLIC CASE 
WdITE (6, 1280) Q,DHEAD 
1280 FORl'!AT ( 1 0 1 ,////,SX,'FLOW THROUGH THE SECTIOI (THETA=1 BADlll)=', 
1P12.1,1I, 1 CPD1 ,//,51, 1 TOTAL HEAD DISSIPATED= 1 ,F10.4,1I, 1 PT1J • 
GO TO 11100 
1290 KHEQPD=1/KHEQFD 
C THE EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL BORIZONTAL CONDUCTIVITY VAS CONVERTED TO 
C AN EQIVALENT HORIZONTAL ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
C CONVERT CURRENT PLOW TO AKPEBES 
Q=Q/3.281 
iRITE(6,12q5) KHEQFD,O,LENGTB,AR!A,DB~AD 
1295 PORl'!AT(1 0 1 ,/////,51, 1 1'!ACROSCOPIC PARAl'!ETERS1 ,//,8l, 1 EQUIYALJIT1 ,· 
1 1 HORIZbNTAL ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY= 1 ,P10.4,1X, 1 0Hl'!-l'!ETEBS1 ,//~ax, 
2 1 TOTAL CUR BENT PLOi= 1 ,P10.6, 11, 1 Al'!PERES1 ,//,81, 1 LENGT!l=1 ,P10.3,1I, 
3 1 PT. 1 ,//,8X, 1 AREA=1 ,1'10.3,ll, 1 SQ.PT. 1 ,//,81,'TOTAL VOLTAGE DROP=', 
• 4P10. 4, 1X, 1 VOLTS') 
C 
C 
1400 IP(STHP.NE.CHECK(S)) GO TO 3000 
C 
C OTHERWISE COl'!PUTE !KE STREAI'! FUNCTION PRO!! THE 
C STEADY STATE HEADS 
C 
C 
C SET BOTTO!! BOW STREAK FUNCTION VALUES TO ZERO 




C COl'!PUTE INTERIOR VALUES OP THE STBEAI'! FUNCTION l'!OYIIG ALONG 
C SUCCESSIVE COLUMNS PHO!! THE BOTTO!! STBEAl'!LINE 
C 
C 
DO 1800 J=2,NCOL1'!2 
DO 1800 I=2,NBOW1'!1 
II=SROi-I 
STRPON(II;J)=STRPOH(II+1,J)+(KCONH(II+1,J+1,1)•((H(II+1,J+1)-
SH (II+ 1,J) I /AR (J+ 1) I• (ZD (II+ 1) • (B (J} +RD (J) /2.) I) 
1800 CCNTINOE • 
C SET THE VALUES OP THE STBFOR(I,1) AND STBFO!(I,HCOLl'!1) TO 
C PRODOC! A BETTER PLOT EFFECT 
C 
DO 1850 I=1,NBOW1'!1 




C NONDI"ENSIONALIZE THE STREA" PUHCTIOR 
C 
STRNOB=STRPOll(1,LSTB!) 
DO 1900 I=1,HROW"1 
DO 1900 J=1,NCOL"1 
1900 STRPUN(I,J)=STRPUH(I,J)/STBNOi 
C 
C WRITE OOT THE YALOES OP THE NONDI!ENSIONALIZED ~TREA! FUNCTION 
C 
WRIT!(6,2100) 
2100 FOB!AT( 1 1 1 ,5X, 1 STREA! FUNCTION VALOES1 ) 
DO 2000 I=1.NROW!1 
2000 iRITE(6,200) I, (STBPUH(I,J) ,J=1,NCOL!1) 
C 
C WRITE STREA! FUNCTION VALOES ONTO DSN 
DO 2200 I=1,NROW"1 
DO 2200 J=1,NCOL!1 
2200 liRITE(13,2110) STRPO!f(I,J) 
2110 POR!AT(30I,P10.4) 
WRITE {6, 2300) 
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